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Abstract
Multi-hop wireless networks have been regarded as a promising path towards future
wireless communication landscape. In the past decade, most related work has been
performed in the context of mobile ad hoc networks. In very recent years, however,
much effort has been shifted to more static networks such as wireless mesh networks
and wireless sensor networks. While signiﬁcant progress has been achieved through
these years, both theoretically and experimentally, challenges still exist in various
aspects of these networks. For instance, how to use multi-hop networks as a means
for providing broadband Internet services with reliability and balanced load remains
as a challenging task. As the number of end-users is increasing rapidly and more
and more users are enjoying multimedia services, how to provide Quality of Service
(QoS) with user satisfaction in such networks remains also as a hot topic.
Meanwhile, another direction which has recently attracted lots of efforts in the
international research community is the introduction of cooperative communica-
tions. Cooperative communications based on relaying nodes are capable of improv-
ing network performance in terms of increased spectral and power efﬁciency, ex-
tended network coverage, balanced QoS, infrastructure-less deployment, etc. Coop-
eration may happen at different communication layers, at the physical layer where
the received signal is retransmitted and at the MAC and routing layers where a
packet is forwarded to the next hop in a coordinated manner towards the desti-
nation, respectively. However, without joint consideration and design of physical
layer, MAC layer and network layer, the beneﬁt of cooperative communication can-
not be exploited to the maximum extent. In addition, how to extend one-hop co-
operative communication into multi-hop wireless network scenarios remains as an
almost un-chartered research frontier.
In this dissertation, we enhance the state of the art technologies in the ﬁeld of
multi-hop wireless networks from a layered perspective. While efﬁcient scheduling
mechanisms are proposed at the MAC layer, elaborate routing protocols are devised
at the network layer. More speciﬁcally, by taking into account of cross layer design
we cope with network congestion problems in wireless mesh networks mainly at the
network layer. In order to further improve the performance of cooperative wireless
networks, we propose a contention-based cooperative MAC protocol in the pres-
ence of multiple relay nodes. Since a large majority of existing cooperative MAC
protocols are designed based on widely-used IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol which
exhibits inherent design constraint when applied in multi-hop wireless networks, it
is imperative to develop a novel cooperative MAC protocol which is appropriate
for multi-hop network scenarios. Next, we propose a TDMA-based MAC protocol
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supporting cooperative communications in static multi-hop wireless networks. Fur-
thermore, a cooperative lifetime maximization MAC protocol is proposed to cope
with the energy hole problem in wireless sensor networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Multi-hop Wireless Networks
Wireless communications provide no doubt very attractive services as demonstrated
by the tremendous growth in both cellular systems and Wireless Local Area Net-
works (WLANs). However, these two radically different technologies do not cover
the full spectrum of service needs, and there are numerous other applications that
can beneﬁt from broader wireless connectivity. Cellular networks offer wide area
coverage, but the service is relatively expensive and offer relatively low data rates.
On the other hand, WLANs have rather limited coverage, but provide compara-
tively high data rates. In order to increase the coverage of WLANs, a new category
of wireless network where a wired or wireless backbone connects multiple access
points has merged recently, in the form of multi-hop communications.
In multi-hop wireless networks, there are one or more intermediate nodes along
the path that are interconnected by means of wireless links. Compared with net-
works with single wireless link, multi-hop wireless networks have serval beneﬁts.
First of all, multi-hop wireless networks could extend the coverage of a network
and improve network connectivity. In addition, nodes in such a network, which are
usually self-conﬁgured and self-organized, communicate with each other over mul-
tiple hops by running a distributed routing protocol. This feature enables multi-hop
wireless networks to be deployed in a cost-efﬁcient way, avoiding wide deployment
of cables which is costly. Furthermore, in a multi-hop wireless network, multiple
paths may become available, resulting in much higher robustness of the network.
Therefore, multi-hop wireless networks have been deemed as a promising network
technology for future wireless communications. Examples of such network include
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [1], Wireless Mesh Networks(WMNs) [2–4]
and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [5].
1
2 Introduction
While MANETs appear more dynamic due to node mobility, the network topol-
ogy for WMNs and WSNs remains comparatively stable. The topology of a multi-
hop wireless network is the set of communication links between node pairs used
explicitly or implicitly by a routing protocol. Since network topology depends on
”uncontrollable” factors such as node mobility, interference, noise, as well as on
”controllable” parameters such as transmission power and antenna direction, these
networks are vulnerable to topology change [6]. In addition, due to the shared nature
of the wireless medium in these networks, mutual interference among nodes cannot
be avoided, especially when the nodes are hidden from each other [7, 8]. Never-
theless, even with these difﬁculties, multi-hop wireless networks still continue to
attract increasing attention owing to its easy deployment with infrastructure-less
communications and wide range of applications. Such applications include peer-to-
peer communications, natural disaster recovery operations, metropolitan area net-
working and so on. However, before these new applications can be realized, it is
necessary to gain insight into how such networks could be deployed and provide
reliable and efﬁcient services to end users.
1.2 Cooperative Communications
By exploiting time and spatial diversity, cooperative communication has emerged as
a promising technique to enhance system performance in wireless networks. Spa-
tial diversity is typically achieved by using multiple antennas at both the transmitter
and the receiver sides. Recently, Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) com-
munication systems and the corresponding channel coding techniques which are
targeted to increase spectrum efﬁciency (in bps/Hz) and to improve the robustness
of the wireless link, have been proposed to implement space diversity in the next
generation wireless networks [9–17]. However, all these improvements come at the
the cost of multiple Radio Frequency (RF) front ends at both the transmitter and
the receiver. Furthermore, the number of antennas implemented on small mobile
devices might be constrained due to device size and energy constraints. In order
to overcome this practical problem of MIMO systems, cooperative communication
enables single-antenna device in a multi-user environment to share their antennas
and form a virtual multiple-antenna transmitter that allows them to achieve diver-
sity without the requirement of additional antennas at each device. Therefore, while
MIMO systems are regarded as a key technology to improve the performance and
capacity of wireless communications over conventional single antenna systems, the
concept of cooperative communications has been recently considered as a solution
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to exploit the potential MIMO gains in a distributed manner.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of cooperative transmission.
In a cooperative communication environment, different nodes can share re-
sources to distribute the phases of transmission and/or processing. As demonstrated
in Fig. 1.1, a source node transmits packet to a destination node. If the packet is
not successfully received by the destination, a relay node around the source and the
destination which overhears the direct transmission will retransmit the overheard
packet to the destination1. This triangle communication portrays the essence of
wireless cooperative communications, i.e., the source node achieves reliable com-
munication to the destination through the help of intermediate neighbor node. As
we know, wireless channels may suffer from fading, meaning that the signal atten-
uation can vary signiﬁcantly over the course of a given transmission. Transmitting
different copies of the same message could generate diversity and efﬁciently combat
channel fading. In particular, spatial diversity relies on the principle that signals are
transmitted from geographically separated transmitters, leading to independently
faded versions of the same signal at the receiver. As a consequence, the beneﬁts of
cooperative communications include:
• Enhanced communication reliability over time-varying channels;
• Improved system throughput, reduced communication delay and number of
retransmissions across the network;
• Reduced transmission power, decreased interference, and improved spatial
frequency reuse;
• Enlarged transmission range, extended network coverage and prolonged net-
work lifetime.
1In some cooperative schemes, the source and the relay may transmit simultaneously.
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It is worth mentioning that cooperative communication has found applications in
various networks ranging from cellular networks, wireless ad hoc networks, to wire-
less sensor networks, etc. [18–26]. However, although cooperative systems exhibit
so many advantages, there are still open issues that need to be addressed. In coop-
erative communication networks, the relay trafﬁc, signaling overhead, end-to-end
latency as well as interference will increase. It is thus imperative for cooperative
system designers to carefully analyze the shortcomings of cooperative communi-
cation systems. Designers should propose strategies that facilitates in exploiting
the beneﬁts of cooperative communications to their full extend. The development
of such cooperative communication systems is, nevertheless, not possible without
a profound knowledge of cooperative communication technology across multiple
protocol layers in a network architecture.
The theoretical and implementation aspects of cooperative diversity at the phys-
ical layer have become an intense ﬁeld of research during the the past decade
[23, 27–35]. For instance, many studies have paid attention to the outage proba-
bility for different types of fading channels, and others exploit cooperative diversity
by improving bit error rate, which could lead to reliable transmission. The channel
capacity of cooperative networks was investigated in [36–39]. Several cooperation
protocols have been proposed, e.g. amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward
protocols [40–42], user cooperation protocol [43, 44], and coded cooperation pro-
tocol [27]. However, the impact of cooperative techniques on the upper layers of
communication protocols has not been thoroughly studied so far. In practice, coop-
erative gain may disappear if higher layer protocols are not properly designed. In
addition, how to perform cooperative communications in a multi-hop wireless net-
work remains as a challenging task due to more complicated network environments
and constraints. Therefore, in order to build a fully cooperative network, research
at the physical layer should be coupled with higher layers of the protocol, in partic-
ular, the MAC layer (and the network layer). In the meantime, different cooperative
communication protocols are needed to meet the requirements of diverse systems.
1.3 Research Objectives and Methodology
The objective of this dissertation is to study the mechanisms and protocols in multi-
hop wireless networks and to propose novel schemes to improve the performance of
these networks. The distinct features and critical design factors of multi-hop wire-
less networks bring many challenging issues to communication protocols, ranging
from the application layer down to the physical layer. Despite recent advances in
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the research and development in MANETs, WMNs, and WSNs, many challeng-
ing problems still remain, e.g., protocols in various layers need to be improved,
advanced physical layer techniques need to be implemented through higher layer
protocols’ support, new schemes are required for network management, protocols
should work in an energy efﬁcient way. In this thesis, we attempt to answer the
following important questions:
• Question 1: How to improve network performance for wireless mesh net-
works, especially under trafﬁc congestion status?
• Question 2: What is the beneﬁt of applying cooperative communication in
wireless networks? And how to design a cooperative MAC protocol in the
presence of multiple relay nodes?
• Question 3: How to achieve cooperative gain and extend it to a multi-hop
wireless network scenario?
• Question 4: Given static network topology, how to design cooperative MAC
protocols based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) principle?
• Question 5: How to integrate cooperative transmission into a duty cycle MAC
protocol in wireless sensor networks?
Based on the above research questions, a detailed literature review was per-
formed, existing solutions were surveyed, and the potential technologies were in-
vestigated. Historically, engineers have partitioned solutions of those problems
into a stack of protocol layers, each serving a particular purpose. Fig. 1.2 illus-
trates these layers and indicates the functions they usually serve in communication
networks. For instance, the physically layer conventionally combats fading with
coding, spread-spectrum. The MAC layer normally handles access to the shared
medium and manages protocol access to the physical medium. Layering promotes
the development of understanding and technology within each layer. However,
some issues have to be addressed at various layers. For example, cooperative com-
munications involve various aspects of the physical, medium access control and
even network layers. Returning to Fig. 1.2, we introduce two solutions, load bal-
ancing and cooperative communications, to improve network performance. While
load balancing being engaged from layer 2 to layer 4 perspective is mainly used to
deal with congestion problems in the network, cooperative communications being
exploited at the physical and MAC layers are expected to improve network perfor-
mance signiﬁcantly from various aspects. To address the research questions, the
following research goals were identiﬁed:
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• Goal 1: To explore routing protocols and metrics to cope with network con-
gestion problems, especially from a cross layer perspective.
• Goal 2: To propose a contention-based cooperative MAC protocol and con-
struct a theoretical basis intended for analyzing the beneﬁts of the proposed
protocol.
• Goal 3: To develop novel MAC schemes for various identiﬁed multi-hop
wireless network scenarios.
• Goal 4: To develop a functional TDMA MAC protocol on the basis of pro-
viding cooperative communication in a static multi-hop wireless network.
• Goal 5: To develop an energy-efﬁcient MAC protocol to schedule sensor
nodes in a cooperative manner that nodes wake up and sleep alternately to
maximize the wireless sensor network lifetime.
• Goal 6: To construct theoretical models to analyze network protocols, as well
as setting up simulation environments to evaluate system performance.
Transport 
Network 
Link
Physical 
Functions
Load balancing
(Paper A)
Cooperative 
communications
One-hop
(Paper B)
Multi-hop
(Paper C, D, E)
Protocol stack
MAC
Flow control
Routing
Medium access 
sharing
Channel coding
Proposed solutions
Figure 1.2: Outline of research approaches.
Table 1.1 illustrates the mapping batween the research goals and research ques-
tions. The research goals are achieved through the scientiﬁc contributions of the
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thesis which include Part I of the thesis and Papers A-E. The details of how re-
search goals are addressed in scientiﬁc contributions are discussed in Chapter 5.
Table 1.1: Mapping of research goals and research questions.
Research Goal Research Questions
Goal 1 Question 1
Goal 2 Question 2
Goal 3 Question 3
Goal 4 Question 4
Goal 5 Question 5
Goal 6 Questions 1-5
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is grouped to two parts, where Part I consists of Chapters 1-6 and
provides an overview of the PhD work. Part II consists of Papers A-E. The connec-
tion between different papers on which the whole dissertation is built up is elabo-
rated in Fig. 1.3.
• Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive overview of wireless mesh networks, as
well as corresponding routing protocols and routing metric. In order to im-
prove the network performance, we propose a cross layer strategy to identify
network congestion status and balance load when necessary.
• Chapter 3 introduces cooperative communications and corresponding pro-
tocols, e.g., cooperative relaying protocols and cooperative diversity algo-
rithms. Since the beneﬁt of cooperative communication is derived through
relay nodes, we present the state-of-the-art techniques for relay selection is-
sues.
• Chapter 4 presents various cooperative MAC protocols, based on single hop
and multi-hop transmissions, different MAC classiﬁcations, and different net-
work scenarios, e.g., wireless mesh networks and wireless sensor networks.
• Chapter 5 provides a summary of the papers in Part II of the dissertation.
• Chapter 6 concludes the main contributions of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.3: Outline of the dissertation.
Chapter 2
Routing and Load Balancing in
Wireless Mesh Networks
2.1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networks have recently gained a lot of popularity represented by
large scale deployments, thanks to their attractive features like large coverage and
ﬂexible scalability. While in ad hoc networks nodes may be battery powered and
with high mobility, in WMNs most of the routers are either stationary or mini-
mally mobile and do not relay on batteries. Hence the focus of routing algorithms
is on improving network reliability and conﬁgurability as well as system perfor-
mance, instead of dealing with mobility and minimizing energy consumption. This
chapter intends to give a brief overview of the state-of-the-art strategies for a few
aspects relevant to routing in wireless mesh networks. A variety of routing schemes
and techniques are introduced. Routing schemes may be optimized for different
demands, for instance, throughput, power consumption and link quality. Among
several possible paths between a pair of nodes, the best route is selected according
to certain routing metric.
2.2 Wireless Mesh Networks
WMNs build a multi-hop wireless backbone to interconnect isolated Local Area
Networks (LANs) and to provide access for users who are not within the cover-
age of conventional access points. As shown in Fig. 2.1, a typical WMN can be
envisaged to consist of a three level hierarchical structure. At the top of the hierar-
chy there are Internet Gateway (IGW) or gateway nodes that are directly connected
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with the global Internet. The second level of hierarchy is formed of nodes called
Mesh Routers (MR) which have the same functionality of an access point, allowing
regular stations (STAs) access to the wireless infrastructure. In addition, MR are
connected to each other through multi-hop wireless links in order to forward each
other’ trafﬁc towards the IGW. These MRs form the backbone of a WMN. At the
lowest level of the hierarchy there are Mesh Clients which are end-users covered by
MRs for accessing network services. For accessing Internet services, data packets
generated from these mesh clients are relayed by intermediate MRs hop-by-hop and
delivered to the global Internet in the end through the gateways. As an example, the
IEEE 802.11s WMN standard is inherently developed based on the IEEE 802.11
standard to allow inter-operability between heterogeneous mesh network devices.
Figure 2.1: Hierarchical structure of wireless mesh networks.
Consequently, instead of being merely another type of ad hoc networking, WMNs
diversify the capabilities of ad hoc networks. While the number of nodes in MANETs
is equal to the number of routers, in WMNs the number of routers is much fewer
than the number of nodes since mesh clients does not need to install routing pro-
tocols. While MANETs usually do not relay on any infrastructure, WMNs rely on
infrastructure, but exhibit ad hoc features. Another main difference between WMNs
and other multi-hop wireless networks such as mobile ad hoc networks and sensor
networks is that the routers in WMNs are static and typically not power-constrained.
This shifts the focus of routing from dealing with mobility to ﬁnding high through-
put routes.
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2.3 Routing Basics
Most routing protocols in wireless mesh networks are derived from mobile ad hoc
networks. Mobile ad hoc networks are collections of mobile nodes that can dy-
namically form temporary networks without the need for pre-existing network in-
frastructure or centralized administration. These nodes can be arbitrarily located
and can move freely at any given time. Because of this dynamic nature of the
topology and environment in ad hoc networks, making a routing decision and main-
taining the connectivity should be done in a smarter way than simply choosing the
conventional shortest path, in order to deliver an acceptable level of Quality of Ser-
vices (QoS) to suit the different needs of applications. Therefore, routing protocols
adopted for ﬁxed networks, such as traditional link-state and distance vector rout-
ing algorithms in their original forms are not effective in this environment due to
heavy overhead. Numerous routing protocols have been proposed for mobile ad hoc
networks. Which routing protocol to use in a particular scenario depends on appli-
cation requirement and other aspects of the network, such as network size, node
density, network topology and node mobility, etc.
2.3.1 Routing Protocols
Ad hoc routing protocols can be broadly classiﬁed as being proactive (table-driven)
or reactive (on-demand). Other proposals using a hybrid approach which combine
both proactive and reactive routing protocols have also been suggested.
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Figure 2.2: Categorization of ad hoc routing protocols.
Proactive routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing
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information from each node to every other node in the network. These protocols
require each node to maintain one or more tables to store routing information, and
they respond to changes in network topology by propagating route updates through-
out the network to maintain a consistent network view. Examples of proactive
algorithms are: Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV), Wire-
less Open Shortest Path First (WOSPF) protocol, Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) [45] , and so on.
OLSR is the most popular representative of such protocols. In a link state proto-
col, all link-states with neighbor nodes are declared and ﬂooded across the network.
OLSR is an optimized link state protocol for MANETs. In order to reduce over-
head, each node selects a set of Multipoint Relays (MPRs) from its set of one-hop
neighbors such that all two-hop neighbors can be reached through at least one of
them. Since only MPRs forward protocol packets, ﬂooding of protocol trafﬁc is
minimized. More speciﬁcally, four types of messages, HELLO, Topology Con-
trol (TC), Multiple Interface Declaration (MID), and Host and Network Associa-
tion (HNA), are deﬁned in OLSR. HELLO messages are used used for nodes to
broadcast their link status to neighbors and used for MPR selection. TC messages
disseminate topology information throughout the network. Note that only MPRs
generate TC messages. The minimal set of link state information is the set of links
between MPRs and their selectors. Routing tables are calculated based on the link
state information exchanged through HELLO and TC messages. MID messages
declare a list of interface addresses in case nodes participating in an OLSR routing
domain have multiple interfaces. That means that they can run OLSR on multiple
communication interfaces using multiple identiﬁers. HNA messages are employed
to provide connectivity from the OLSR interfaces to those non-OLSR interfaces,
e.g. the Internet.
OLSR is designed to work in a completely distributed manner and thus does
not depend on any central entity. It does not require a reliable transmission for its
control messages since each node sends its control messages periodically, leading
to a subsistence of a loss of some packets from time to time.
In addition to OLSR, WOSPF is another representative of proactive link state
routing protocol. It operates in a similar way as the OSPF protocol [46], which
is widely deployed in the domain of ﬁxed networks as an interior routing proto-
col. There have been three active WOSPF standards [47–49], respectively. The ap-
proach proposed in [48] is often referred to as WOSPF MANET Designated Router
(WOSPF-MDR), and the approaches proposed in [47] and [49] are based on the
concept of MPR. MPR in WOSPF-MPR is working in the same way as it does in
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OLSR. WOSPF-MDR is based on the selection of a subset of MANET routers, con-
sisting of MANET MDRs and Backup MDRs. The MDRs form a Connected Dom-
inating Set (CDS), and the MDRs and Backup MDRs together form a bi-connected
CDS for robustness. This CDS is exploited in two ways, ﬂooding reduction and
adjacency reduction, respectively.
Reactive routing protocols are also known as On-Demand Routing protocols,
which follow the idea that each node tries to reduce routing overhead by sending
routing packets only when a data packet is ready for transmission. In other words,
reactive routing does not keep a record of all routes available in a network. This
makes the system more lightweight. Concretely, reactive routing ﬁrst has a route
discovery phase in the way that source node ﬂoods a query packet into the network
in order to search for a path. This phase is completed when a route is found or when
possible paths from source node are searched within a speciﬁc time-to-live thresh-
old. When a route is established, it is maintained while in use. If any link fails, the
failure will be reported to the source and then another route discovery is triggered.
Examples of reacting routing protocols are Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector
Routing (AODV) [50] protocol, and Dynamic Source Routing(DSR) [51], etc.
AODV routing protocol is basically a combination of DSDV and DSR [52]. It
borrows the basic on-demand mechanism of route discovery and route maintenance
from DSR, plus the use of hop-by-hop routing, sequence numbers, and periodic bea-
cons from DSDV. AODV aims at minimizing the number of required broadcasts by
creating routes only on-demand, as opposed to maintaining a complete list of routes,
like in DSDV. When a route to a new destination is needed, the node broadcasts a
Route Request (RREQ) packet to ﬁnd a route to the destination. Each node receiv-
ing a RREQ packet caches a route back to the originator of the request. Once the
RREQ reaches the destination or an intermediate node with a fresh enough route to
the destination, the destination or intermediate node responds by unicasting a Route
Reply (RREP) packet back to the originator of RREQ. As RREP is routed back
along the reverse path, nodes along the path set up forward route entries in their
route tables that point to the originator. If RREQ times out without a correspond-
ing RREP, the originating node increases the time-to-live gradually until a RREP is
received or until a threshold is reached. Since RREP is forwarded along the path
established by the RREQ, AODV only supports symmetric links. When a link break
is found, a Route Error (RRER) message notiﬁes other nodes that the destination is
no longer reachable.
Hybrid routing protocols. Proactive protocols have the advantage that a node
experiences minimal delay whenever a route is needed as a route is immediately
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available from the routing table. However, proactive protocols may not always be
appropriate as they continuously use a substantial fraction of the network capacity
to maintain routing information. To cope with this shortcoming, reactive protocols
adopt the inverse approach by ﬁnding a route to a destination only when needed.
However, in reactive protocols, the delay to determine a route would be signiﬁcantly
high and they will typically experience a long delay for discovering a route to a des-
tination prior to the actual communication. Hybrid routing protocols combine the
advantages of proactive and reactive routing. The route is initially established with
some proactively prospected routes and then serves the demand from additionally
activated nodes through reactive ﬂooding.
An example of such protocol is the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [53]. In ZRP,
a node proactively maintains routes to destinations within a local neighborhood,
which is referred to as a routing zone and is deﬁned as a collection of node whose
minimum distance in hops from the node in question is not greater than a parameter
referred to as the zone radius. Each node maintains its zone radius and there is an
overlap of neighboring zones. The construction of a routing zone requires a node to
ﬁrst know its neighbors, which are discovered by a MAC level Neighbor Discovery
Protocol (NDP). The ZRP maintains routing zones through a proactive component
called the Intrazone Routing Protocol (IARP) which can be implemented by an ex-
isting distance vector scheme. On the other hand, the Interzone Routing Protocol
(IERP) is responsible for acquiring routes to destinations that are located beyond
the zone radius. The IERP utilizes a query-response mechanism to discover routes
on demand. Furthermore, instead of applying a standard ﬂooding algorithm, ZRP
exploits the structure of the routing zone through a component called Border Reso-
lution Protocol (BRP).
In summary, there are a lot of routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks.
Our discussion here is far from being exhaustive. Many WMN routing protocols
use similar strategies as in MANETs. However, they need to be adapted to the
characteristics of WMNs, for example, by using a quality-aware routing metric.
2.3.2 Routing Metrics
Routing protocols process and compute routes with desired properties, for example
shortest path or number of hops. Among serval available paths, the best one is se-
lected according to a routing metric. Ad hoc networks usually use hop count as a
routing metric. This metric is appropriate for ad hoc networks because new paths
must be found rapidly, whereas high-quality routes may not be found in due time.
This is important in ad hoc networks because of user mobility. However, the unique
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characteristics of WMNs impose unique requirements on designing routing metric
for mesh networks. In WMNs, the stationary topology beneﬁts quality-aware rout-
ing metrics [54].
One popular metric proposed for WMNs is the Expected Transmission count
(ETX) [55]. The primary goal of the ETX design is to ﬁnd paths with high through-
put, despite losses. ETX minimizes the expected total number of packet transmis-
sions (including retransmissions) required to successful delivery of a packet to the
ultimate destination. To compute ETX, each node periodically broadcasts probes
containing the number of received probes from each neighbor. The number of re-
ceived probes is calculated at the last T time interval in a sliding-window fashion.
The derivation of ETX starts with the measurements of the underlying packet loss
probability in both the forward and reverse directions because of DATA and ACK
transmissions. In addition, ETX also considers the retransmission on the MAC
layer. Finally, the path metric is the sum of the ETX values of each link in the path.
The selected route is the one with minimum path metric.
Although the ETX metric performs better than shortest path routing, the imple-
mentation of ETX has revealed two shortcomings: broadcasts usually are performed
at the network basic rate, and probes are smaller than typical data packets. Thus,
unless the network is operating at low rates, the performance of ETX becomes low
because it neither distinguishes links with different bandwidths nor does it consider
data-packet sizes. To cope with these problems, the Expected Transmission Time
(ETT) is proposed in [56]. ETT adjusts ETX to different physical layer data rate and
data packet sizes. In addition, airtime [6] deﬁned in IEEE 802.11s is a radio-aware
metric which is used to measure the amount of consumed channel resources when
transmitting a frame over a particular wireless link. Unlike other metrics which
count solely frame error rate, airtime accounts for both frame error rate and link
date rate. In addition to the metrics considered in ETT, airtime metric further ac-
counts channel access and protocol overheads.
Consecutively, an increasing number of routing metrics have been proposed,
such as Metric of Interference and Channel-switching (MIC) [39], modiﬁed ETX
metric (mETX) [54], interference aware routing metric (iAWARE) [57] and so on.
Table 2.1 summarizes the main characteristics of these routing metrics. However,
which metric is to adopt depends on network scenario and its requirement.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of Main Routing Metrics.
Metric Quality-
aware
Data
rate
Packet
size
Intra-ﬂow
interference
Inter-ﬂow
interference
Medium
instability
Hop × × × × × ×
ETX  × × × × ×
ETT    × × ×
Airtime    × × ×
MIC      ×
mETX    × × 
iAWARE      
2.4 Load Balancing in Wireless Mesh Networks
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the focus of WMN routing is to im-
prove network performance or the performance of individual transmissions, rather
than coping with mobility or energy conservation. Due to the co-existence of many
interacting parameters such as network load, link transmission rate, intra-ﬂow and
inter-ﬂow interference, and link dynamics, the design of efﬁcient routing in WMNs
remains as a topic of interest.
As a basic principle in traditional routing protocols in WMNs, a routing deci-
sion is made to ﬁnd the least-cost path from source to destination, no matter it is
based on hop-count or other metrics. However, this is not sufﬁcient to improve net-
work performance due to a few reasons. For instance in shortest path routing, nodes
on the shortest path will be more heavily loaded than others as they are more fre-
quently selected as the default routing path. Furthermore, as WMNs are envisaged
to serve a large community of users, the average volume of trafﬁc is signiﬁcantly
higher than in a typical mobile ad hoc environment. Since most users in WMNs are
primarily interested in accessing the Internet or other commercial servers, the trafﬁc
in WMNs is routed either toward the IGWs or from the IGWs to clients. Thus, if
multiple mesh routers choose the best throughput path toward the same gateway, the
trafﬁc loads on certain paths and mesh routers will increase dramatically, thereafter
severely degrading the overall performance of the mesh network.
To improve the performance of WMNs, various approaches can be introduced,
from MAC and routing enhancement, to load balancing and cross-layer design.
Load balancing is an efﬁcient approach to resolve the congestion problems in WMNs.
It can be achieved through path-based load balancing, gateway-based load balanc-
ing or mesh router-based load balancing [58]. In path-based load balancing, the
trafﬁc is distributed across multiple paths. In gateway-based load balancing, the
load is balanced either among all Internet gateways (IGWs) or a few selected gate-
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ways [59]. Load balancing can also be carried out at the mesh routers over the
wireless backbone. However, traditional routing strategies with load balancing in-
tend to direct all trafﬁc ﬂows as a whole to another less loaded path if the ongoing
path could not satisfy the requirements [60–62], without distinguishing the types
of services. These strategies may lead to a potential threat that many trafﬁc ﬂows
are suddenly redirected to the same path, causing performance degradation on that
speciﬁc path.
In Paper A, we propose and investigate the performance of a novel service-
oriented routing strategies which incorporates both cross-layer design and load bal-
ancing. By collaborating across layer design over multiple layers, improved net-
work performance is expected. More speciﬁcally, the congestion information de-
rived from layer 2 serves as an indicator to initialize load balancing. Normally,
the congestion status of a network is reﬂected by load metric, referred to as the
congestion indicator for the network. For instance:
• Channel access probability: This refers to the likelihood of successful access
to the wireless medium. It is also related to the degree of channel contention
with neighboring nodes;
• Packets in the queue: This refers to the total number of packets buffered at
both incoming and outgoing wireless interfaces.
• Active path: This refers to the number of active paths supported by a node.
Generally, the higher the number of active routing paths, the busier the node
since it has to help forward more packets.
In the proposed scheme, a combined metric is used to measure the congestion sta-
tus at each mesh router. Firstly, we focus on the average MAC layer utilization at
a node, which reﬂects the wireless medium around the node is busy or idle. We
regard MAC layer utilization as 0 unless the wireless medium is available for a
node to transmit a new packet. If there already exists a packet ready to compete
for channel access, this utilization condition is deﬁned as 1. Knowing the instanta-
neous MAC layer utilization at a router as busy or idle, we estimate this value over
a certain period to get the average status of the utilization of the wireless medium
at an MR. On the other hand we monitor the network interface transmission queue
length, which is the number of packets waiting for transmission at the buffer. As the
queue become longer, it will increase transmission latency, and even drop packets
due to limited buffer size. Combing these two metrics, we will not only get a view
of the current condition of the wireless medium but also a prediction of the future
load at the MR.
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After identifying the congestion status, the load balancing routing scheme is
achieved by separating ﬂows into different available paths, according to their trafﬁc
types. This method is referred to as trafﬁc splitting. Considering distinct trafﬁc fea-
tures, the performance of two trafﬁc types, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) trafﬁc
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) trafﬁc, is investigated in our study. Com-
pared with UDP ﬂows, TCP ﬂows are less sensitive with delay, and the end-to-end
retransmission mechanism of TCP will guarantee the successful transmission of the
trafﬁc.
More speciﬁcally, by running the proposed protocol, the gateways broadcast
their advertisements with trafﬁc load status periodically, and the mesh routers re-
ceive the information. Comparing with the congestion information in each route,
the least congested path from MR to the IGW is selected. As for other paths, if
the wireless medium around a node is particularly busy that leads to network con-
gestion, the MR would reduce the frequency of forwarding its message until the
congestion decreases. In order to reduce the load on this route, it sends a notiﬁca-
tion to these nodes informing them to look for a new gateway which is relatively
less congested. Due to the characteristic of TCP trafﬁc, TCP ﬂows will adjust the
window size to ﬁt the congested environment when the network is getting congested
or when the network delay increases and packets timed out. As a result of the TCP
adjustment itself, it will generate less trafﬁc on the current path. Since UDP could
not adjust itself to adapt the congestion situation, it will always try to go through
this path even if it is more congested. Considering this feature, in most cases we
will switch UDP ﬂow to a less loaded path although the switching would cause
certain delay and packet loss. Comparing with the situation when total path is con-
gested, the real time trafﬁc could be delayed and lost, a very short period delay or
low packet loss could be tolerated.
We extend OLSR and AODV routing protocols respectively, by considering the
trafﬁc splitting policy using the ns2 simulator. It is observed that trafﬁc load is
distributed over the entire network, resulting in multifold beneﬁts: (a) excessive
congestion inside the network is avoided; (b) the network capacity is optimally
utilized; (c) packet loss is decreased and total network throughput increased; (d)
greater beneﬁt is achieved for the re-directed trafﬁc ﬂows.
Chapter 3
Cooperative Communications and
Relay Selection
3.1 Introduction
Most of the advances in wireless networks are due to practical aspects such as low
cost of deployment and support of mobility. However, in the real world, there are
disadvantages in wireless communications. Noise and interference in the wireless
medium together with signal loss due to path loss and fading may severely reduce
the achievable data rate from its theoretical maximum value. Therefore, one of the
most important and practical problems in wireless network protocol design is to
combat these negative effects in order to achieve higher overall throughput. Co-
operation communication is used to assist source-destination pairs that experience
poor channel quality to achieve performance improvement via relay nodes.
Cooperative diversity techniques exploit the spatial characteristics of the net-
work to create transmit diversity, in which the same information can be forwarded
through multiple paths towards a single destination or a set of destination nodes.
The initial attempts for developing cooperative communications concentrated on
physical layer techniques [18, 21, 63]. These approaches refer to the collaborative
processing and retransmission of the overheard information at the nodes surround-
ing the source and the destination. By mutually combining different copies of the
same signals transmitted by source and relay nodes, the destination can improve its
ability to decode the original packets. However, the innovation of cooperative com-
munications is not conﬁned only to the physical layer schemes. To efﬁciently take
the advantage of physical layer information, such mechanisms also require investi-
gation on relaying techniques used for mutually exchanging data, on multiple access
methods to schedule the transmission and minimize overhead, on coding schemes
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used for packets combining and error correcting these packets prior to forwarding,
and on the additional scenario factors introduced by cooperation [64]. It is worth
noting that if the MAC protocol is not appropriately designed for cooperative com-
munication, the cooperative gain may diminish or even disappear. Therefore, in this
chapter, we focus on how physical layer cooperation can inﬂuence and be integrated
with the MAC layer for higher throughput and more reliable communication instead
of only studying the advantages of cooperation at the physical layer.
3.2 Cooperative Communication Protocols in Wire-
less Networks
3.2.1 Cooperative Relaying Protocol
In cooperative communications, independent paths between nodes are generated via
the introduction of relay channels as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The relay channel can be
viewed as an auxiliary channel in addition to the direct channel between the source
and destination. A typical cooperation strategy can be divided into two phases:
• In Phase 1, a source node sends information to its destination, and the packet
is also received by the relay node at the same time.
• In Phase 2, the relay node can help the source by forwarding or retransmitting
the overheard information to the destination1.
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Figure 3.1: A single relay cooperation model
Fig. 3.1 depicts a general relay channel with two transmission phases. In Phase
1, the source node broadcasts the information to both the destination and the relay.
1The source and the relay nodes may also simultaneously transmit different copies of the same
packet to achieve diversity gain. It depends on the cooperative diversity algorithm being applied.
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The received signals ys,d and ys,r at the destination and the relay, respectively can
be expressed as
ys,d =
√
Phs,dx+ns,d, (3.1)
ys,r =
√
Phs,rx+ns,r, (3.2)
where P is the transmission power at the source, x is the transmitted signal, hs,d and
hs,r are the signal attenuation due to propagation in the wireless links from source to
destination or relay, respectively. They are modeled as zero-mean, complex Gaus-
sian random variables with variances δ 2s,d and δ
2
s,r, respectively. ns,d and ns,r are
additive noise, which are modeled as zero-mean complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with variance N0. ys,d and ys,r are the received signals at the destination and
the relay, respectively.
In Phase 2, the relay forwards an original or a processed version of the source’s
signal to the destination, and this can be written as
yr,d = q(ys,r)hr,d +nr,d, (3.3)
where function q represents on how the information received from the source node
is processed at the relay node. Therefore, a key aspect of the cooperative commu-
nication process is how to process the received signal by the relay node. Different
processing schemes will result in different cooperative communication schemes.
According to the employed processing schemes at the relay node, cooperative relay-
ing protocols mainly fall into two categories: Decode-and-Forward (DF) schemes
and Amplify-and-Forward (AF) schemes [65, 66]. While in a DF protocol, the relay
node decodes the received signal, re-encodes it and then retransmits it to the des-
tination, the relay node receives the copy of the signal and transmits an ampliﬁed
version of it to the destination in an AF protocol without modifying the signal. Be-
sides these two common techniques for processing the overheard signal, there are
also other techniques, such as compress-and-forward cooperation and coded coop-
eration, etc.
3.2.2 Cooperative Diversity Algorithms
While cooperative relaying protocols mainly concentrate on signal processing tech-
niques only at the relay node, cooperative diversity algorithms pay attention to both
the relay and the source on whether both of them retransmit the packet or not. There-
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fore, there are two types of cooperative diversity algorithms: repetition-based and
space-time-coded [67]. In the former algorithm, the transmitter broadcasts its trans-
mission both to its receiver and potential relays, and the relays repeat the trans-
mitter’s message individually on orthogonal channels (frequency or time). Hence,
the two well-known techniques, AF and DF protocols belong to repetition-based
cooperative algorithm. The corresponding beneﬁts come at a price of decreased
bandwidth efﬁciency (increased time delay) because each relay requires its own
channel (time) for repetition. On the other hand, the space-time-coded cooperative
diversity algorithms operate in a similar fashion except that both source and relay(s)
transmit simultaneously on the same channel using a suitable coding scheme such
as orthogonal Distributed Space-Time Code (DSTC). For realizing cooperative di-
versity while allowing relays to transmit on the same channel, orthogonal DSTC
has been studied [67, 68]. Historically, Space-Time Coding (STC) and Space-Time
Block Coding (STBC) were initially developed to offer transmit diversity in multi-
antenna systems [9]. In other words, multiple copies of a data stream are encoded
based on the space-time code and transmitted through multiple antennas to improve
the reliability of data transfer. STBC has been a dominant algorithm for both Multi-
ple Input Single Output (MISO) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) sys-
tem architectures because maximum likelihood decoding can be accomplished with
only linear processing at the receiver while achieving full diversity.
Recently, there has been active research in developing cooperative MAC proto-
cols based on these two algorithms. For instance, CoopMAC [69] is a cooperative
protocol for infrastructure wireless LANs, which aims to support and improve the
communication of wireless stations with the help of cooperative communication. In
such a case, a relay station located somewhere between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver, is used to boost data communication efﬁciency. More speciﬁcally, the trans-
mitter, instead of sending its packets directly to the receiver at a low daterate, uses
the relay to transmit the packets in two high daterate hops, thus decreasing trans-
mission time. In this way, the particular communication lasts less time, resulting in
not only the improvement of the throughput but also the increase of spatial reuse, in
the sense that neighboring stations can initiate a new transmission earlier than they
otherwise would have. On the other hand, CD-MAC [70] allows the transmitter to
proactively select a relay for cooperation and lets the source and the relay transmit
simultaneously when it is beneﬁcial in mitigating interference from nearby trans-
mitters and thus improving network performance. To address both types, in the
composition of this dissertation, Paper E addresses space-time-coded cooperative
diversity while other cooperation related papers, B, C and D work on repetition-
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based cooperative diversity. From the concept of cooperation and these examples,
we ﬁnd that it is important to select the most appropriate relay(s) to perform com-
munication.
In Papers B-E, different relay selection algorithms according to different sce-
narios have been studied as part of the cooperative MAC design. In the following
sections, we will summarize relay section schemes including optimal relay selec-
tion, optimal number of relays, relay selection process and retransmission strategy.
3.3 Optimal Relay Selection
Relay selection is an essential procedure for cooperative communications. A relay
can be selected according to its instantaneous channel gains on the basis of a real-
valued metric that is a function of the relay-destination channel gain, the source-
relay channel gain, or both. An illustration of network model for relay selection is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Network model for relay selection.
3.3.1 Best Relay Selection
There exist a rich body of literature on relay selection [44, 71–78]. Normally in a
relay selection algorithm, the source node monitors its neighbors and dynamically
determines a relay as the one which exhibits the best link quality. This is the optimal
single relay selection scheme. The error rate of this scheme is ﬁrst discussed in [79],
in which an approximation on the cumulative density function of the received SNR
is used. Then, a rigorous upper bound on the error rate of this scheme is given
in [80]. In [77, 81], the nearest neighbor selection is proposed, in which the relay
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that is the closest to the destination cooperates. In those two papers, DF is used and
node spatial positions are considered. Although this selection criterion might not be
optimal in all scenarios, it is very simple to be implemented in a distributed manner
and can achieve high performance, as demonstrated in [81].
3.3.2 Best Worse Channel Selection
Since there are a pair of links along the source-relay-destination path as the source-
relay channel and the relay-destination channel, how to decide the best link is
not trivial. In the literature, many researchers prefer to consider only the relay-
destination channel, by assuming that the source-relay channel is perfect. This as-
sumption may not be precise since the cooperative beneﬁts from relay nodes usually
depend on both channels. If one of the channels corrupts, the relay cannot success-
fully forward the packet. Therefore, in Papers B and D, we select the optimal relay
according to a combined link quality indicator which takes both two channels into
consideration. Among all relay nodes, the one whose worse channel has the best
link quality will be selected as the optimal relay. That is,
SNRopt ⇔ max{SNRi}, i ∈ [1,n]⇔ max{min{SNRsi,SNRid}}, i ∈ [1,n], (3.4)
where n is the number of relays available for the source-destination pair; SNRsi and
SNRid are the link conditions in terms of received SNR from the source to the relay
and from the relay to the destination respectively. Relay i with maximal SNRi is the
optimal one. This scheme is able to balance the signal strength of these two links.
The diversity multiplexing tradeoff of this scheme is analyzed in [78].
3.4 Optimal Number of Relays
While most of relay selection schemes focus on a single relay selection, i. e., only
one of the relay nodes cooperates, another alternative is to use multiple relay nodes
so that both spatial diversity and time diversity can be obtained since relay nodes
are spatially distributed. In Paper B, it is demonstrated that with proper design of
cooperative multiple access control protocol, multiple relay strategy outperforms
single relay scheme. For networks with a large number of relay nodes, say n, as
each relay has two choices, there will be 2n− 1 possibilities of cooperations (the
case that no relay cooperates is obviously excluded). Even though the destination
node knows all the channels so that it could ﬁnd the optimal solution by exhaustive
search, the computational complexity of this exhaustive search is expensive. Thus,
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a critical task for multiple relay selection schemes is to ﬁnd an optimal number of
relay nodes with low complexity and excellent performance.
In Paper B, relay nodes forward the copy of the overheard packet in different
time slots. Instead of retransmitting the packet by one relay node, the protocol al-
lows multiple relays to transmit the copy of the original packet until the destination
could successfully receive the packet. However, the number of transmissions (i.e.,
the optimal number of relays) is determined on the ﬂy rather than pre-deﬁned by
any node. In [82], the authors derive the optimal number of retransmissions for
certain channel in order to successfully receive the packet by the destination node.
Note that with each speciﬁc channel condition, there will be an optimal number of
relays which maximizes system performance. Similarly, in the case that a number
of relay nodes are around the vicinity of both the source node and the destination
node, we could derive an approximation of the number of optimal relay nodes in the
similar way as the number of retransmissions. It is suggested that the best size of the
cooperation group is around 1(1−Psi)(1−Pid) , where Psi is denoted as the probability of
unsuccessful packet transmission in the primary channel between the source and the
relay nodes, approximatively taken as Packet Error Rate (PER), and Pid is the PER
for the relay channel between the relay and the destination. Since 1(1−Psi)(1−Pid) is
not a whole number in general, the optimal cooperation group size will be rounded
to an integer.
Given the assumption in the network that all channels are independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.), the received link quality is different from path to path
among various relays. If channels exhibit high quality, then fewer relays are re-
quired, and vice versa. Considering the fact that each relay experiences different
channel condition resulting in a different number of required relays and that a large
number of relay nodes may decrease transmission efﬁciency, we deﬁne the optimal
number of relays according the relay candidate which provides the best combined
channel link quality (see in Eq. (3.4)) as
Optimal number of relays = min 1
(1−Psi)(1−Pid), ∀i = (1, ...,n). (3.5)
In Paper E, Cooperative Transmission (CT) in the MAC design forms a virtual
MISO transmission, which has been demonstrated to be able to extend the trans-
mission range [83]. In MISO techniques, range extension mainly depends on the
number of cooperators, Nc, in which the diversity gain is derived from. Thus, the
main objective of the multiple relay selection scheme is to choose Nc. As con-
cluded in [83], cooperative diversity gain is monotonically increasing with Nc. On
the other hand, we do not want Nc to be unnecessarily large, because it will re-
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sult in noticeably high total energy consumption for performing CT. Therefore, it is
necessary to obtain an approximation of the number of cooperators on the basis of
range extension factor. The range extension factor, β , is deﬁned as the ratio between
the cooperative transmission distance, dct , and the SISO link distance, dnon−ct , i.e.,
β = dct/dnon−ct . For Rayleigh fading, β is given as [83],
β = 10(10log10Nc+G(Nc))/10α , (3.6)
where Nc is the number of cooperators, G(Nc) is the cooperative diversity gain by
Nc number of cooperators, α is the path-loss exponent, which is typically between
2 and 4. In the proposed algorithm, given the extension factor β we could obtain
the approximation of Nc. Table I provides a few examples of the relations between
Nc and β at a target Bit Error Rate (BER) of 10−3 [83, 84].
Table 3.1: Diversity Gain and Range Extension (BPSK. BER=10−3).
Nc 2 3 4 5 10
G(Nc)(dB) 10 13.5 14 14.5 15.9
β (α = 3) 2.71 4.07 4.65 5.2 7.3
3.5 Relay Selection Process
In most of the literature, the studies address only the problem of ”whom to coop-
erate with?”, but few investigate the procedure of ”how to carry out this process?”,
especially in a distributed environment. Generally speaking, whether or not the re-
lay selection algorithm could provide maximum beneﬁts depends not only on the
optimal relay but also on how it is implemented. For instance, in a MAC scheme, if
the selection process costs too much control packet exchange to select the optimal
relay, cooperation gain may be compromised due to such overhead.
After the relay nodes receive the data packet derived from the source node, the
cooperation protocol typically uses two phases to complete the transmission to the
destination: (i) a relay selection phase, in which the best relay is chosen by a selec-
tion mechanism, and (ii) a data transmission phase, in which the data is forwarded to
the destination by the selected relay. Although the protocol needs to spend time and
energy in the selection phase, it could beneﬁt the system, in the way of increased
throughput or lower energy consumption, during the data transmission phase. How-
ever, in [85, 86], the authors model several practical aspects of a contention-based
selection process, in which the simulation results show that the relative fraction of
time and energy spent in the relay selection phase is not negligible. For example,
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in a centralized polling mechanism, the time for selection increases linearly with
the number of available relays. The overhead of selection phase can be reduced by
using distributed mechanisms based on back-off timers [78].
In Paper D which considers a TDMA-enabled WMN, we employ a distributed
timer-based relay selection process. Each relay node sets its own timer Ti such that
the timer of the node with largest SNRi expires ﬁrst. Correspondingly, the node
whose timer expires ﬁrst will transmit its packet ﬁrst if there are multiple relay
nodes.
Ti =
SNRthreshold
SNRi
mTms, (3.7)
where SNRthreshold is the SNR threshold to guarantee that the channel is in good
condition. Only relays with SNRi ≥ SNRthreshold are qualiﬁed as the candidate for
optimal relay. Tms is the time duration of one mini-slot, m is the number of mini-
slots. It means that the timer of the eligible relay should expire within the speciﬁc
time interval in order to avoid long delay.
It is worth noting that the selection process may not always ﬁnd the best relay.
For example, the system may terminate the selection phase after a pre-determined
time even if the best relay has not been selected. This leads to transmission error
during the subsequent data transmission phase. While increasing the selection phase
duration reduces this error probability, it does so at the expense of the overall system
throughput since a smaller fraction of time is used for data transmission. Doing so
also increases the energy consumed in the relay selection phase. Thus, these two
phases affect each other, and cannot be optimized in isolation. However, in Paper
D, we fulﬁll the relay selection phase within the inherent time of the system, i.e.
control mini-slot time. It means that this time will be consumed no matter the
selection process is performed or not. In other words, the fraction of the selection
phase is ﬁxed, which is the smallest ratio between the control part and the data part
of a frame. More details could be found in the medium access control part in the
next chapter.
Another advantage of the timer-based relay selection scheme is to provide short
delay, as demonstrated in Paper E. From channel access point of view in the MAC
design, any node could be selected as the ﬁrst one to access the channel if there are
multiple nodes at present. Occasionally, it is preferred that some of the nodes have
priority for channel access because of the QoS requirement. For instance, in energy
constraint WSNs, the willingness of the node with highest residual energy to do
cooperation is much higher than those nodes with less energy. Therefore, with the
timer-based node selection scheme as shown below, we could select the node with
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highest remaining energy as the cooperator.
Ti = 
(1− ViVmax )Δ, (3.8)
where Vi represents the residual energy of node i, Vmax is the maximum of Vi, and

· is the ﬂoor function. It is shown that nodes will transmit only at ﬁnite discrete
time instants. The granularity of Ti could be conﬁgured ﬂexibly. However, if the
Ti values are too close to each other, the DATA message may also collide. On the
other hand, if each Ti value is too far away from each other, it will result in long
delay. Here, we determine the granularity of Ti based on Δ. We turn Δ depending
on an acceptable value of the collision probability [87].
Chapter 4
Cooperative MAC Design in
Multi-hop Wireless Networks
4.1 Introduction
Cooperative communications have been proved to be able to improve system per-
formance from the physical layer perspective. For efﬁcient cooperative communi-
cation, operations at the physical layer should be coupled with those at higher layers
of the protocol stack, in particular with the MAC layer. While fairly extensive re-
search has been carried out for the physical layer of cooperative communication
networks, the research focus is tending to move to MAC design of cooperative pro-
tocol recently. MAC protocol, which is conventionally viewed as part of the Data
Link Layer in the OSI model, coordinates the use of a shared wireless medium
in multi-user systems and ensure fair access for end users. Due to limited band-
width, fast-varying channels and energy-costly transmissions in wireless systems,
it is particularly important to derive MAC protocols that efﬁciently utilize channel
resources. Hereby the design goals of a cooperative MAC protocol include:
• The access delay, represented by the average delay experienced by any packet
to get transmitted, should be kept low.
• The available bandwidth should be utilized efﬁciently.
• The protocol should ensure fair allocation of bandwidth to all nodes.
• The control overhead should be kept as low as possible.
• The protocol should minimize the effects of hidden and exposed terminal
problems.
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• The protocol should be scalable to large-scale or medium-size networks.
In this chapter, we will introduce the traditional medium access control pro-
tocols and cooperative MAC design in different categories of MAC protocols. In
addition, we investigate how to extend cooperation beneﬁts into multi-hop wireless
networks as well as how to perform cooperation in a duty cycle enabled wireless
sensor network.
4.2 Medium Access Control Protocols
4.2.1 Traditional MAC Protocols
MAC protocols have been studied extensively for many years, ranging from wire-
line telephony networks to the Internet, and to wireless ad hoc networks. The efﬁ-
ciency of the MAC protocol design is crucial for wireless networks due to limited
bandwidth resources. MAC protocols are mainly divided into two categories: dis-
tributed MAC protocols and centralized MAC protocols, based on whether or not
a control center is available for medium channel access. In a distributed wireless
network, based on the fact that the users in the system are independently transmit-
ting data and they are competing for channel access, MAC design has to pay special
attention to collision avoidance. This is typically achieved through either random
access or scheduling. In this section, we will brieﬂy introduce a few traditional
MAC protocols as examples for these two types of approaches.
The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [88] protocol is the most popular
and primitive choice for random access networks because of its simple and effec-
tive design. In this protocol, a node ﬁrst senses the channel to determinate whether
there are ongoing transmissions before sending its packet. Sensing the carrier and
accessing the medium only if the carrier is idle decrease the probability of collision.
However, hidden terminals cannot be detected. If a hidden terminal transmits at the
same time as another sender, collision may happen at the receiver.
There exist serval versions of CSMA protocol, such as non-persistent CSMA
and p-persistent CSMA. In the former protocol, stations sense the channel and start
sending immediately if the medium is idle. If the medium is sensed as busy prior
transmission, the transmission is deferred for a random interval before sensing the
medium again. The same procedure is repeated for the next transmission attempt.
This reduces the probability of collisions on the channel. In p-persistent CSMA,
nodes also sense the channel, but only transmit with a probability of p after the
channel has been sensed as idle, and the station defers its transmission to the next
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slot with the probability 1− p.
In addition, to provide fair access for competing stations, a backoff algorithm
is introduced, which is applied in CSMA with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA).
CSMA/CA is a modiﬁcation of CSMA with the goals of providing reliable trans-
mission, fair access and protection of ongoing trafﬁc.
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol speciﬁes a Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) which adopts the Request-To-Send (RTS)/Clear-To-Send (CTS) message ex-
change for unicast data transmissions. DCF employs CSMA/CA with binary expo-
nential backoff algorithm. When a node intends to transmit a message, it will ﬁrst
sense whether other node is already transmitting. If no other transmissions are
sensed, the node will send a small RTS packet to its intended recipient. If the recip-
ient senses that the medium is free, it sends a CTS packet in reply. Once the node
wishing to transmit receives the CTS packet, it sends the actual data packet to its
intended recipient. If the transmitting node does not receive a CTS packet in reply,
it begins the RTS procedure over again. If the node does sense another transmission
when it is ready to send, it will apply a binary exponential backoff timer. After
the timer has expired it will start sampling the medium again to see if it can start
transmitting.
As opposed to CSMA, TDMA provides each node with interference-free chan-
nels through deterministic scheduling. Speciﬁcally, TDMA divides the use of the
channel into ﬁxed time slots and schedules the transmission of each node among
these time slots based on their service demands and total available resources. TDMA
requires strict synchronization among nodes in order to coordinate the use of the
channels. Beneﬁtting from the coordination, it is easier for TDMA to satisfy users’
QoS demands, e.g., delay or Bit-Error-Rate (BER) requirements, with less proto-
col overhead. Additionally, the coordination also allows TDMA to achieve higher
throughput under heavy trafﬁc loads.
4.2.2 Cooperative MAC Protocols
Both CSMA and TDMA protocols have been used as a basis for many wireless
MAC protocols. For instance, as introduced in Chapter 3, CoopMAC is developed
based upon the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function mode. Persistent
RCSMA [89] is claimed to be the ﬁrst MAC designed to execute distributed coop-
erative automatic retransmission request scheme in wireless networks. In persistent
RCSMA, all stations are invited to become active relays as long as they meet cer-
tain relay selection criteria. Then the qualiﬁed relay nodes will attempt to access
the channel according to the DCF protocol. Additionally, Cooperative Relaying
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Medium Access protocol (CoRe-MAC) [90] proposes a novel cooperative MAC
protocol which extends the standard CSMA/CA protocol to increase reliability and
throughput of the wireless communications.
Although a few studies on cooperation-based MAC protocols have been per-
formed, there are still many open questions in this research area. In the following
sections, we will further introduce how cooperative communications are efﬁciently
implemented in different categories of MAC protocols.
4.3 Cooperative MAC Protocol in Multi-hop Wire-
less Networks
4.3.1 A Contention-based Cooperative MAC Protocol
Most of existing cooperative MAC protocols are designed based on random access
control, which is suitable for wireless LAN and wireless ad hoc networks. In Paper
B, we have proposed a contention-based multiple access protocol for cooperative
wireless networks. While most of the cooperative MAC protocols focus on one
widely-used model in which a pair of source-destination nodes and a single relay
form a triangle transmission scenario, we use multiple relay nodes to do cooperation
so that both spatial and time diversity can be obtained since relay nodes are spatially
distributed.
The system model has been shown in Fig. 3.2, which consists of a source node,
S, a destination node, D, and n intermediate relay nodes between nodes S and D.
Since all relay nodes may attempt to access the common channel at the same time, it
is necessary to design an efﬁcient medium access protocol to avoid collision among
competing relay nodes. In the proposed scheme, when the direct transmission from
S to D fails, instead of asking only the optimal relay speciﬁed by the relay selection
criterion to retransmit via the error-prone channel until the destination correctly
receives the packet, we use different relay nodes that overhear the original packet
transmission to retransmit over diverse paths. Although the optimal relay selection
is able to provide the best relay for cooperation, our scheme allows selected relays
to forward the packet, eliminating the requirement on selecting exactly the most
appropriate relay.
The timing diagram of the MAC mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Brieﬂy,
node D initiates the cooperation by broadcasting a Call For Cooperation (CFC)
packet when it fails receiving a packet. Upon receiving the CFC packet, all relay
nodes will compete for channel access to forward the overheard packet. Each node
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performs a back-off procedure with only one stage, which means that the retry limit
is set as one. If the retransmission fails, then all nodes start to compete for channel
access. Furthermore, node D will keep the received copies of the original packet
from different relay nodes until the number of copies reaches the optimal number
of required packets to decode successfully. The optimal number could be derived in
a similar way as speciﬁed in Eq. (3.5).
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Figure 4.1: Contention-based cooperative MAC protocol.
A Markov chain model characterizing the network operation is built for our
performance analysis. Numerical results demonstrate that by using the proposed
scheme overall system throughput can be signiﬁcantly improved under different
channel conditions.
4.3.2 Cooperative MAC Design: When Source and Destination
are Two-hop Away from Each Other
While the cooperative MAC protocols in a single hop wireless network have been
well studied in a number of publications, e.g., [69], their applicability to multi-hop
network performance is not yet well investigated. As an effort towards cooperative
communication in multi-hop wireless networks, in Paper C we propose a Two-hop
Cooperative MAC protocol (TC-MAC) speciﬁcally designed for two-hop commu-
nications. A salient distinction between this work and existing cooperative MAC
protocols [69, 70, 91] is that in our scenario the source node and the destination
node cannot hear each other, i.e., no direct communication between source and
destination is possible. In other words, the communication between source and des-
tination has to be forwarded via relay nodes which are one-hop neighbors of both
source and destination. The system model is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
To make our TC-MAC scheme work, a key element is relay selection. Although
relay selection has been addressed by many publications [78, 92] as a means to im-
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Figure 4.2: System model for two-hop cooperative communications
prove reliability in wireless communication systems, they are not targeted at two-
hop communications. The relay selection procedure in TC-MAC includes iden-
tifying a set of multiple relay nodes which are qualiﬁed to forward the received
information toward the destination and a method to select the most appropriate re-
lay(s) to forward information. While in most of existing work each node monitors
its neighborhood and determines a single node with best link quality as the relay
node, solely based on link information of either the ﬁrst hop or the second hop, we
dynamically select a set of nodes according to both links from the source to the
relay and from the relay to the destination, as described in Section 3.3.2.
Based on the combined link quality relay selection scheme, we further propose
a concept referred to as Multiple Relay Points (MRPs). Inspired by the concept
of MPR deﬁned in OLSR [45] in which a one-hop neighbor is selected to forward
packets to as many as possible two-hop neighbors, we employ MRP in which one
or more one-hop neighbors are selected as relays to forward packet to the same
two-hop destination. While the purpose of using MPR is to reduce overhead for
routing message broadcast in ad hoc networks, the idea of introducing MRP is to
achieve spatial diversity in multi-hop cooperative wireless networks through multi-
path transmissions by MRP nodes. As an example, if there exist multiple nodes
which are one-hop neighbors of both the source and the destination nodes, only a
selected number of potential relay nodes which satisfy the relay selection criterion
belong to the forwarding set, MRP. When the adaptive TC-MAC scheme is em-
ployed, the number of required MRPs can be dynamically adjusted according to
combined two-hop channel conditions. For example, as channel condition deterio-
rates, more MRPs are selected in order to provide higher spatial diversity gain.
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If there is only one MRP required, the TC-MAC protocol works similar to the
original 802.11 DCF scheme when used in the two-hop case, except that the random
back-off mechanism in the second hop is replaced by a scheduled transmission from
the relay node in our case. The timing diagram of the adaptive TC-MAC by using
two MRPs as an illustration is shown in Fig. 4.3. In brief, the adaptive TC-MAC
works as follow: 1) Obtain individual channel quality for both one-hop and two-
hop links, and establish a neighbor and link database; 2) Calculate the overall two-
hop combined link quality; 3) The source node decides how many MRPs will be
employed for the next transmission cycle as well as their transmission order; 4)
The frame transmission sequence follows what is shown in Fig. 4.3; 5) For each
new cooperative transmission cycle, go to Step 1), no matter the previous cycle is
successful or not.
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Figure 4.3: Cooperative scheme by two MRPs.
4.4 A TDMA-based Cooperative MAC Protocol
Although there exist many cooperation-based MAC protocols, e. g., [69, 70], for
802.11 networks, very little work has been done on how to enable cooperative com-
munications in TDMA-based multi-hop networks. It is known that when a tradi-
tional CSMA-based MAC protocol is applied, the performance will deteriorate in a
multi-hop network due to its intrinsic MAC design principle. On the other hand,
TDMA system has demonstrated its efﬁciency, especially in WMNs with static
topology. That is, TDMA can conquer those problems that CSMA-based MAC
mechanisms suffer from, e.g., packet collision and hidden terminal problem, since
it schedules transmission time instances of neighboring nodes to occur at different
time slots. However, there are still problems to apply TDMA into multi-hop wire-
less networks, such as synchronization, and efﬁcient time slot allocation. While
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synchronization can be provided by a Global Positioning System (GPS) based so-
lution, how to efﬁciently schedule each transmission at different time slots for co-
operative transmissions still remains as an open question.
In [93], the authors propose a multiple access approach based on an idea in
which the relay node utilizes the empty time slot available in a TMDA frame to
launch cooperation. Although this method improves packet retransmissions when
idle time slots are available, it becomes less effective when trafﬁc load is high, i.e.,
when few idle slots are available. C-TDMA [94] attempts to handle this problem
in a way that by using its own time slot neighbour nodes help the source node to
retransmit the unsuccessful packets. However, due to the sacriﬁce of its own time
slot the neighbor node may confront a situation that no slot is available for its own
packet transmission. Therefore, this method will bring unfair transmission into the
network which may affect aggregate throughput from a multi-hop point of view.
In Paper D, we propose a novel TDMA-based cooperative protocol in wireless
mesh networks. The proposed MAC protocol makes use of control mini-slot to
dynamically and efﬁciently allocate channel resource not only for direct transmis-
sion but also for cooperative transmission. Furthermore, access priority is always
given to cooperative transmission through an optimal relay node determined by a
timer-based relay selection algorithm as introduced in Section 3.5.
4.5 Cooperative MAC Protocol for Wireless Sensor
Networks
Another type of multi-hop wireless networks is wireless sensor networks, which are
appealing to researchers because of their wide range of application potential in areas
such as environmental monitoring, industrial process monitoring, and target detec-
tion etc. Various medium access control protocols with different objectives have
been proposed for WSNs. While traditional MAC protocols are designed to max-
imize system throughput, minimize latency, and fully utilize bandwidth resource,
the most important distinct between WMNs and WSNs is that WSN MAC protocol
design must be energy efﬁcient since it is impractical to recharge to recharge or re-
place the exhausted battery of the sensor nodes. On the other hand, compared with
other wireless networks, fairness among sensor nodes is usually not a design goal,
since nodes in a wireless sensor network are typically part of single application and
share a common task.
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4.5.1 Duty Cycle MAC Protocol
Distinguished from MANETs, wireless sensor networks have their own inherent
characteristics that need to be addressed for their MAC design. There are several
reasons that a traditional MAC protocol may have negative impact when applied in
wireless sensor networks, including:
• Collisions: If two nodes transmit at the same time and interfere with each
others’ transmissions, packets will be discarded. Hence, the energy used dur-
ing transmission and reception is wasted. Also the overhead of the RTS/CTS
handshake to implement collision avoidance is considered as prohibitive in
comparison with the small WSN payloads, leaving the hidden-terminal prob-
lem un-solved. The usual cure of retransmitting messages may actually de-
grade performance because that the additional trafﬁc causes more collisions,
in turn triggering even more retransmissions, and cascading into total collapse
in the worst case.
• Overhearing: As radio channel is a shared medium, a node may receive pack-
ets which are not intended to it. This reception is simply a waste of energy,
and becomes problematic in dense networks with many nodes inside the re-
ception range of a node.
• Protocol overhead: MAC headers and control messages are considered as
overhead because they do not contain useful application data, yet consume
energy. In the case of WLAN trafﬁc these costs can be amortized, but the
small WSN payloads are beyond the boundary considerably, which essen-
tially rules out sophisticated protocols that exchange detailed information.
• Trafﬁc ﬂuctuations: trafﬁc generated by WSN applications often ﬂuctuates in
time (event-based reporting) and in place (convergecast) [95]. The resulting
peak loads may drive the network into congestion, or alternatively enforce the
use of long contention window. In either case, energy consumption rises to
undesired levels.
• Idle listening: It happens in such a case that a receiver is waiting to receive
anticipated trafﬁc which is never sent. If nothing is sensed during these time
periods, sensor nodes have to be in idle mode for most of the time.
It is revealed that one of the largest sources of energy consumption in wireless
sensor nodes is idle listening [96]. Duty cycle MAC has been proposed as an ef-
fective approach to reduce this problem so as to prolong the lifetime of wireless
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sensor networks, in which sensor nodes alternate between being active and sleep-
ing. When being active, a node is able to transmit or receive packet, whereas when
being sleeping, the node turns off its radio to save energy. In the literature, duty cy-
cle MAC protocols roughly fall into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous
protocols. Synchronous approaches, such as S-MAC [23], DW-MAC [20], and T-
MAC[7], synchronize neighboring nodes in order to align their active or sleeping
periods. Neighbor nodes start exchanging packets only within the common active
time, enabling a node to sleep for most of the time within an operational cycle
without missing any incoming packet. This approach greatly reduces idle listening
time, but the required synchronization introduces extra overhead and complexity,
and a node may need to wake up multiple times if its neighbors are on different
schedules. On the other hand, in asynchronous duty cycle MAC protocols, such as
B-MAC, RI-MAC, and WiseMAC, each node sleeps and wakes up independently
according to its own schedule. Such protocols typically employing Low Power Lis-
tening (LPL), in which, prior to data transmission, a sender transmits a preamble
lasting at least as long as the sleep period of the receiver. When the receiver wakes
up and detects the preamble, it stays awake to receive the data. These protocols
achieve high energy efﬁciency and remove the synchronization overhead required
in synchronous duty cycle approaches. However, they are mainly designed for light
trafﬁc, and it is found that they become less efﬁcient in latency, power efﬁciency,
and packet delivery ratio as trafﬁc load increases, due to their long preamble trans-
missions. Generally speaking, which protocol is more applicable mainly depends
on the network and application requirements.
Considering that duty cycle MAC protocol could reduce the energy consumption
of each node in wireless sensor networks and cooperative MAC protocol could pro-
long the lifetime of the energy-depleting nodes, it would be promising to integrate
cooperation into duty cycle MAC protocols. However, cooperative transmission
works only if there are multiple active sending nodes, which could help each other
relay packets. In the rest of this section, we will present cooperative communica-
tions in asynchronous and synchronous duty cycle MAC protocols respectively.
4.5.2 Cooperation in Asynchronous Duty Cycle MAC Protocol
OC-MAC [97] proposes an asynchronous duty cycle MAC protocol which could
reduce idle listening and save energy by exploiting cooperative communication
among active sending nodes. In OC-MAC, active neighboring senders are permitted
to exchange data with each other aggressively when waiting for receivers to wake
up. After delegating data to another sender, a sender can go to sleep before its re-
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ceiver wakes up. Brieﬂy, between a pair of active senders as shown in Fig. 4.4,
a handshaking mechanism similar to RTS/CTS is used to establish the cooperation
relationship. After receiving a Ready To Receive (RTR) message from a contender,
a sender compares its residual energy with this contender. If it has more residual
energy, it starts a back-off timer to contend for broadcasting a Clear To Receive
(CTR) packet. Otherwise, it also backs off a period but then broadcasts its own
RTR packet to contend for transmitting its data ﬁrst. Once a sender receives a CTR
message, which is the reply to the RTR it broadcasts, a sender begins to transmit its
DATA to the selected relay. In this way, the protocol could guarantee that the active
sender with lower energy could transmit its packet ﬁrst and then this node could go
to sleep. Therefore, it helps reduce idle listening for sending nodes to save energy.
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Figure 4.4: Network models for OC-MAC.
However, in OC-MAC, cooperative communication could last until there is no
active sender in the neighborhood or the receiver wakes up. In general, the duty
cycle which is the fraction of time that a system is in an ”active” state, is expected
to be designed as a low value in WSNs. Thus, when OC-MAC is performed based
on an asynchronous MAC protocol, in which each node follows its own schedule
independently in a low duty cycle, the likelihood that two and even more senders
keep active in the same time interval is very small. It means that cooperation com-
munication in OC-MAC occurs with a pretty lower probability. Consequently, the
energy conservation will also be limited. On the other hand, OC-MAC takes advan-
tage of cooperation between multiple active sending nodes, in which a sender with
lower energy requires another sender with higher energy to relay its packet. In other
words, senders only forward packets instead of addressing any cooperative diversity
gain from the physical layer, for instance, in terms of SNR advantage. This will lead
to a limited beneﬁt from cooperative communication.
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4.5.3 Cooperation in Synchronous Duty Cycle MAC Protocol
In Paper E, we propose a novel cooperative duty cycle MAC protocol with multi-
ple wake-ups in wireless sensor networks, referred to as CDC-MAC. CDC-MAC
balances the energy distribution in the network by exploiting cooperative diversity
gain. While OC-MAC is an asynchronous MAC protocol, CDC-MAC works as a
synchronous MAC protocol in which multiple nodes are allowed to exchange data
and cooperation information with each other at the same wake-up time interval. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on synchronous duty cycle
MAC protocol in networks that also does cooperative transmission.
In WSNs, the data collected from sensors is usually gathered and forwarded to
a single or multiple nodes (sinks), which is considered to have no energy constraint
and unlimited resources. In a multi-hop environment, this many-to-one wireless
network is known to pose a so-called energy hole problem, which can be described
as the situation when the nodes around the sink consume relatively more energy and
die early, causing the rest of the network to become disconnected from the sink. To
keep the network alive, one solution is to perform transmission with longer distance
which could jump over the energy hole and reach the two-hop away node directly.
Transmission range extension could be achieved through cooperative transmission
by forming a virtual MISO transmission. Nodes in the same vicinity instantaneously
transmit and/or jointly receive appropriately encoded packets could generate coop-
erative diversity, enabling a signiﬁcant Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) advantage in
a multi-path fading environment. With this advantage, an increased transmission
range could be obtained, resulting in balanced power consumption among nodes.
However, to perform cooperative transmission in a duty cycle WSN, it is neces-
sary to ensure that the corresponding nodes are active at the same time interval to
transmit data. In this case, synchronous duty cycle protocol is a good option since
nodes could be synchronized to wake up at the same time period. After delegating
data to another sender, multiple senders do cooperative transmission to hop over the
highly-burdened energy-bottleneck node. In this way, the energy-bottleneck node
could avoid depleting early so that the network lifetime is prolonged.
Chapter 5
Summary of the Included Papers
5.1 Summary of Paper A
Novel Trafﬁc Splitting Policy for Performance Improvement in
Wireless Mesh Networks
Problem Statement
Wireless mesh networks are gaining lots of popularity owing to their increased ap-
plication to community and public safety networks. WMNs form a static wireless
backhaul to provide connectivity to both ﬁxed and mobile clients. The wireless
medium, being shared and contended for, creates a number of hurdles, such as col-
lision and congestion. Congestion in WMNs will lead to long transmission delays,
packet loss, bandwidth degradation, and waste time and energy on congestion re-
covery.
Summary
Paper A proposes a service-oriented routing scheme to cope with network conges-
tion, which directs different paths for different service types, according to network
congestion status. The protocol responds quickly to changes in network conditions
and satisﬁes with load balancing for different categories of trafﬁc. Since the capac-
ity of a routing path may not be sufﬁcient for all types of trafﬁc that the network
has to deliver, it is necessary to route packets to different paths in order to achieve
satisfactory performance according to their service requirements. Considering dis-
tinct trafﬁc features the performance of two trafﬁc types, UDP and TCP trafﬁc, are
investigated in the study.
In addition, in order to achieve load balancing in WMNs, the path selection from
a mesh router toward to a gateway has to rely on speciﬁc routing metrics. Brieﬂy,
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the proposed scheme works as follows: use hop-count based routing when trafﬁc
load is light, and re-direct certain trafﬁc types to a less congested gateway when
trafﬁc load is heavy. Here, potential congestion at gateway node is monitored based
on the average MAC layer utilization and the average queue length estimated over
a speciﬁed time period. Considering these two features, we will gain insight into
not only the current condition of the wireless medium but also a prediction of the
future load at the mesh router. In order to evaluate the proposed trafﬁc splitting
policy, extensive ns2 simulations are conducted. Throughput for each trafﬁc ﬂow
and packet loss ratio at mesh routers are used as performance measurement.
Main Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is a cross layer congestion-aware routing scheme,
which could efﬁciently enhance system performance. The results in Paper A illus-
trate that the proposed scheme could moderately reduce packet loss and signiﬁcantly
increase aggregate network throughput in comparison with the legacy routing proto-
col. Especially, the split trafﬁc achieves great beneﬁt with the aid of better utilizing
the resources in the whole network.
Related Work
Multi-path routing protocols can be used to provide load balancing in wireless mesh
networks in the way that each node maintains multiple paths from itself to the In-
ternet gateway. The method proposed in [98] could support multi-path routing nat-
urally. Split Multi-path Routing (SMR) proposed in [99] focused on building and
maintaining multiple paths for trafﬁc splitting with consideration of maximally dis-
jointedness between these paths. Furthermore, TCP performance degradation over
SMR is investigated in [100]. Another random congestion control scheme which
used Markov chain to predict congestion and consequently reduced protocol over-
head using longer dissemination intervals was proposed in [101]. However, none of
these efforts considerers trafﬁc splitting as part of a routing protocol under heavy
network load or when congestion happens in WMNs, which is the main motivation
of this paper.
5.2 Summary of Paper B
AContention-basedMultiple Access Protocol in CooperativeWire-
less Networks
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Problem Statement
In wireless networks, wireless channels suffer from fading, meaning the signal at-
tenuation can vary signiﬁcantly over the course of a given transmission. Transmit-
ting independent copies of the signal generates diversity and can effectively combat
the deleterious effects of fading. In particular, spatial diversity is generated by trans-
mitting signals from different locations, thus allowing independently faded versions
of the signal to be jointly decoded at the receiver. The broadcast nature of wireless
communications suggests that a source signal transmitted towards the destination
can be overheard at neighboring nodes. Cooperative communication refers to pro-
cessing of this overheard information at the surrounding nodes and retransmitting
towards the destination to create spatial diversity, thereby to obtain higher through-
put and reliability. Most existing work on cooperative communications focuses
on investigating various issues at the physical layer because it directly improves
link reliability in which the advantages are often illustrated by analyzing signalling
strategies based on information theory. However, in practice, cooperative gain may
disappear if higher layer protocols are not properly designed. Thus, efﬁcient coop-
erative communication should not only focus on physical layer operation but also
address the MAC layer protocol.
Summary
In recent years, the research focus on wireless cooperative communication is shift-
ing from physical layer to MAC layer. Paper B proposes a contention-based co-
operative MAC protocol in wireless networks. While most of the previous work
on cooperative MAC design concentrates on one popular cooperation scenario in
which a single relay with best link quality among a group of potential relay nodes
is selected to do cooperation, the proposed scheme utilizes multiple relay nodes to
retransmit the packet over diverse paths so that both spatial diversity and time diver-
sity could be obtained. Since all the relay nodes attempt to access the channel at the
same time in the proposed protocol, it is necessary to design an effective scheduling
algorithm. Inspired by the persistent RCSMA protocol [89] where all relay nodes
will access the channel according to the DCF protocol, we develop a random back-
off scheme for each relay to access the channel. While the traditional DCF protocol
may introduce long defer time and random backoff time, in the proposed scheme we
reduce the backoff stage from one relay node and distribute this time saved to all re-
lay nodes. Furthermore, we assume that the relay channels are independent of each
other in the system. Two consecutive packets on the source-destination channel or
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the relay-destination channel are subject to temporally correlated channel fading
and have the same state transition probability.
Main Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is the design of a contention-based cooperative
MAC protocol in the presence of multiple relay nodes. The required number of
relay nodes is derived according to the relay channel condition. Additionally, we
develop a Markov chain to analyze the cooperative MAC protocol. In order to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed MAC, we compare system throughput and the
required number of retransmissions with an ARQ scheme in which the active relay
node attempts to transmit the packet as many times as necessary until it is success-
fully received by the destination node. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed protocol outperforms the non-cooperative ARQ scheme over error-prone
channels.
Related Work
Lots of work have been extensively carried out to explore the new opportunities
introduced by cooperative communications, especially at the physical layer which
directly addresses the cooperative diversity. For instance, two well-known cate-
gories of cooperative schemes have been proposed to exploit diversity gain, namely,
Amplify-and-Forward and Decode-and-Forward [65, 91]. Apart from the physical
layer, cooperative communications also raise many unique features from the MAC
perspective. One of the important issues corresponding to the MAC design is relay
selection, which has been proposed to improve reliability in wireless communi-
cation systems in many publications [73, 74, 76]. In CD-MAC [70], each node
proactively selects a relay for cooperation when it is beneﬁcial in combat with in-
terference from nearby nodes. However, to select a single relay is inherently simple
to implement, but it may offer lower gains in terms of system throughput in com-
parison with the multiple relay node approach which is investigated in Paper B.
5.3 Summary of Paper C
Cooperative MAC Design in Multi-hop Wireless Networks - Part
II: When Source and Destination are Two-hops away from Each
Other
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Problem Statement
Although most existing work on cooperative communications focuses on investi-
gating various issues at the physical layer, the research focus is moving to up lay-
ers, especially the MAC layer. However, a dominant majority of existing work on
cooperative MAC design concentrates on one-hop source destination cooperation
scenario in which a relay node may help retransmitting a packet to the destination
node if the direct transmission from source to destination fails. Nevertheless, these
schemes are not easily applicable to a network environment where there are lots of
multi-hop source-destination pairs.
Summary
When the traditional MAC protocols are applied in multi-hop wireless networks, the
performance will degrade due to the intrinsic MAC design. Thus, in Paper C, we
propose a Two-hop Cooperative MAC protocol (TC-MAC) speciﬁcally designed for
two-hop communications. In our scenario, the communication between source and
destination has to be forwarded via relay nodes since the source node and the desti-
nation node cannot hear each other i. e., no direct communication between source
and destination. In this regards, relay selection is of great importance. The main
idea behind relay selection is to ﬁnd optimal additional paths between source and
destination for achieving transmission diversity. While in most cooperative MAC
protocols, only one relay is preferred to do cooperation, Paper C selects a number
of optimal relays for cooperation to provide both time and spatial diversity. More
speciﬁcally, TC-MAC includes two working modes, i.e., static TC-MAC and adap-
tive TC-MAC, respectively. While in static TC-MAC the number of required relay
nodes is pre-deﬁned, the number of required relay nodes in adaptive TC-MAC, is
adaptively obtained according to two-hop combined channel conditions. Among
multiple relay nodes, the transmission order is determined by the combined link
quality over each relay node. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
TC-MAC, extensive simulation is performed. The throughput performance of TC-
MAC operating on both static and adaptive modes is compared with that of 802.11
in a two-hop network scenario.
Main Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is an elaborate cooperative MAC protocol de-
sign for two-hop transmission, which could also be applied in a multi-hop network.
Also, in order to maximize the spatial diversity, the concept of MRP inspired by
MPR in OLSR is introduced. The simulation results demonstrate that more reliable
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communications, reduced transmission power and signiﬁcant throughput improve-
ment can be achieved by TC-MAC, especially when the adaptive alternative of TC-
MAC is employed.
Related Work
While the advantages of relay-based cooperative MAC protocols in single-hop sce-
narios are well documented in a number of studies [69, 102], their impact on multi-
hop network performance is not yet fully understood. Recently, how CoopMAC
performs in multi-hop ad hoc networks is discussed in the literature [103–106].
In [103], the authors reviewed the issues and challenges on design an efﬁcient
cooperative MAC protocol for multi-hop wireless networks. In [104], simulation
studies have been done for CoopMAC in multi-hop wireless networks. Although
the thorough studies show that the cooperative protocol outperforms IEEE 802.11
in most cases, the authors comment that an interesting ﬁeld to be investigated is
the possible reduction of interference caused by multi-hop transmissions. In [105],
directional antenna is used to decrease the interference which is introduced by co-
operation. However, additional hardware support is needed which might be not
suitable for large-scale applications. Furthermore, although the work above obtains
obvious achievements, the effect of hidden station on the performance of CoopMAC
in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks has not been paid adequate attention to.
5.4 Summary of Paper D
A TDMA-BasedMAC Protocol Supporting Cooperative Commu-
nications in Wireless Mesh Networks
Problem Statement
Wireless mesh networks are deemed as a promising technology in next generation
wireless communication systems. However, multi-hop WMNs still have some prob-
lems that are not trivial. For instance, when a traditional CSMA-based MAC proto-
col is used, it is known that the performance will deteriorate in a multi-hop network
due to its intrinsic MAC design principle. That is, the contending nodes in the range
of its two-hop neighbors can affect channel access opportunity, resulting in serious
unfairness and packet collision. On the other hand, although cooperative commu-
nication could provide reliable transmission and improve network performance, it
also confronts with the same problem that requires to extend the transmission from a
single sender-receiver hop to a sender-relay-receiver two-hop scenario. In this case,
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medium access control plays an important role in determining channel utilization.
TDMA protocols could efﬁciently avoid packet collision and provide fair access for
each node in wireless networks with static topology. Nevertheless, how to perform
cooperative communication in a TDMA system is still an open question.
Summary
Paper D proposes a TDMA-based medium access control protocol supporting co-
operative communications in wireless mesh networks. In a TDMA system, the
system time is broken down into time slots of constant duration, and the time slot
could be further divided into small parts which are referred to as mini-slots. In
the study, the proposed MAC protocol utilizes control mini-slot to dynamically and
efﬁciently allocate channel resource not only for direct transmission but also for
cooperative transmission. In addition, access priority is always given to cooperative
transmission through an optimal relay node. The optimal relay is determined by
fulﬁlling a timer based-relay selection algorithm which is executed across nodes in
a distributed manner. It is worth mentioning that the relay selection time which is
normally not negligible could be ﬁnished within the inherent time of the system.
Main Contribution
The main contribution of Paper D is the design of a TDMA-based cooperative MAC
protocol, which efﬁciently allocates cooperative communications within the time
slot. In addition, two state Markov chains are introduced to analyze wireless chan-
nels and the performance of the proposed protocol respectively. To validate the
proposed MAC protocol, we have developed a network simulating program by us-
ing MATLAB. The effectiveness and the efﬁciency of this novel MAC scheme have
been demonstrated with respect to system throughput, throughput gain in one-hop
and two-hop scenarios respectively by considering several factors such as signal
threshold, channel error rate, transmission power, hop distances, and network den-
sity.
Related Work
There are a limited number of studies on cooperative communications using TDMA,
since it is difﬁcult to allocate time slot for cooperative transmissions. In [93], a
ﬁxed cooperative relay utilizes the idle time slot available in a TDMA frame and
two corresponding MAC protocols are designed to assist packet retransmissions.
However, this approach will encounter the difﬁculty that few or even no slots are
available if the network is heavily loaded. C-TDMA [94] attempts to handle this
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problem in a way that by using its own time slot neighboring nodes help the source
node to retransmit the unsuccessful packets. However, due to the sacriﬁce of its own
time slot the neighbor node may confront a situation that no slot to use for its own
packet transmission. Therefore, this method will bring unfair transmission into the
network which may affect aggregate throughput in a multi-hop wireless network.
5.5 Summary of Paper E
A Cooperative Lifetime Extension MAC Protocol in Duty-Cycle
Enabled Wireless Sensor Networks
Problem Statement
A critical constraint on wireless sensor networks is that sensor nodes rely on bat-
teries. A second constraint is that sensors will be deployed unattended and in large
numbers, so that it will be difﬁcult to change or recharge batteries in the sensors.
Therefore, a primary design principle is not only to reduce the energy consump-
tion of sensor nodes but also to avoid the exhaustion of a single node in order to
prolong the lifetime of the entire network. Duty cycle MAC protocols have been
proposed as an effective mechanism to reduce energy consumption in wireless sen-
sor networks. Although these protocols could provide efﬁcient energy-conservation
solutions, they cannot cope with the energy hole problem in a multi-hop wireless
sensor network, where a few nodes near the sink must relay the packets from the
rest of the network, and consequently exhaust their batteries earlier.
Summary
Paper E proposes a novel cooperative duty cycle MAC (CDC-MAC) protocol to ex-
tend the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. On the one hand, the proposed CDC-
MAC adopts the duty cycle MAC concept to prolong each sensor node lifetime. On
the other hand, to resolve the energy hole problem, CDC-MAC exploits the beneﬁt
of cooperative transmission where range extension could be achieved. Transmis-
sion with longer distance could be used to jump over the heavily burdened node and
reach the two hop away node directly so that the burdened node could avoid de-
pleting earlier. In brief, CDC-MAC triggers a CT when a node on a primary route
to the sink determines through control packet exchange that it has higher residual
energy than the next-hop node on the route. The node then recruits cooperators to
simultaneously transmit copies of the packet through independently fading chan-
nels to extend the range. In order to guarantee that the neighboring nodes are active
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during the recursion, CDC-MAC works in a synchronous manner. Furthermore, the
required number of copies is determined based on the required transmission range
to reach the two-hop away node.
Main Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is a duty cycle MAC protocol with cooper-
ative transmission enabled, which could cope with the energy hole problem. In
addition, an energy-balance-oriented scheduling algorithm is proposed to schedule
corresponding nodes to access the channel. The simulation results demonstrate that
the energy consumption levels of sensor nodes are evenly distributed in the network
by using CDC-MAC, resulting in more balanced node transmission and energy re-
source utilization. As a consequence, CDC-MAC could provide signiﬁcant network
lifetime extension in comparison with traditional point-to-point duty cycle MAC
protocols.
Related Work
There have been a large number of studies on duty cycle MAC protocols without
CT for wireless sensor networks to conserve energy. S-MAC [107] inspires the
development of a whole string of energy-efﬁcient MAC protocols. The main contri-
bution of S-MAC is that its ﬁxed duty cycle approach is both simple and effective in
reducing idle listening overhead. Additionally, RI-MAC [96] proposes a receiver-
initiated asynchronous duty cycle MAC protocol in which each non-sender node
broadcasts a short beacon during its active period while a sender just listens to the
channel silently and waits for the notiﬁcation from the receiver. Compared with the
prior asynchronous protocols, where preamble transmissions occupy the medium
for too long, RI-MAC achieves higher throughput, packet delivery ratio, and energy
efﬁciency. However, few duty cycle MAC protocols address cooperative transmis-
sion, which is investigated in Paper E.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
This ﬁnal chapter ﬁrst concludes the scientiﬁc contributions of the dissertation as
a whole and discusses the limitation of this thesis work, and then points out a few
directions for future research.
6.1 Summary of the Research and Scientiﬁc Contri-
butions
The demand for new generation wireless networks has spurred a vibrant ﬂurry of re-
search activities on multi-hop wireless technology and cooperative communications
during the past decade and great advance in this area has been achieved. However,
many aspects of multi-hop wireless networks, especially combined with cooperative
communications still remain as open questions. For instance, while load balancing
in wired networks can distribute trafﬁc across multiple links to avoid congestion,
it is unclear if multi-path load balancing can be effectively used in multi-hop wire-
less networks, since the transmission conditions are very different in such networks.
Furthermore, most of the cooperative schemes proposed so far are based on ideal as-
sumptions, such as infeasible synchronization constraints between the relay nodes
or the perfect medium access scheduling mechanism among the involved nodes.
Therefore, there is a need for research on practical ways of realizing cooperative
schemes based on more realistic assumptions.
The objective of this dissertation has been twofold: 1) To investigate load bal-
ancing across multiple paths as a possible mechanism to improve routing perfor-
mance in multi-hop wireless networks; 2) To advance the understanding of coop-
erative transmission by proposing a number of cooperative MAC protocols. The
objective has been achieved through in-depth studies in the ﬁeld and correspond-
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ingly a series of peer-reviewed international publications, two in journals, eight in
conference proceedings. In the following, the contributions of this doctoral disser-
tation are summarized.
• A trafﬁc splitting approach for performance improvement is proposed in wire-
less mesh networks. By taking advantage of MAC layer information, the
status of the network trafﬁc load is predicted. Then based on different traf-
ﬁc types deﬁned at the transport layer, load balancing could be efﬁciently
achieved among all available paths.
• In practical cooperative systems, medium access control is indispensable since
more nodes are involved in the cooperation and all of them may attempt to
access the channel. We ﬁrstly propose a contention-based cooperative MAC
in the presence of multiple relay nodes. Considering that the inherent design
principle of 802.11 MAC, which is not appropriate for multi-hop communi-
cations, we further extend the cooperative MAC protocol for two-hop trans-
mission and even multi-hop networks. In addition, we also develop different
categories of MAC protocols for cooperative transmission, i.e., contention-
based and contention-free schemes. Furthermore, according to different net-
work requirements, four cooperative MAC protocols are proposed, such as
cooperative lifetime maximization MAC for wireless sensor networks.
6.2 Limitations of the Research
In multi-hop wireless networks hop count is critical to the obtained throughput.
In other words, the saturated throughput will decrease as the hop count increases
and it becomes stable when the hop count reaches around six hops. To be fair, the
main idea of the proposed trafﬁc splitting policy is to distribute trafﬁc ﬂows of the
same source destination pair along different routes according to network congestion
status and trafﬁc types, so that better load balancing and channel utilization can be
achieved. In other words, those trafﬁc ﬂows go through the same hop count in the
original path. However, in practice, this assumption may not be realistic. It is also
meaningful to investigate the consequence of splitting trafﬁc ﬂows with different
source-destination pairs.
As mentioned in the beginning of the dissertation, without joint consideration
and design of physical layer, MAC layer and network layer, the beneﬁt of coopera-
tive communication cannot be exploited to the maximum extent. In this dissertation
various cooperative MAC protocols have been proposed according to the coopera-
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tion beneﬁts from the physical layer. However, it would be more convincing if we
could have evaluated these cooperative MAC protocols in a realistic testbed rather
than just simulations. In addition, although the proposed cooperative MAC pro-
tocols have been executed in certain network conditions and demonstrated good
performance, it is not sufﬁcient since they have not been implemented with any
routing protocol in large-scale networks.
6.3 Suggestions for Further Research
The research performed in this dissertation opens up serval directions for future
studies. Basically, the issues raised in the previous section can be a topic for future
research. For instance, there are still lots of discussions on possible approach to
regulate routing cooperation in accordance with increased trafﬁc load. Since both
connectivity and congestion may vary in the network, one part of the network may
suffer from high node density and congestion, whereas other parts may suffer from
node scarcity and weak connectivity. A distributed decision algorithm might enable
an overall wise decision.
The merits of the cooperative communications in the physical layer have been
explored. However, the impact of the cooperative communications on the design
of the higher layers has not been well-understood yet. In particular, the physical
information about the wireless medium can be provided to the upper layers in order
to provide efﬁcient scheduling, routing, resource allocation, and ﬂow control algo-
rithms. In this dissertation, we have proposed serval cooperative MAC protocols.
However, MAC design in cooperative networks is still a challenging and fertile
research area. For instance, little attention has been paid attention to cooperative
communications in duty cycle MAC protocol.
On the other hand, routing algorithms, which are based on the cooperative com-
munications, are known in the literature as cooperative routing algorithms. De-
signing cooperative routing algorithms is an interesting and a largely unchartered
research area. research area. Most of the existing cooperative routing algorithms
are proposed by ﬁnding a shortest path route ﬁrst and then improving the route
using cooperative communication. As such, these routing algorithms do not fully
exploit the merits of cooperative communications, since the optimal cooperative
route might not be same as the shortest path route. A cooperation-based routing
algorithm, which makes full use of the beneﬁt of cooperative communications to
construct a minimum-metric route, would be a deﬁnite direction.
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Abstract — Wireless mesh networks are expected to play an important role
in the next-generation wireless communication systems as it can provide wide
coverage and scalable broadband Internet access services. However, as more
trafﬁc is injected into the network it may lead to throughput degradation,
packet loss and longer transmission delay. In this paper, we argue that network
performance can be improved by cross-layer design over multiple layers and
load balancing based on service types. Correspondingly, a novel trafﬁc splitting
policy which can potentially utilize diverse paths for transmitting trafﬁc ﬂows
of different service types from the same router has been proposed and investi-
gated. Such a policy is able to balance trafﬁc load, ideally aggregate capacities
across multiple paths and leverage diversity among the paths to achieve low
packet loss and more stable throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a multi-hop wireless network composed of con-
nected mesh router for the purpose of e.g. providing Internet access. WMNs are
typically based on IEEE 802.11 due to its distributed nature and ease of implemen-
tation. The throughput of such a network is not a ﬁxed quantity, but depends on
the efﬁciency of the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol used, path loss and
signal fading, interference generated by other routers etc. Furthermore, as the num-
bers of stations and trafﬁc ﬂows increase, the probability of collision may increase
dramatically, leading to degraded network performance. On the other hand, WMNs
are expected to provide optimized capacity to clients and Quality of Service (QoS)
to certain number of ﬂows despite possible congestion status of the network. These
requirements lead to the task of performance improvement of WMNs more chal-
lenging.
To improve the performance of a WMN, various approaches can be introduced,
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from MAC and routing enhancement, to load balancing and cross-layer design. In
addition to MAC mechanisms and routing protocols themselves, routing metrics
are also of signiﬁcance in order to ﬁnd most suitable path and forwarding nodes
between source nodes and their destinations [1]. A well-selected metric should
cover adequate information about the link or path. Each router in the network se-
lects the best path according to the properties contained in routing metric. Due to
the co-existence of many interacting parameters such as network load, link trans-
mission rate, intra-ﬂow and inter-ﬂow interference, and link dynamics, the design
of efﬁcient routing in WMNs remains a challenging task, from the perspective of
cross-layer design. Currently, most cross-layer design approaches consider solely
how to use layer 1 or layer 2 information for layer 3 routing optimization [6, 7].
With these approaches, trafﬁc ﬂows with diverse service types may not beneﬁt from
the optimal routing path owing to the un-awareness or disharmony between routing
metrics and ﬂows’ own trafﬁc features.
Load balancing is another efﬁcient approach to resolve the congestion problems
in WMNs. It can be achieved through path-based load balancing, gateway-based
load balancing or mesh router-based load balancing [12]. In path-based load bal-
ancing, the trafﬁc is distributed across multiple paths. In gateway-based load bal-
ancing, the load is balanced either among all Internet gateways (IGWs) or a few
selected gateways [9]. Load balancing can also be carried out at the mesh routers
over the wireless backbone. However, traditional routing strategy with load bal-
ancing intends to direct all trafﬁc ﬂows as a whole to another less loaded path if
the ongoing path could not satisfy the requirements [1, 3, 7], without distinguishing
the types of services. This strategy may lead to a potential threat that many trafﬁc
ﬂows are suddenly redirected to the same path, causing performance degradation
on that speciﬁc path. Furthermore, as a consequence of this strategy, mesh routers
may switch paths frequently back and forth, leading to so-called ping-pong effect
with poor service continuity.
In this paper, we propose and investigate the performance of a novel routing
strategy which incorporates both cross-layer design and load balancing. By col-
laboration across layer design over multiple layers, improved network performance
is expected. More speciﬁcally, the congestion information derived from layer 2
serves as an indicator to initialize load balancing, and the load balancing routing
scheme is achieved by separating ﬂows into different available paths, according to
their trafﬁc types. This method is referred to as trafﬁc splitting. With our proposed
trafﬁc splitting policy, trafﬁc load is distributed over the entire network, resulting in
multifold beneﬁts: (a) excessive congestion inside the network is avoided; (b) the
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network capacity is optimally utilized; (c) packet loss is decreased and total network
throughput increased; (d) greater beneﬁt is achieved for the re-directed trafﬁc ﬂows.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 reviews some related work.
In Sec. 3, we present our trafﬁc splitting policy for efﬁciently load-balancing over
different paths, while the simulation results are observed in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we
further study factors that affect the results, and based on this study a more detailed
algorithm is described in Sec. 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec. 7.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss brieﬂy recent work regarding performance analysis of
wireless mesh networks, and various proposals for enhancements in WMNs, in-
cluding load balancing and cross layer design.
In [8], the authors derived a model to eliminate the effect of hidden/exposed
nodes in multi-hop wireless networks. They investigated the throughput starva-
tion of ﬂows and showed that the minimum contention window has a more pro-
found effect on mitigating ﬂow starvation than exponential back-off mechanism
and RTS/CTS control procedures. [13] observed that in wireless mesh networks the
limited number of gateway nodes could be the bottleneck of the entire network. The
authors presented a formal study on the delay and throughput of the gateway nodes.
They modelled the gateway nodes as independent M/D/1 queue stations, and de-
rived closed-form solutions for the bottleneck delay and throughput with liner and
grid topologies.
A major concern about using IEEE 802.11 in WMNs is its inherent unfairness at
the MAC layer when used in multi-hop wireless networks. Existing solutions to this
problem either do not efﬁciently resolve this unfairness, or require modiﬁcations
to the MAC protocol. [11] proposed a co-ordinated congestion control algorithm
that achieved max-min fairness over unmodiﬁed 802.11 MAC layer. The overhead
measurements showed that their algorithm was indeed feasible, and it did yield
signiﬁcantly better performance than existing mechanisms. [2] also proposed algo-
rithms to reach fairness across multi-hop ﬂows for achieving better performance.
They measured the available bandwidth as the inverse of per-packet MAC con-
tention and transmission time. Each router then ran a proportional max-min fair
bandwidth sharing algorithm to divide this measured bandwidth among the ﬂows
passing through it.
There are also many studies for enhancing network performance by distribut-
ing the trafﬁc load among the whole network. [7] proposed a routing metric with
load balancing for wireless mesh networks. Quantitative and qualitative analysis
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showed the signiﬁcance of the proposed scheme, compared with existing similar
schemes. In [9], the authors proposed a novel technique that elegantly balanced the
load among the different IGWs in a WMN. The point of attachment of an active
source is switched among gateways, depending on the average queue length at the
IGW. However, without considering cross layer issues, their schemes can not efﬁ-
ciently explore other protocol layer parameters.
In summary, there is a large body of work on improving the multi-hop wireless
mesh network performance. However, few of these solutions address the problems
from the perspective of cross layer design considering both layer 2 and layer 4, and
from load balancing perspective considering service types. Different from the re-
lated work, we employ a trafﬁc splitting policy which takes into account parameters
in other protocol layers, path capacity, congestion condition, different service types,
to balance the load among the whole network to obtain high aggregation throughout.
III. THE PROPOSED TRAFFIC SPLITTING POLICY
In this section, we develop a trafﬁc splitting policy under heavy loaded conditions
to provide load balancing in WMNs. The scheme uses congestion status and trafﬁc
types as the input for routing decision.
A. Motivation
According to the basic principle in traditional routing protocols, a routing de-
cision is made to ﬁnd the least-cost path from source to destination, no matter it is
based on hop-count or other metrics. Correspondingly, once a proper route from
the source node to the destination node is established, all trafﬁc ﬂows will be trans-
mitted through the same route until the routing decision is updated, regardless of
which type of trafﬁc is being carried. The main idea behind our trafﬁc splitting pol-
icy, however, is to distribute trafﬁc ﬂows of the same source destination pair among
different routes according to network congestion status and trafﬁc types, so that bet-
ter load balancing and channel utilization can be achieved.
B. The Proposed Trafﬁc Splitting Policy
In our earlier work [4], a routing scheme which could redirect certain types
of trafﬁc to other paths under heavy trafﬁc load has been proposed. In addition,
depending on the average MAC layer utilization and network transmission queue
length, a combined metric is used to measure the congestion status at each router.
In this paper, we further develop the trafﬁc splitting routing policy, which is ex-
pected to utilize resources in the whole network more efﬁciently. The proposed
routing policy is shown in Fig. A.1.
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As showing in the ﬁgure, when more trafﬁc ﬂows are pumping into path 1, in-
stead of redirecting all trafﬁc ﬂows to a better path we will split certain trafﬁc to go
through another path, while the rest is still kept on the original path. In other words,
this splitting policy has been designed in such a way that different trafﬁc types from
the same router may select different paths towards the Internet gateway.
IV. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION AND OBSERVATION OF THE RESULTS
In this section, we carry out extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of
our proposed routing scheme using network simulator, ns2. We also provide ob-
servation of the simulation results and performance comparison between traditional
routing and our proposed routing policy in terms of aggregate throughput and packet
loss ratio.
A. Simulation Conﬁguration
In the simulations, we use a small-scale multi-hop wireless mesh network as an
example to evaluate the performance of the proposed routing scheme. As shown
in Fig. A.2, there are 20 Mesh Routers (MR) consisting of the backbone of the
Figure A.1: Illustration of trafﬁc splitting in a wireless mesh network.
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wireless mesh network. Stations 1, 2, 3 are connected to MR 11 and station 4 is
connected to MR 1. Two gateways, MR 5 and MR 20 are connecting to the Inter-
net. All communications are based on 802.11 DCF. The transmission range is 250
m and the carrier-sensing range is 550 m. In addition, the distance between any two
neighboring nodes is set as 200 m. The simulation duration is 300 s. The channel
datarate is set to be 11 Mbps.
At MR 11, connecting stations send heterogeneous trafﬁc. Two UDP ﬂows and
one TCP ﬂow go through the network from gateway MR 5 or MR 20. At MR 1, a
TCP ﬂow is also generated from station 4 to go through the network. In order to
saturate the network the trafﬁc generated at source node in a manner that as soon as
a packet is transmitted to destination node, another packet is ready for transmission.
In a heavily loaded wireless mesh network, clients may inject more trafﬁc into
the network than it can support. In our case, mesh clients S1, S2 and S3 generate
more trafﬁc than the saturation throughput.
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [10] is adopted in our
simulations. Under the guiding of the legacy AODV, the heterogeneous trafﬁc ﬂows
go through the network in the way as shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1. That is,
all types of trafﬁc go through the same path towards the closest gateway. Different
from the legacy routing protocol, our proposed policy allows different types of traf-
ﬁc ﬂows to be transmitted over different paths, even though they are covered from
the same mesh router, as shown in columns 5 and 6 of Table 1. For instance, the
trafﬁc splitting policy tries to split UDP1 to travel along path 2 towards the Internet
Figure A.2: Simulation topology of a WMN.
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Table A.1: Proposed Trafﬁc Splitting Policy vs. Legacy Routing Protocol.
Legacy routing Splitting policySrc
Dest Next hop Dest Next hop
TCP1 S1 GW1 MR10 GW1 MR10
TCP2 S4 GW1 MR2 GW1 MR2
UDP1 S1 GW1 MR10 GW2 MR12
UDP2 S1 GW1 MR10 GW1 MR10
through gateway 2 when path 1 is heavily loaded, while other TCP and UDP ﬂows
are still using the original shortest path, i.e. path 1. We could also split another type
of ﬂows, as described in the next subsection.
B. Observation of Simulation Results
Three cases are studied in our simulations. For our proposed trafﬁc splitting
policy, we modify the legacy AODV so that the routing decision is not only based
on hop count, but also trafﬁc load and service type. With this modiﬁcation, we are
able to split certain trafﬁc ﬂows into other path while the rest is still kept in the ex-
isting path, when the current path suffers from heavy trafﬁc load. In our simulation,
the split ﬂow could be TCP trafﬁc or UDP trafﬁc, as speciﬁed below.
• Case 1: Trafﬁc ﬂows transmit based on the traditional routing protocol.
• Case 2: The trafﬁc splitting policy is applied, where one UDP trafﬁc ﬂow is
split to path 2.
• Case 3: Instead of splitting UDP trafﬁc, one TCP trafﬁc ﬂow is split to go
through path 2.
The observed simulation results based on these 3 cases are presented in what fol-
lows.
As shown in Fig. A.3, in the heavily loaded network, we can observe that not
all of the four trafﬁc ﬂows get opportunities to transmit. Indeed, the TCP ﬂow from
MR, TCP 1, 11 did not obtain any throughput. Due to the capacity limit and many
competing stations on the same channel, although two UDP trafﬁc ﬂows are able to
capture the channel, they have to share the bandwidth and each of them could only
get limited throughput owing to time division of occupying the channel and packet
collision during the competing. Considering TCP 2, the same reason of single chan-
nel limit and common gateway router shared with the rest of trafﬁc ﬂows leads to
TCP 2 reasonable throughput.
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Figure A.3: Throughput of trafﬁc ﬂows in Case 1.
Case 2: By using our proposed trafﬁc splitting approach, as the congestion con-
dition on the current path reaches certain level, one UDP trafﬁc ﬂow is split to
another path to attach the Internet through gateway, MR 20. As known from [5], in
a chain topology the throughput of the trafﬁc around 6 hops away from the source
will converge to approximately 1/7 of the throughput that a single-hop transmission
can achieve. For illustration of the throughput result, we take the observation of the
achievable throughput of each trafﬁc ﬂow.
As shown in Fig. A.4, the split UDP trafﬁc obtains much higher throughput gain
and the total throughput is signiﬁcantly improved. This is because that the split UDP
ﬂow transmitted along the new path has got much higher throughput compared with
in Case 1. In Case 1, as the two UDP ﬂows go through the same route, they have
to compete to get to access the channel. In addition, owing to link capacity limit in
path 1, it will be more difﬁcult for the UDP ﬂows to capture the channel. In Case 2,
besides the split UDP ﬂow another UDP ﬂow also gets higher throughput as there
is less trafﬁc ﬂow competing for the limited channel capacity. For the trafﬁc ﬂow
of TCP 1, it still does not get any throughput due to the failure of competing with
UDP trafﬁc ﬂows at the router.
Case 3: Instead of splitting UDP trafﬁc ﬂow we redirect TCP trafﬁc ﬂow to the
adverse path in this case. As shown in Fig. A.5, two UDP trafﬁc ﬂows are able to
obtain stable throughput. However, the split TCP trafﬁc ﬂow still can not get any
throughput. TCP trafﬁc exhibits properties that it will send more and more packets
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Figure A.4: Throughput of trafﬁc ﬂows in Case 2.
to the network as long as there is enough bandwidth, and vice versa. After unsuc-
cessfully competing with two UDP trafﬁc ﬂows which go through the same router,
TCP trafﬁc loses opportunities to access the channel to transmit any packets.
Table A.2: Individual and Aggregate Throughput of Different Flows.
Throughput(Kbps) UDP1 UDP2 TCP1 TCP2 Aggregate
Case1 525 225 0 93 843
Case2 858 340 0 321 1526
Case3 506 199 0 83 788
Table A.3: Packet Loss Ratio in the Three Cases1.
Loss ratio (%) UDP1 UDP2
Case1 87.12 89.82
Case2 78.19 80.67
Case3 87.44 90.63
C. Summary of the Simulation Result
Comparing with the original routing strategy we observe that our proposed pol-
icy presents higher aggregate throughput. Table A.2 illustrates that in Case 1 with
the traditional routing protocol the aggregate network throughput is only 843 Kbps.
However, in Case 2 with our proposed trafﬁc splitting policy the aggregate through-
put could reach 1526 Kbps, which is far higher than with the traditional routing.
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Figure A.5: Throughput of trafﬁc ﬂows in Case 3.
Although in Case 3 we also split certain trafﬁc to another light loaded path, due
to the service type of the split trafﬁc the aggregate throughput we can achieve is
only 788 Kbps, which is lower than in Case 2 and even lower than in Case 1. As
a consequence, we do not recommend trafﬁc splitting for TCP ﬂows. Instead, rate
control should be introduced to TCP trafﬁc.
Table 3 shows packet loss ratio result of UDP trafﬁc ﬂows in three cases. Since
the TCP trafﬁc ﬂow provided with retransmission mechanism, the dropped packet
will be retransmitted if an ACK is not received within timeout. Due to this fact we
do not consider the packet loss ratio of TCP trafﬁc ﬂow. It is observed that two UDP
trafﬁc ﬂows in Case 2 get moderately less packet loss than in Case 1 and 3. The
probability for successful packets transmissions in Case 2 is higher, nearly extra
10 percent of sending packets are able to achieve, indicating the reliability of data
transmission is improved signiﬁcantly.
V. FACTORS AFFECT THE OBSERVED RESULTS
In this section, we study a few factors that affect the network performance intro-
duced by the splitting policy, e.g. the effects by competing stations, hidden terminal
and trafﬁc intensity. The performance of three cases will be also compared.
A. Effect by the number of competing stations
Trafﬁc generated by many mesh clients has to compete for channel access at the
router. The number of stations will inﬂuence the contention probability to obtain the
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channel. Collisions experienced by each source node suffer from packet loss during
transmissions. The collision rate signiﬁes the contention level in the channel, and
it follows that higher packet loss implies less coordination among the competing
source nodes. With the proposed trafﬁc splitting policy, some trafﬁc ﬂows will be
split to another path. Consequently, the number of competing stations along the
congested path will relatively decrease, leading to lower collision probability. With
less collision, the overall network performance is improved.
B. Effect by hidden-terminals
A fundamental issue in multi-hop wireless networks is that performance de-
grades sharply as the number of hops traversed increase. In addition to carrier
sensing preventing simultaneous transmissions of adjacent hops within the carrier-
sensing range of a node, the hidden terminal problem could also decrease system
throughout. However, hidden terminal problem happens only when the hidden ter-
minals have packets to transmit. With the number of ﬂows increasing on the path,
the hidden terminal problem will become even worse. Especially, in a heavily
loaded route, more hidden terminals would be active, leading to more serious per-
formance degradation.
By applying our trafﬁc splitting policy, the trafﬁc load on path 1 is reduced. Cor-
respondingly, the effect of the hidden terminal problem on that path will be relieved.
In Fig. A.6, we could observe that, with the traditional routing in Case 1 and one
of the trafﬁc splitting methods in Case 3, most packet loss happens at MR 11, and
the packets are dropped fewer and fewer at the remaining routers to the destination
direction. It will also hold this principle in Case 2. We could ﬁnd that packet loss
happens in this case at two directions, and packet loss occurs relatively less than in
Cases 1 and 3. What is more, compared with the routing scheme in Cases 1 and
3, the proportion of the packet loss at these nodes decreases dramatically with our
proposed policy, which means that both these two paths enjoy higher delivery ratio.
The total packet loss ratio among these nodes in Case 2 is far less than in Cases 1
and 3. Consequently our trafﬁc splitting policy greatly eliminates the effect of the
hidden terminal in a heavily loaded routing path.
C. Effect of trafﬁc intensity
If more trafﬁc is injected into the network than it can support, it will lead to a
congestion problem. For multi-hop wireless mesh networks, if heavy trafﬁc load is
transmitting from the ﬁrst hop, the throughput will decrease as the number of hops
increases.
It has been shown in [5] that in a chain topology the trafﬁc ﬂow could not get a
sustainable stable throughput until 6 hops away. It is the result of carrier sensing and
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Figure A.6: Distribution of packet loss ratio among the nodes.
hidden-terminal problem which imposes the limitation on channel spatial-reuse and
increases the chance of link failure. From the view point of MR 5, when the trafﬁc
started at MR 11 reach MR 5 which is 6-hop away from the source node, the total
generated throughput more than saturation at ﬁrst node will decrease approximately
to 860 Kbps at the 7th node, which is nearly 19% of one hop saturation throughput.
If the trafﬁc generated at MR 11 does not reach the saturation throughput, but more
than 860 Kbps, the received trafﬁc at MR 5 will be also 860 Kbps. So we could
conclude the network sustainable capacity is 860 Kbps from the view point of MR
5. This is also true for the whole network or even worse if the ﬂow traverse more
than 6 hops.
Guided by this principle, in Fig. A.7, it is true at MR 11 that all stations com-
pete for getting access to the same channel. Assuming that in Case 1 under the same
condition each trafﬁc generated by the three stations is more than 860 Kbps, then
only 860 Kbps could be received. Actually, since TCP 2 generate at station 4 will
also go through MR 5 which shares the channel, and TCP 1 comes from the same
router with UDP 1 competes to access the channel which leads to packet collision.
Indeed, the throughput of path 1 obtaining at MR 5 is 750 Kbps. In contrast in Case
2, as the split trafﬁc transmit from path 2, additional 860 Kbps capacity could be
achieved on another path. Although in Case 2 the throughout obtained at MR 5
decreases, from the two curves of Case 2 in Fig. A.7 we could observe that the total
throughput on both path 1 and 2 in Case 2 is much higher than the one obtained
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Figure A.7: UDP throughput at different MR in the presence of TCP ﬂows.
in Case 1. The proposed policy admits almost twice as much trafﬁc as the legacy
routing protocol could sustain.
Considering these mentioned issues and the earlier conclusion, if more trafﬁc is
trying to go through path 1 on which ongoing trafﬁc ﬂows have ﬁlled full of the sat-
uration throughput, it should be rejected subject to the network capacity constraint.
But if we switch some trafﬁc ﬂows into path 2 which assumes to be relatively lightly
loaded, there will be no such capacity limitation, then we could achieve more ag-
gregate throughput by utilizing the resources of path 2.
D. Unfairness among TCP ﬂows
Most of the factors lead to TCP unfairness can be tracked back to unfairness
of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. However, the greedy behavior of TCP and its
poor interaction with the MAC layer further exacerbate the unfairness situation.
Compared with UDP, the adaptivity of the TCP trafﬁc gives it high throughput in a
lightly loaded environment and low throughput in a congested environment. In both
cases, TCP trafﬁc will have a very low TCP packet loss because of its retransmis-
sion scheme.
Generally, TCP tries to send more packets when the network is lightly loaded,
and vice versa. There are also periods in which TCP trafﬁc is completely stopped.
In our scenario, TCP 2 starts earlier to send packets than TCP 1. We could observe
that TCP 2 achieves stable throughput while TCP 1 gets no chance to transmit. As
TCP 2 catches the channel and path 3 is lightly loaded, its congestion window size
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will become larger and larger, sending as more packets as it could. Conversely,
TCP 1 fails to transmit due to the unsuccessful competition with UDP ﬂows, and
then back-off mechanism aggravates the failure of its transmission. Compared with
TCP 2, the contention window of TCP 1 becomes larger and larger, so TCP 1 loses
the opportunity while trying to send packets again. This explains the reason for very
low throughput of one of the TCP ﬂows in these cases.
VI. DETAILED ALGORITHM DESIGN
Based on the above observations and performance analyses, we design the trafﬁc
splitting algorithm with more details as follows.
As mentioned in Sec. 3, when the trafﬁc load condition on the path measured by
the combined metric reaches certain pre-deﬁned value, we split certain number of
trafﬁc ﬂows from the ongoing path to another one. However, we did not distinguish
trafﬁc type when we split the ﬂow to another path, i.e. both UDP and TCP can be
split. Through simulations studies, we conclude that, usually, UDP trafﬁc ﬂow will
be taken to split to another path if congestion happens. As a consequence, the split
trafﬁc ﬂow will get better throughput, and the aggregate network throughput will
signiﬁcantly increase. This performance is improved at the cost of more resource
utilization in the newly directed path. Meanwhile, we do not recommend to split
TCP trafﬁc, because TCP ﬂow will generate little trafﬁc in the heavy trafﬁc loaded
condition. Instead, rate control policy is applied on TCP ﬂows.
The detailed trafﬁc splitting algorithm is shown in the following diagram.
Algorithm: Trafﬁc splitting policy
Begin
At each mesh router
If the value of the combined metric < Threshold
Admit this node and follow the original shortest path routing protocol
End if
If the value of the combined metric ≥ Threshold
Inform all the mesh routers by
Sending a Congestion Notify message using multicast
End if
Upon receiving a Congestion Notify message
For each path to the gateway
Select the lightest loaded path from all available paths
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End for
Check service type
If it is UDP
Then split the trafﬁc ﬂow
End if
If it is TCP
Then apply rate control policy
End if
End
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel trafﬁc splitting policy to improve the perfor-
mance of wireless mesh networks. We study the impact of number of competing sta-
tions, hidden terminals, and trafﬁc intensity on the network performance. Through
these reasonable and practical analyses, a trafﬁc splitting routing algorithm is pro-
posed. The simulation results demonstrate that our splitting policy can moderately
reduce packet loss and signiﬁcantly increase aggregate network throughput com-
pared with the legacy routing protocol. The great beneﬁt is achieved by the split
trafﬁc ﬂow with the aid of better utilizing the resources in the whole network. As
our future work, a large-scale network will be tested and rate control on TCP trafﬁc
will be studied.
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Abstract — Cooperative communication has emerged as a promising tech-
nique to enhance system performance in wireless networks. This paper pro-
poses a contention-based cooperative multiple medium access control protocol
by means of multiple retransmissions of the same packet from different relay
nodes. The proposed scheme exploits cooperative communication capability
not only from time diversity derived from multiple temporal transmissions but
also spatial diversity derived from distributed multiple relays. AMarkov chain
is introduced to analyze the throughput performance of the proposed cooper-
ative scheme. The performance evaluation of the protocol is validated and
compared with non-cooperative ARQ protocol in error-prone channels.
General terms: Algorithms, Design, Performance
Keywords—Cooperative communications, Contention-based MAC, Markov
Chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communications have become a new paradigm for wireless networks
where stations collaborate with each other by creating multiple signal paths from
source to destination to relay information. In this way, signiﬁcant system improve-
ment in terms of network throughput has been demonstrated [4].
Most of the previous work on cooperative transmissions focuses on one popular
cooperative diversity scenario which consists of a single pair of source-destination
nodes and a group of potential relay nodes. The destination node which receives a
data frame from the source node with failure can request one or several of the relay
nodes that overhear the original transmission to retransmit the packet. To perform
cooperative communication, one solution is to select a single relay which exhibits
best link quality or offers highest gains in terms of throughput to retransmit the
packet [2, 6]. Another alternative is to use multiple relays so that both spatial and
time diversity can be obtained since relay nodes are spatially distributed [5].
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In the case of the second solution, there are two types of cooperative schemes
to help forwarding the overheard packet. One is the ARQ scheme in which the ac-
tive relays attempt to transmit their cooperative packet as many times as necessary
until the cooperation phase ﬁnishes [3]. However, in most cases, the ARQ scheme
using the packet coming from the same relay node leads to minimal diversity since
retransmissions happen over the same channel. Another possible solution operates
in such a way that the overheard packets derived from different relay nodes are re-
transmitted over diverse paths to the destination node, until the destination node is
able to decode the original packet by combining different copies of a packet from
these relays.
The focus of this study is on the latter scheme where spatial diversity is well ex-
ploited. Since all relay nodes will attempt to access the common channel at the same
time, it is necessary to design a scheduling algorithm effectively. In the persistent
Relay Carrier Sensing Multiple Access (RCSMA) protocol [1], all relay nodes will
access the channel according to the DCF protocol, which may introduce long defer
time and random back-off time for each relay. Furthermore, it only considers the
collision due to contention. Channel condition also has impact on the correctness of
packet reception, especially with temporally correlative channels. In order to mini-
mize the impact of back-off time and increase packet delivery probability from all
relay nodes which could provide spatial diversity gain, we reduce the back-off stage
from one relay node and distribute this time saved to all relay nodes. The through-
put performance of this proposed cooperative multiple access protocol is analyzed
and evaluated in error-prone channels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is described
in Sec. 2, then the proposed cooperative multiple access protocol is presented in
details in Sec. 3. The protocol principle and performance analysis are given in Sec.
4, and the performance is evaluated through comparison with the original ARQ
schemes in Sec. 5. Finally the paper is concluded in Sec. 6.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We introduce here the system model to illustrate how our cooperative protocol
works. As shown in Fig. B.1, the system model consists of a source node, S, a
destination node, D, and n intermediate relay nodes between nodes S and D, i.e.,
R1, R2, R3,· · · , Rn, which may be used to retransmit data packets to the destination
node in the cooperative mode. Therefore, the system model is composed by a total
number of n+2 nodes, where S and D can hear each other directly and relay nodes
can hear both S and D.
Note that the proposed cooperation scheme is executed through a single com-
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Figure B.1: System model for two-hop cooperative communication.
mon channel. The relay set should be well self-organized and transmit the packet in
a time-divided scheduled fashion because only one transmission can occur for each
transmission cycle. Otherwise, packet collision will take place. Therefore, efﬁcient
MAC mechanism design to schedule that a set of nodes avoid transmitting packet
to the same destination at the same time is imperative.
Furthermore, the relay channels are assumed to be independent of each other in
the model. Two consecutive packets on the source-destination channel or the realy-
destination channel are subject to temporally correlated channel fading and have the
same state transition probability, as validated in experiment [7]. In addition, a two-
state Markov chain was built to model the channel with time correlation, where ”1”
and ”0”, represent that the packet has been received correctly or not, respectively.
The transition probabilities have been obtained after using the experiment results to
train the model: p10=0.001, p11=0.999, p00=0.97, p01=0.03. These values indicate
that the probability of another successful data packet transmission after a successful
one on the same channel is as high as 0.999, and the probability of a successful
transmission after an unsuccessful one is as low as 0.03, and so on.
There are also other schemes that only the proper relay speciﬁed by relay se-
lection criteria is used to do cooperation [2]. Although the optimal relay selection
is able to provide the best relay for cooperation, our scheme is to select all relays
to forward the packet which loosen the requirement of selecting exactly the most
appropriate relay in each moment. The destination node decides how many num-
ber of copies from different relay nodes is required to ensure successful decoding.
The study on the tradeoff between cost and efﬁciency of selecting the best relay
against the time required to solve the contention among a set of relay nodes is also
of interest and deserves for further attention.
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III. COOPERATIVE MAC MECHANISM
In brief, the new cooperative MAC protocol works as follows. First, source node S
sends a data packet to destination node D. This packet is also received by all nodes
in the relay set. If node D is not able to decode the packet correctly, it will ask
its neighborhood to retransmit a copy of the same packet in order to reconstruct it.
Those nodes that received the original packet will then try to retransmit it to node D
one after another. Eventually, node D will properly decode one of the retransmitted
frames.
A. Cooperative Mechanism Description
The proposed MAC mechanism is based on the Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) of the IEEE 802.11 standard. The main target of this mechanism is
to enable the stations to ask their neighbors to cooperate if the DATA frame was
received erroneously. The error-check could be performed by checking a Cyclic
Redundancy Code (CRC) attached to the tail of the packet or any other equivalent
methods.
The cooperation phrase is initiated by the destination node by broadcasting a
Call For Cooperation (CFC) message. Node D sends the CFC packet after the fail-
ure of receiving a packet. The CFC packet asks all nodes around node D to retrans-
mit the original overheard data packet until D could successfully decode the packet
or the cooperation timeout expires. Upon the reception of the CFC packet, all relay
nodes get ready to forward the cooperative packets. Accordingly, the relay nodes
will try to access the channel in order to transmit their cooperative information. The
proposed MAC mechanism schedules all relay nodes to execute a back-off proce-
dure for channel access. Different from the MAC rules speciﬁed in the IEEE 802.11
standard, there are several modiﬁcations in our proposed cooperative scheme:
1) Node D will keep receiving copies of the original packet from different relay
nodes until the number of copies reaches m, where m indicates the optimal number
of required packets to decode successfully. How m is determined is explained in the
following subsection. Consequently, there will be an ACK sent out from node D if
either one packet is correctly decoded or m cooperative transmissions ﬁnish.
2) Assuming that the sub-network formed by the relay nodes works in saturation
conditions, all participating relay nodes have a data packet ready to be sent. In or-
der to avoid collision, it is necessary to apply a back-off mechanism at the beginning
of each cooperation phase. Thus, every node has its back-off procedure. Different
from the standard back-off algorithm of the IEEE DCF, there is only one back-off
stage in our scheme. It means the retry limit is set as one. If the retransmission fails,
then all nodes start to compete to access the channel again.
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3) The destination node determines when the whole cooperation process is com-
pleted. The remaining relay nodes that still attempt to transmit the cooperative
information will terminate the procedure by overhearing the ACK message.
The operation of the proposed cooperative MAC mechanism is depicted in Fig.
R1
R2
D
BF
SIFS
DATA
DIFS DIFS
ACKCFC
BF DATA
Rm
...
...
  BF DATA
SIFS
Figure B.2: MAC mechanism.
B.2. The Network Allocation Vector (NAV) is inherited from the IEEE 802.11
scheme. Additionally, in order to reduce the overhead during a cooperation phase,
it is desirable to use the basic access mode. However, in order to protect against
packet collision due to hidden terminal, it will be necessary to execute the RTS/CTS
handshake for relay retransmissions.
B. Number of required relay nodes at destination
Consider that the relay channel might also suffer from fading problems, leading
to retransmission failure. Although the ARQ scheme could yield improved perfor-
mance, there is no spatial diversity gain to receive cooperative information from one
relay node. In order to attain achievable beneﬁts from multiple relay nodes, several
copies of the cooperative information from different cooperative relay nodes via
multiple independent channels are preferred. In other words, both spatial diversity
and temporal diversity could be achieved when m relays in stead of one are em-
ployed.
In [9], a cooperative MAC mechanism by using multiple relay nodes according
to relay channel condition is proposed. We borrow the same idea to derive an im-
proved formula of the optimal number of relay nodes.
m≈min 1
(1−Pid)2 ,(1≤ i≤ n), (1)
where Pid is the packet error rate for the relay channel.
Given the assumption in the system model that all channels are independent of
each other, the received link quality is different among relays. If a channel exhibits
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higher quality, fewer relay nodes are required, and vice versus. Considering the
fact that a large number of relay nodes will decrease transmission efﬁciency due
to multiple packet transmission overhead, we deﬁne the optimal number of relay
nodes according to the node which possesses the best channel link quality, as well
as supporting smallest required number of relay nodes.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Analytical Model
There exist in the literature different analytical models to develop accurate ex-
pressions of both throughput and average data packet transmission delay for IEEE
802.11 networks. Most of them model the back-off counter of an individual station
with a Markov chain, and then derive the overall system performance. Despite the
modiﬁcations of the medium access rules, it is still feasible to model the back-off
counter of each relay node with the Markov chain proposed in [8] for our analysis.
In Fig. B.3, the back-off counter value is used to represent the state of a station
can take, referred to as state. The counter is initially selected uniformly between
[0,W ], where is W is the contention window size. The back-off stage always stays
the same. If collision happens, the back-off counter of this node will refresh to the
maximum value, then every node tries to compete again.
Time slots are considered where a total number of n stations are contending to
transmit in each transmission cycle. A slot is deﬁned as the unit of time between
consecutive back-off counter decrements. The main assumption of the model is that
the probability of having a collision when attempting to transmit in a given time
slot, p, is considered to be independent on the state of the station. Therefore, the
probability that one station attempts to transmit in a given slot, denoted by τ is
derived [8] as
τ = (1+ p)π0,0, (2)
0 W-1W-21 ...
1-p 1 1 1
1/w 1/w
1/w
1/w
p
Figure B.3: Markov chain to model the proposed back-off scheme.
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where
π0,0 =
2
W (1+2p)+(1+ p)
. (3)
Therefore, the collision probability p in a given slot is equal to
p = 1− (1− τ)n−1. (4)
Note that we must have p ∈ (0,1) and τ ∈ (0,1). Therefore, the probability
that at least one of the n stations attempts to transmit in a given slot, ptr, can be
expressed as
Ptr = 1− (1− τ)n, (5)
and the probability of have a successful slot given that a station transmits, ps, is
given by
ps =
nτ(1− τ)(n−1)
Ptr
. (6)
It is worth mentioning that these probabilities depend on the number of relays
and the back-off contention window size. They will be used to analyze the system
performance in the following subsection.
B. Performance of the traditional ARQ Scheme
In the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme the system time is broken into virtual time
slots (transmission cycle) and each slot is the time interval between the packet sent
out from the relay nodes and the packet received at the destination node. Note that a
node cannot avoid transmission error by receiving the packet over error-prone chan-
nels. In the ARQ scheme, if the transmission fails from source to destination, the
source node will attempt to retransmit the same packet over the source-destination
channel till the packet is received successfully by the destination or the retransmis-
sion limit expires. Therefore, the saturated system throughput in the temporally
correlative channel is analyzed in Sec. 3 could be written as
η =
E[P](1− pe)+∑λi=1E[P]pep01pλ−1oo
(λ +1)E[Td]
, (7)
where pe is the packet error rate of the source-destination channel, λ is the required
number of retransmission to satisfy the successful decoding at the destination. E[P]
is the average payload data transmitted in a virtual time slot, (λ +1)E[Td] is the total
time required to complete such packet transmissions. It depends on whether the
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basic access mechanism or the collision avoidance RTS/CTS handshake is executed
by the nodes. Note that the RTS, CTS and ACK frames are always transmitted in
the lowest rate while the DATA frames are transmitted at various rates based on the
link quality.
Tbasicd = TDATA +TACK +DIFS+SIFS+TBF , (8)
Trtsd = TDATA +TACK +TRTS +TCTS +DIFS+3 ·SIFS+TBF , (9)
TDATA and TACK are the transmission times of the DATA packet and ACK packet,
respectively. TRTS and TCTS are the transmission times of RTS and CTS packets.
SIFS and DIFS are, respectively, the duration of DIFS and SIFS silence periods.
TBF is the average back-off time duration.
C. Performance of the Proposed Cooperative Scheme
When the original transmission fails, a number of m copies of the data packets
are required in the destination to ensure successful decoding1. Therefore, similar
to the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme, the saturated throughput η presented here can be
written as
η =
E[P](1− pe)+ peE[P](1−∏mi=1 pi)
E[Td]+E[Tr]
, (10)
where pi is the packet error rate over these error-prone i.i.d relay channels. Since
many active relay nodes attempt to access the channel simultaneously, the calcu-
lation of the average time to ﬁnish the required packet transmission is different
from the previous case. From the perspective of medium access, the average time
spent on the channel to observe the transmission of a packet payload consists of two
events. The ﬁrst event counts for the average time spent in order to transmit a packet
successfully. The second event represents the average time wasted on the channel
due to contention.
E[Tr] = E[Tsucc]+E[Tcont ]. (11)
E[Tsucc] is the average expected cooperation packet transmission delay, which
could be only achievable in the case of a perfect scheduling among all the relay
nodes, i.e., avoiding contention delay. However, the contention process among re-
1Note that the packet may be correctly decoded before m copies are received. Thence, the
analytical throughput here is a lower bound value in practice.
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lay nodes is unavoidable. We use E[Tcont ] to denote the expected delay caused by
contention when relay nodes attempt to access the channel. Therefore, the term
E[Tsucc] can be computed as
E[Tsucc] = TCFC +2 ·SIFS+TACK +TN , (12)
where TCFC is the transmission time of the CFC packet, TN is the time needed to
retransmit the required number of packets from different relay nodes. It depends on
whether the collision avoidance is used or not, and thus
TbasicN = m ·TDATA +(m−1) ·DIFS, (13)
TrtsN = m ·TDATA +m ·TRTS +m ·TCTS +(m−1) ·DIFS+2m ·SIFS. (14)
On the other hand, since the contention time of a packet is independent of the
contention time of the other packets, the value of E[Tcont ] can be calculated as
E[Tcont ] = m ·E[Tc], (15)
where E[Tc] is the average contention time required to transmit a single packet
among all relay nodes. Furthermore,
E[Tc] = (E[X ]−1)E[Tslot cont ]. (16)
(E[X ]−1) is the average number of non-successful slots before having a successful
transmission. E[X ] is derived in [1] as
E[X ] =
∞
∑
j=1
( j+1)(1−Ps) jPs = 1Ps , (17)
where Ps is the probability of having a successful slot, which can be expressed as
Ps = Ptr ps = nτ(1− τ)n−1. E[Tslot cont ] is the average duration of a slot, given that
the slot is not successful. It is decomposed into two events. The ﬁrst event is the
average idle time, can be denoted as Pi = 1−Ptr, and the duration is equal to the
basic slot time σ . The second represents the average time wasted on the channel
because of collisions, Pc = Ptr(1− ps). Therefore, the average duration of any slot
that the transmission is not successful can be expressed as
E[Tslot cont ] =
Pi
1−Psσ +
Pc
1−PsTcol, (18)
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where the duration of the collision Tcol also depends on whether the collision avoid-
ance scheme is used or not.
Tbasiccol = TDATA +DIFS, (19)
Trtscol = DIFS+SIFS+TRTS +TCTS Timeout . (20)
Consequently, the throughput can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (17) and (18)
into Eq. (16), substituting Eqs. (15) and (12) into Eq. (11).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We compare the performance of our cooperative multiple access protocol with the
traditional ARQ scheme without cooperation, for both the basic scheme and the
RTS/CTS scheme. The parameter values based on the IEEE 802.11g are summa-
rized in TABLE E.1. In every transmission, different number of potential relay
nodes are generated to connect the source node and the destination node.
Table B.1: Conﬁguration parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Slot 9 μs ACK, CFC, CTS 14 bytes
SIFS 10 μs RTS 20 bytes
DIFS 28 μs MAC header 34 bytes
DATA 500 bytes PHY header 32 bytes
It is well known that the CW size affects the performance of any IEEE 802.11-
based MAC protocol if there is an unbalance between the CW size and the number
of stations accessing to the channel. As discussed in Subsec. 4.1, the curves of
packet collision probability versus the number of relay nodes are plotted in Fig.
B.4. It is observed that small CW will lead to high collision probability. On the
other hand, large CW will result in long back-off time. Therefore, the CW size
should be adaptively selected based on the number of relay nodes in the coopera-
tion phase.
In Fig. B.5, we compare the saturated throughput achieved by the proposed
cooperative protocol and the traditional ARQ protocol under varying channel con-
ditions. Both the basic and RTS/CTS cooperative schemes could attain higher
throughput than the traditional ARQ scheme in error-prone channels. As chan-
nel becomes worse, all the achieved system throughput decreases. However, the
obtained throughput of cooperative scheme decreases slower than the traditional
scheme because the spatial diversity obtained from different relay nodes is more
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Figure B.4: Collision probability vs. number of relays.
evident than the time diversity exploited by direct retransmission in the tempo-
rally correlated channels. Especially, when collision avoidance is applied, the relay
nodes could collaborate well with each other. Thus, the throughput of cooperative
RTS/CTS scheme decreases more slowly compared with the basic scheme, and gets
even higher than the basic scheme when the channel quality deteriorates.
In the non-cooperative ARQ schemes, it has been assumed that the number of
required retransmissions from the source is equal to m. Since the source-destination
channel might be worse than the relay channels, the number of required retransmis-
sion may be higher than m. In Fig. B.6, we compare throughput of both protocols
as the number of retransmissions varies. It is observed that as the channel becomes
worse and the required number of retransmission increases, the cooperative scheme
obtains higher throughput than that of the traditional scheme. The reason is due
to that the contention time costs among the relay nodes is less than the time used
to retransmit a packet over the temporally correlated channel. Moreover, when the
collision avoidance scheme is used, it outperforms the basic scheme in all investi-
gated cases. The cooperative scheme with RTS/CTS attains even higher throughput
than the traditional scheme with RTS/CTS when more than 3 retransmissions are
required. This beneﬁt comes not only due to its high efﬁcient multiple medium ac-
cess algorithm but also from the spatial diversity exploited from different relays.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel contention-based multiple access proto-
col for cooperative wireless networks. Any destination node which receives a data
packet with errors will request the potential relay nodes to retransmit the same
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packet. This introduces a challenge from MAC design point of view since all relay
nodes will attempt to access the channel at the same time. Our proposed protocol
adequately takes into account the trade off between the defer time due to contention
and collision probability. A Markov chain model characterizing the network oper-
ation is built for our performance analysis. Numerical results shows that by using
the proposed scheme overall system throughput can be signiﬁcantly improved under
different channel conditions.
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Abstract — Ubiquitous and pervasive computing and networking are en-
visaged as part of the future 5G wireless communication landscape where de-
vices which are multi-hops away from each other are connected in a coop-
erative way. In this paper, we investigate a challenging case in cooperative
communications where source and destination are two-hops away from each
other. From the perspective of MAC design, we propose a novel MAC protocol
which enables two-hop cooperative communications by involving one or more
one-hop neighbors of both source and destination as the relays for coopera-
tive communication. To do so, a concept referred to as Multiple Relay Points
(MRPs) has been introduced and the MRPs are selected by jointly consider-
ing the link quality of both hops. In addition to employing a static scheme
which always uses a ﬁxed number of relays for cooperative communication, we
have also proposed an adaptive scheme which can optimally adjust the num-
ber of relays ﬂexibly according to channel conditions. Through performance
evaluation and comparison with the original IEEE 802.11 based scheme, we
demonstrate that more reliable communications, reduced transmission power
and signiﬁcant throughput improvement can be achieved by using our two-hop
cooperative MAC protocol, especially when operated in the adaptive mode.
Keywords—5G, Two-hop cooperative communication, MAC protocol, Relay
selection.
I. INTRODUCTION
While 4G mobile communication is on its way towards standardization and com-
mercialization, researchers are already envisaging the scenarios for further 5G wire-
less networks. Imagine the existence of ubiquitous wireless devices in such net-
works with or without infrastructure support and these diverse devices are spread in
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a distributed network with multi-hop communication capability. Cooperation com-
munications with the help of different devices appear as a promising approach for
improving system performance in such wireless communication paradigm.
Cooperation communications were originally proposed as a means to overcome
unreliable transmissions by exploiting time, frequency and/or space diversity achieved
from multi-paths. In a wireless network with multi-hops, a feasible solution to sup-
port cooperative diversity is to forward packets from source to destination by ap-
propriately selected intermediate nodes. However, existing work [4, 5, 7, 9] in this
direction has traditionally focused solely on one-hop source destination coopera-
tion under which a relay node R may help retransmitting a packet to the destination
node D if the direct transmission from source node S to D fails [6]. A fundamen-
tal assumption for one-hop cooperation communication is that the transmitter can
reach the receiver directly. Under this assumption, most existing MAC protocols
are limited to a single one-hop source-destination scenarios, although few of them,
e.g., [4] may also operate in a two-hop source-relay-destination manner if the one-
hop direct transmission fails 1. These schemes are not facilely further applied to a
network topology where many multi-hop source-destination pairs exist.
In this paper, as an effort towards cooperative communication in multi-hop
wireless networks, we propose a Two-hop Cooperative MAC protocol (TC-MAC)
speciﬁcally designed for two-hop communications. A salient distinction between
this work and existing cooperative MAC protocols is that in our scenario the source
node and the destination node cannot hear each other, i.e., no direct communica-
tion between source and destination is possible. In other words, the communication
between source and destination has to be forwarded via relay nodes which are one-
hop neighbors of both source and destination. In TC-MAC, two working modes
exist, i.e., static TC-MAC or adaptive TC-MAC. With static TC-MAC, the number
of MRPs is always ﬁxed [3]. Alternatively when the adaptive TC-MAC scheme is
employed, the number of required relay nodes can be dynamically adjusted accord-
ing to combined two-hop channel conditions. For example, as channel condition
deteriorates, more relay nodes are selected in order to provide higher spatial diver-
sity gain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is described
in Sec. 2. After the relay selection algorithm is introduced in Sec. 3, the proposed
cooperative MAC protocol is presented in details in Sec. 4. Performance analysis is
then given in Sec. 5, and the performance is evaluated in Sec. 6. Finally the paper
is concluded in Sec. 7.
1Indeed, the ﬁrst transmission attempt in CoopMAC [4] is still one-hop direct communication.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
As illustrated in Fig. C.1, the system model consists of a source node, S, a des-
tination node, D, and a number of intermediate relay nodes, i.e., R1, R2, · · · , Rn,
which may act as relays to retransmit data packets to destination node in a cooper-
ative manner. The network in the model works in a two-hop fashion, which means
that relay nodes Ri(1≤ i≤ n) are the one-hop neighbors of both source node S and
destination node D; D is a two hop neighbor of S; and S cannot directly transmit
data packets to D. In addition, relay nodes Ri do not have to hear each other, which
means that they may be hidden terminals to each other.
In the system model, all channels are assumed to be independent of each other
and the Packet Error Ratio (PER) for each channel is assumed to be uncorrelated
for two consecutive transmissions. According to our protocol, each cycle of coop-
erative transmission will start from S to Ri, then followed by the transmission(s) of
the same packet from Ri to D. Based on channel conditions the source node will
make a decision on how many and which relays will forward the packets. Then all
the selected relays will forward the packet to D, in a coordinated manner.
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Figure C.1: System model for two-hop cooperative communication.
III. RELAY SELECTION ALGORITHM
A. The Concept of Multiple Relay Point and Neighbor Information Acquisition
In contrast to the concept of Multipoint Relay (MPR) deﬁned in Optimized Link
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State Routing (OLSR) [2] in which a one-hop neighbor is selected to forward pack-
ets to as many as possible two-hop neighbors, we introduce a concept of MRP in
which one or more one-hop neighbors are selected as relays to forward packet to the
same two-hop destination. While the purpose of using MPR is to reduce overhead
for routing message broadcast in ad hoc networks, the idea of introducing MRP is to
achieve spatial diversity in multi-hop cooperative wireless networks through multi-
path transmissions by MRP nodes. As illustrated in Fig. C.1, there exist n nodes
which are one-hop neighbors of both S and D. However, only a selected number of
potential relay nodes which satisfy the relay selection criterion belong to the for-
warding set, MRP.
Under the proposed relay selection scheme, each source node must detect chan-
nel conditions to the destination node via all possible one-hop neighbor nodes. The
same as in [2], the one-hop and two-hop neighbor information as well as their link
quality status are obtained and maintained by exchanging HELLO messages be-
tween neighbors, in a proactive manner. Based on such a neighbor and link in-
formation database, the source node selects one or more neighbors which have the
highest end-to-end link quality as the MRPs for its cooperative transmission.
The number of MRPs used for each cycle of cooperative transmission is de-
termined based on channel condition obtained through HELLO messages. Upon
receiving a HELLO message from a one-hop neighbor, a node is able to extract
its two-hop neighbor information. Through the same procedure, the source node
in our system model will know all one-hop and two-hop neighbors as well as the
associated link quality. Consequently, a database including both neighbor and link
information is established by the source node.
B. Multiple Relay Points Selection
Based on the established neighbor and link info database, a set of one-hop neigh-
bors will be selected by the source node as the MRPs for cooperation communica-
tion. Since both of these two hops are important for end-to-end performance, we
take link quality of both hops into consideration for MRP selection. An MRP set
is composed of a selected m (1≤ m≤ n) number of nodes from n relay candidates
which exhibit best combined link quality connecting source and destination. As
an indicator, hi = 21
|asi|2
+ 1|aid |2
= 2|asi|
2|aid |2
|asi|2+|aid |2 , indicates the combined link quality for
an end-to-end link, where asi indicates the link quality between source node S and
relay node Ri, aid indicates the link quality between relay node Ri and destination
node D.
Based on the obtained hi values for all possible paths between S and D, an m
number of nodes with highest values will be selected as MRPs by the source node.
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When m = 2, for instance, the top two paths with highest hi scores will be selected.
C. Optimal Number of MRPs and Transmission Order
With each speciﬁc channel condition, there will be an optimal number of MRPs
which maximizes system performance. In order to obtain the optimal number of
MRPs, we use the same method as in [8]. It is suggested that the best size of the
cooperation group is around 1(1−Psi)(1−Pid) , where Psi is denoted as the probability of
unsuccessful packet transmission in the primary channel between source and MRP
candidates, approximatively taken as PER and Pid is the PER for the relay chan-
nel between the MRP candidates and destination. Since 1(1−Psi)(1−Pid) is not a whole
number in general, the optimal cooperation group size will be rounded to an integer.
Given the assumption in the system model that all channels are independent of
each other, the received link quality is different from path to path among various
relays. If channels exhibit high quality, then fewer MRPs are required, and vice
versa. Considering the fact that each MRP experiences different channel condition
resulting in a different number of required MRPs and that a large number of re-
lay nodes may decrease transmission efﬁciency, we deﬁne the optimal number of
MRPs according the relay candidate which provides the best combined channel link
quality as
Optimal number of MRPs = min 1
(1−Psi)(1−Pid), i = (1, ...,n). (1)
Note that the proposed cooperative protocol is operated on a single common
channel, which implies that only one transmission can occur at any time. In order
to avoid packet collision, the relay set should transmit the packet subsequently in a
coordinated fashion and avoid simultaneous transmission of multiple MRPs.
In [1], a relay transmits the packet one by one according to its own measured
timer. The relay nodes of which timer expires ﬁrst will transmit the cooperative
information. Due to the uncertain values of the SNR for channel conditions which
decide the value of the timer, it might be inefﬁcient to use relay’s own timer to
transmit. For instance, two consecutive relays with approximate SNR values will
send the packets in a short time interval, which may lead to packet collision. Hence,
it is necessary to select a centric node, if possible, to fairly schedule the packet
forwarding. With our system model, the source node is able to play such a central
role. The strategy is that all relays will start to send the cooperative packet with a
constant time interval, which means that there are m priority numbers for each relay
node to access the channel. These priority numbers are derived from the combined
link quality hi. For example, the ﬁrst and second relays in our scheme are selected
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as
h1 = arg∀ jmax{hi}, j ∈ {decoded MRP index},
h2 = arg∀ jmax{hi}, j ∈ {decoded MRP index}, j /∈ {h1}.
(2)
Unless two or more nodes have the same priority numbers, possible collision
caused by cooperation could be avoided. In our scheme, we apply a method that
compares the absolute value of hi. Thus, the occurrence that two MRPs hold the
same transmission order is avoided.
Based on the above description, a priority-based back-off counter for all MRP
nodes is made according to their channel conditions. With this order pre-assigned,
the relay node with the best channel quality will have the smallest priority back-off
counter and forward the data packet ﬁrst. While the ﬁrst relay node is transmitting
packet to the destination node, the other MRP nodes will detect that the channel is
occupied and freeze their counter until the transmission ﬁnishes. The rest of the
transmission procedures may be deduced by analogy. Consequently, by means of
the priority order of MRP transmissions, it is feasible to avoid packet collision dur-
ing the relay transmissions.
IV. ADAPTIVE COOPERATIVE MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, we present the proposed TC-MAC protocol with two alternative co-
operative modes, i.e., the static cooperative scheme and the adaptive cooperative
scheme, respectively.
A. The Static TC-MAC Cooperative Scheme
In the static cooperative scheme, if there is only one MRP required, the TC-
MAC protocol works similar to the original 802.11 Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) scheme when used in the two-hop case, except that the random back-off
mechanism in the second hop is replaced by a scheduled transmission from the re-
lay node in our case. When more than one MRPs are required, the static TC-MAC
scheme will work according to the message exchange sequences as shown in Fig.
C.2. Two MRPs are assumed here for the purpose of illustration. In brief, the static
TC-MAC works as follows: 1) Obtain individual channel quality for both one-hop
and two-hop links, and establish a neighbor and link database; 2) Calculate the over-
all two-hop combined link quality; 3) The source node decides which two MRPs
will be used for packet forwarding; 4) The frame transmission sequence follows
what is shown in Fig. C.2.
When node S has packets to transmit, it starts to sense the channel. If the chan-
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nel has been idle for a DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) period a data packet will be
sent after S has completed the required back-off procedure. Due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless communication, all nodes around S will overhear the packets,
no matter it is MRP or not. However, only the MRPs will forward the success-
fully received data packets. Meanwhile, the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) ﬁeld
associated with the transmitted and forwarded DATA frames will prevent possible
transmissions of other nodes rather than S, Ri and D. As mentioned earlier and illus-
trated in Fig. C.2, the transmission of the second relay happens immediately after
the ﬁrst relay ﬁnishes its forwarding with a Short Interframe Space (SIFS) interval,
no matter the ﬁrst relay transmission is successful or not.
In the presence of multiple relays, MRPs which are out of each other’s sensing
range may forward the packet during the same time interval, resulting in packet col-
lision at the destination node. To avoid collision, each MRP will follow its transmis-
sion order instructed by the source node from its original DATA frame transmission.
Consequently, each of them will start its own timer Tk proportional to the priority
order to forward the DATA frame, as
Tk = (k−1)∗ (SIFS+TDATA), (3)
where TDATA represents the time used for transmitting the DATA packet and k is the
priority order. Since the relay nodes may not be able to hear each other, each MRP
needs to calculate its starting instant for DATA frame forwarding. This is done by
reading the Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) header of the ongoing
transmitting packet sent out by S, which contains the duration of the being trans-
mitted DATA frame.
When Ri is forwarding the DATA frame, S will receive the implicit ACK by
overhearing the data frame forwarded to D and decoding the header of the packet to
compare with the original data packet. If it was the same packet that S just sent out,
then S will know the MRP has already successfully received the packet.
After all relays have forwarded the data frame to D, the reception phase at the
destination node will be performed and upon successful reception of the DATA
packet, an ACK will be multicast to all MRPs. When the ACK frame sent by D is
received, the MRPs will forward it to S. That is, a two-stage ACK process is needed
in TC-MAC, due to the fact that S and D cannot hear each other directly. Again,
the MRP with best channel condition will forward the ACK to S. Upon receiving
one ACK, S could initiate another round of packet transmission. However, in case
that S for any reason does not receive the ACK by R1, the MRP with the second
best path quality will start to forward the ACK according its priority order, after
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(TACK +SIFS). Although the redundant ACK may bring overhead for the protocol,
it could increase transmission reliability. Correspondingly, as long as S receives
one ACK, one cooperative transmission cycle is completed. However, if S does not
get any ACK during time interval m(TACK +SIFS), a new cooperative transmission
cycle will be initiated.
R1
DATA
R2
D
BF
SIFSSIFS
S
DATA
DATA
SIFS
R1 and R2
ACK
SIFS
ACK
DIFSDIFS
T
Cooperation timeout
SIFS
ACK
NAV
NAV
Figure C.2: Cooperative scheme by two MRPs.
B. The Adaptive TC-MAC Cooperative Scheme
As discussed in last Sec. III, the optimal number of MRP nodes may vary as
channel condition changes. In this subsection, we propose an enhancement to the
static scheme by adaptively employing an optimal number of MRPs for each coop-
erative transmission cycle. The adaptive TC-MAC scheme could operate ﬂexibly
on both one MRP and a large number of MRPs. It works in a similar way as the
static scheme does, but the difference is that the number of MRPs employed for each
round cooperative transmission may vary in each transmission cycle. The adaptive
TC-MAC scheme works as follows: 1) The same as the ﬁrst two steps as in the
static scheme; 2) The source node decides how many MRPs will be employed for
the next transmission cycle as well as their transmission order; 3) The same as Step
4) in the static scheme; 4) For each new cooperative transmission cycle, go to Step
1), no matter the previous cycle is successful or not.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Similar to the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme, the system time can be broken down
into virtual time slots where each slot is the time interval between the instant when
a packet is sent out from the source node and the instant when the packet is re-
ceived at the destination node. The normalized system throughput, denoted as
η = E[B]/E[T ], is deﬁned as the successfully transmitted payload bits per virtual
time unit, where E[B] is the expected number of payload information bits success-
fully transmitted in a virtual time slot, and E[T] is the expected length of a virtual
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time slot. E[B] can be further expressed as: E[B] = Psucc ∗ L, where Psucc is the
probability of successful transmission and a function of per-hop packet failure prob-
abilities, Psi, Pid , as explained below.
A. Analysis of the Original 802.11 DCF Scheme Operating in a Two-hop Manner
When the original 802.11 DCF-based scheme is used in a two-hop transmission
manner2, the total successful transmission time is the sum of time duration at Hop
1 and Hop 2, which are calculated below respectively. It is worth mentioning that
there is a back-off period in each hop in this case. This means that the relay node
has to compete with other nodes for channel access before it forwards the DATA
frame to D.
E[Torigsucc] = Thop1 +Thop2 = 2∗ (TDATA +TACK +DIFS+SIFS)+E[TBF1]+E[TBF2].
(4)
In the above equation, TBF1 , TBF2 is the back-off time duration of the transmission
starting at the source and relay node respectively. Furthermore, we assume that
the packet is successfully transmitted by a relay node R, then the probability of
successful transmission in this path will be
Porigsucc = (1−Psr)∗ (1−Prd). (5)
Finally, the throughput for the original scheme can be obtained by inserting Porigsucc
and E[Torigsucc] into the expression η .
B. Analysis of the TC-MAC Cooperative Protocol
Without loss of generality, we study the performance of the cooperative scheme
by using two MRPs, and then extend the results to more MRPs. Eventually, we
derive the performance of the proposed adaptive cooperative scheme based on the
static scheme. According to the MAC design in Fig. 3, the total successful trans-
mission time of an ideal cycle is calculated in a two-hop manner, deﬁned as Tcoopsucc .
Note that different from the original 802.11 scheme, there is only one back-off
period during the whole transmission cycle in TC-MAC, which is executed at the
source node. Therefore, Tcoopsucc can be obtained as
E[Tcoopsucc ]2−MRP = 3∗TDATA +2∗TACK +4∗SIFS+DIFS+E[TBF ], (6)
Pcoopsucc = 1− [1− (1−Psr1)∗ (1−Pr1d)]∗ [1− (1−Psr2)∗ (1−Pr2d)], (7)
where Pcoopsucc denote the probability of successful transmission in TC-MAC with two
MRPs.
2We assume that S, Ri and D are roughly synchronized in the calculation.
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Similarly, we could extend the analytical result to cases with more than two
MRPs in cooperation. The successful transmission time of one ideal cycle by one
source node and m MRPs will be
E[Tcoopsucc ] = (m+1)∗TDATA +2∗TACK +(m+2)∗SIFS+DIFS+E[TBF ], (8)
Pcoopsucc = 1−
m
∏
i=1
[1− (1−Psi)∗ (1−Pid)], (9)
where m is the number of MRPs, Pcoopsucc is the probability of successful transmission
through these paths. Finally, the throughput performance of the adaptive TC-MAC
protocol is the upper envelop among the curves which represent the performance
with 1, 2, ..., m numbers of MRPs for each range of SNR.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We compare the throughput performance of TC-MAC operating on both the static
and the adaptive modes with that of 802.11 in a two-hop network scenario. The
network topology is the same as shown in Fig. C.1. The payload length is set to be
500 bytes. The length of the MPDU header and ACK packet are 24 and 14 bytes,
respectively. All the other default parameters in this study are conﬁgured according
to the IEEE 802.11a standard. For every cycle of cooperative transmission, different
number of potential relay nodes are generated to connect the source node and the
destination node. The channels between any two transmission pairs are modeled as
Rayleigh fading channel, independent of each other and with identical PER.
To compare the throughput performance between TC-MAC and two-hop DCF,
we have deﬁned a speciﬁc performance indicator as the ratio between ηcoop and
ηorig, as α = η
coop
ηorig =
Pcoopsucc ∗E[Torigsucc]
Porigsucc∗E[Tcoopsucc ]
. When α is plotted in our performance evaluation
curves, it indicates that the proposed scheme outperforms if α > 1. On the contrary,
if α is smaller than 1, the original scheme performs better.
A. System Throughput based on Different Channel Conditions
Fig. C.3 depicts the obtained system throughput based on different channel
conditions, both with the adaptive TC-MAC scheme. One of the curves is obtained
based on the best relay channel, while the other one is achieved by a poorer qual-
ity relay channel with a PER twice as high as the other case. As explained ear-
lier, different channel conditions will lead to different optimal number of MRPs
when adaptive TC-MAC is used. From this ﬁgure, it is easy to ﬁnd that the system
throughput based on a better relay channel will always achieve higher throughput.
Furthermore, the difference between these two curves becomes smaller as channel
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Figure C.3: System throughput based on different channel conditions.
conditions improve. On the other hand, as channel condition deteriorates, there is
an apparent decrease in the slope for both curves. The one based on the poorer relay
channel decreases more quickly.
B. Throughput Comparison: Static vs. DCF
The throughput of the static TC-MAC protocol with m = 1,2,3 respectively is
illustrated in Fig. C.4, in comparison with the original DCF scheme when used in
two-hops. One can easily observe that in most cases the proposed static TC-MAC
scheme outperforms the original DCF mechanism with respect to the obtained two-
hop system throughput. This is because that the beneﬁts introduced by our scheme
are achieved not only from the reduction of transmission time but also from the spa-
tial diversity exploited.
More speciﬁcally, if the channel condition is very good, e.g., PER < 0.16, the
scheme with 1-MRP will perform best. This is because that one transmission per
hop would be sufﬁcient for the successful reception of the DATA packet over two
hops. When PER is somewhere between 0.16 and 0.80, employing multiple MRPs
would lead to better performance. For instance, when the packet error rate is 0.3,
the throughput is enhanced by 72% with the two MRPs cooperative scheme. On the
other hand, if the channel is almost error-free, i.e., PER is close to zero, the scheme
with three MRPs has lead to lower throughput than the legacy DCF scheme. This is
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Figure C.4: Throughput performance comparison: original versus static coopera-
tive.
because too much protocol overhead is introduced with three MRPs since the desti-
nation node will wait until all three forwarded copies have arrived before decoding.
Furthermore, if the optimal number of MRPs is equal to or larger than 3, the
throughput gain will increase but not signiﬁcant anymore. It is observed that when
the PER is higher than 0.35, the achieved throughput by the 3-MRP scheme is
higher than that of the 2-MRP scheme, but not much higher. This observation in-
dicates that the beneﬁts may be comprised by the protocol overhead if too many
relays are employed. In the worst case where the PER is extremely high, almost
zero throughput is achieved for all schemes because all paths failed to deliver data.
C. Throughput Comparison: adaptive TC-MAC versus static TC-MAC
Fig. C.5 shows the throughput gain of the proposed TC-MAC schemes ver-
sus DCF, by using α as the performance indicator. Again, the curves demonstrate
that the static scheme with one-MRP and two-MRP always have higher two-hop
throughput, which means that the cooperative MAC mechanism works more efﬁ-
ciently than the original DCF scheme. When dividing the SNR values into several
regions, we observe that the three-MRP scheme exhibits higher throughput gain
than the other schemes in the low SNR regions. In the high SNR regions, the one-
MRP scheme will perform best, as shown on the right-side hand of Fig. C.5. Based
on these observations, the adaptive TC-MAC scheme always takes the advantage of
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the best envelop of the curves derived from the static numbers of MRPs. In other
words, we could always get maximum throughput gain under any channel condi-
tions when the adaptive TC-MAC scheme is employed.
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D. Achieved Throughput versus Transmission Power
Fig. C.6 illustrates the required average SNR versus throughput for the adap-
tive TC-MAC scheme, the static scheme with two-MRPs and the DCF scheme in
a two-hop transmission scenario. As shown in the ﬁgure, in order to obtain the
throughput level at 6 Mbps, the scheme with two-MRPs requires only an average
SNR of around -5 dB, while the DCF scheme requires an SNR of 3 dB. With the
adaptive TC-MAC, moreover, only -6 dB SNR would be sufﬁcient to provide the
same level of system throughput.
Furthermore, lower SNR requirement can be interpreted as lower transmission
power requirement. Given that the network topology and channel conditions are the
same for all schemes in our performance evaluation, this result demonstrates that
the required transmit power can be greatly reduced to reach the same throughput
performance when the proposed TC-MAC protocol is used.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Multi-hop networks exhibit a constituent paradigm in the picture of future 5G wire-
less communication landscape. In such an application scenario, how to perform
cooperative communication among wireless devices which are multi-hops away
from each other becomes a challenging task. The main contribution of this work
is that a two-hop cooperative MAC protocol which deals with the case of no di-
rect communication between the source and destination nodes has been proposed.
The study investigates the trade-off between the number of relay nodes and chan-
nel conditions in order to take full advantage of spatial diversity for system per-
formance improvement. The numerical results demonstrate that compared with
the non-cooperative and the static cooperative schemes, signiﬁcant throughput im-
provement can be achieved by employing a dynamic number of relay nodes for
cooperative communications. How to extend TC-MAC into larger-scale multi-hop
wireless networks as well as studying its performance remain as our future work.
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Abstract — This paper proposes a TDMA-based medium access control
protocol which enables cooperative communications inmulti-hop wireless mesh
networks. According to the proposed scheme, each router at the two-hop
neighbourhood of each other is allocated to a speciﬁc time slot for accommo-
dating either direct or cooperative transmissions in a coordinated manner, con-
trolled by mini-slots which are part of the time slot. Beneﬁting from the elab-
orate mini-slot design, channel resources are fairly and efﬁciently allocated to
each router so that no handshake is needed prior to each packet transmission.
By providing access priority to cooperative transmission through an optimal
relay which is determined by combined instantaneous relay channel condi-
tions, higher system throughput can be achieved. To analyze the performance
of the proposed cooperative protocol a Markov chain is introduced to model
the behavior of the protocol. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
MAC scheme can improve not only the one-hop transmission throughput but
also the end-to-end throughput signiﬁcantly. Moreover, the throughput perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme is robust as packet size varies.
Keywords—Cooperative communication, MAC mechanism, TDMA, relay se-
lection, throughput performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs), characterized of high spectrum utilization, dy-
namic self-organization and low deployment cost, are regarded as a key technology
in next-generation wireless communication systems [2, 4, 9]. A typical topology
of WMNs consists of wireline gateways, wireless routers, and mobile stations, or-
ganized in three-tier architecture. A mesh router in such a network will forward
packets on behalf of other routers that are not within the direct transmission range
of their destinations, in a multi-hop manner.
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However, multi-hop wireless mesh networks still have some problems that are
not trivial. The ﬁrst one is the end-to-end throughput degradation due to multi-hop
transmissions. In multi-hop WMNs, neighbors have to compete for channel access,
leading to less opportunity for each node to transmit packets. In addition, the hid-
den terminal and exposed terminal problems that occur between the links within
multiple ﬂows from source node to destination node could also severely degrade
system throughput in a heavily loaded network. Moreover, it is possible that any
of the links in the multi-hop transmissions suffer from transmission errors, due to
either packet collisions or channel fading.
There are lots of proposals in the literature to deal with the above problems.
From protocol layer point of view, many solutions are investigated at the PHY
layer. For instance, Adaptive Modulation Coding (AMC) can be applied to im-
prove channel efﬁciency [5], and BPSK could provide robust transmissions at a cost
of low data rate. Another alternative is Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) scheme
which could boost packet delivery ratio at the link layer. However, traditional ARQ
schemes which are developed for wireless channels with random errors will be less
efﬁcient in the wireless networks where packet errors emerge as bursts other than
randomly [6]. For instance, in a high temporal correlative channel, the retransmis-
sion from source node may suffer from the same error as in the original transmis-
sion [20].
Furthermore, all these solutions are passively dealing with the problem occur-
ring in one speciﬁc link without considering other beneﬁt one may obtain from other
links. By means of providing diversity gain through diverse relay links, coopera-
tive communication has appeared as a promising way to improve network perfor-
mance [12, 17, 21–23]. However, cooperative communications will confront with
the same difﬁculty that it also requires to extend transmission from a single sender-
receiver hop to a sender-relay-receiver two-hop scenario. In this case, medium ac-
cess technique plays an important role in determining channel utilization, especially
end-to-end throughput. Due to the extra transmission phase of packet forwarding,
the overhead and transmission delay may compromise the cooperation gain if the
Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanism is not properly designed.
Contention-based schemes such as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) are dominantly explored in the literature for distributed
WMNs. However, when a traditional CSMA-based MAC protocol is used, it is
known that the performance will deteriorate in a multi-hop network due to its in-
trinsic MAC design principle. This is because that the contending nodes in the
range of its two-hop neighbors can affect channel access opportunity, resulting in
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serious unfairness and packet collision. Although RTS/CTS can alleviate the hidden
terminal problem, it comes at the cost of high overhead. In order to avoid the afore-
mentioned packet collision and hidden terminal problem, Time-Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) can be adopted since it schedules transmission time instances of
neighboring nodes to occur at different time slots. In this way, packet transmission
of each link can be controlled without collision. As a result, the end-to-end through-
put will be signiﬁcantly improved. However, applying TDMA into multi-hop wire-
less mesh networks could lead to problems such as synchronization, and efﬁcient
time slot allocation. While synchronization can be provided by a Global Position-
ing System (GPS) based solution, how to efﬁciently schedule each transmission at
different time slots, especially for cooperative transmissions, still remains as a chal-
lenging task.
In this paper, we propose a novel TDMA-based cooperative protocol in multi-
hop wireless mesh networks. By receiving the same copies of the original packet
derived from cooperative link with diversity gain, system throughput could be im-
proved with the help of cooperative communication. In [19], cooperation is exe-
cuted in idle slot which means that cooperation is available, only if there exists free
slot. Inspired by the idea of [24], the proposed MAC protocol makes use of control
mini-slot to dynamically and efﬁciently allocate channel resource not only for direct
transmission but also for cooperative transmission. In addition, access priority is al-
ways given to cooperative transmission through an optimal relay node. The optimal
relay is determined by fulﬁlling a timer based-relay selection algorithm which is
executed across nodes in a distributed manner. Moreover, a two state Markov chain
is introduced to analyze the performance of the proposed protocol. Simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed MAC scheme could improve system throughput
signiﬁcantly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is summarized in
Sec. 2, and then the system model is described in Sec. 3. After the proposed co-
operative MAC protocol is introduced in details in Sec. 4, Sec. 5 presents the relay
selection scheme. The performance analysis is carried out in Sec. 6. Following
that, the system performance is evaluated and compared with other three popular
schemes in Sec. 7. Finally the paper is concluded in Sec. 8.
II. RELATED WORK
A. TDMA MAC Protocols in (Multi-hop) Wireless Networks
In [24], the authors proposed a TDMA based contention-free MAC protocol for
a single-channel wireless mesh backbone to provide Quality of Service (QoS) sup-
port for multimedia applications. Without the need for RTS/CTS handshake prior
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to each packet transmission, the overhead is greatly reduced. In [7], the authors
proposed a dynamic subcarrier utilization method using Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) to balance data rate among each link in TDMA
multi-hop wireless networks. In order to transmit data ﬂow without self-interference
among ﬂows, two time frames and two frequency bands are introduced. Addition-
ally, seamlessly adapting the MAC protocol between TDMA and CSMA according
to the level of the contention in the network was investigated in Z-MAC [25]. A
probabilistic TDMA scheme is employed in Z-MAC in which time is slotted to ad-
just access probability for users under high contention while it behaves like CSMA
under low trafﬁc load. However, Z-MAC is designed for one-hop wireless network
and does not deal with many difﬁculties that multi-hop networks face. Funneling-
MAC [1] is also a hybrid approach where nodes close to the sink employ TDMA
since this area is exposed to high trafﬁc load while nodes far away from the sink use
CSMA in order to decrease latency. As a consequence, nodes at the edge of both
areas must apply both MAC schemes, which is a complicated task. Furthermore,
without taking cooperative communications into consideration, these MAC proto-
cols might not efﬁciently combat channel fading which may happen in each link in
a multi-hop wireless network.
B. Cooperative MAC Protocols
COMAC [8] is a cooperative medium access control protocol designed based on
the widely adopted IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. By considering different physical
layer data rates, variable transmission range and network size, it enables cooperation
in a realistic scenario and leverages cooperative communications by making use of
the overhead packet from neighboring nodes of a source node. CoopMAC [14]
is also an 802.11-based cooperative MAC protocol that increases the aggregate
throughput in a way that high data rate nodes assist low data rate nodes to forward
their data packet. In CD-MAC [15], each node preselects a relay for cooperation
and enables it to transmit simultaneously by using distributed space time coding to
obtain optimal network performance. However, the intrinsic nature of CSMA that
requires nodes to access the medium only if it is sensed as idle can severely limit
the effectiveness of not only the direct transmission but also the cooperative trans-
mission [13].
Since CSMA-based multiple access control schemes are not efﬁciently suitable
to obtain potential gains from cooperation, one trend for cooperative MAC design is
shifting to schedule-based MAC schemes. In [19], the authors proposed a multiple
access approach based on an idea in which the relay node utilizes the empty time
slot available in a TMDA frame to launch cooperation. However, this approach
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will encounter the difﬁculty that few or even no slots are available if the network
is heavily loaded. In [16], the authors proposed a protocol for scheduled TDMA
scenarios based on network coded retransmission. However, they did not mention
how to allocate cooperative transmission in the scheduled time slot. C-TDMA [26]
attempts to handle this problem in a way that by using its own time slot neighbour
nodes help the source node to retransmit the unsuccessful packets. However, due
to the sacriﬁce of its own time slot the neighbor node may confront a situation that
no slot to use for its own packet transmission. Therefore, this method will bring
unfair transmission into the network which may affect aggregate throughput from a
multi-hop point of view.
To summarize, TDMA-based MAC protocols are becoming popular in wireless
mesh networks thanks to their high efﬁciency and feasibility in static topologies.
However, how to introduce cooperative communications into a TDMA MAC pro-
tocol in an efﬁcient way still remains as an open question.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this study, we consider a wireless mesh network where the mesh backbone is
shown in Fig. D.1 as an example. In this example, a trafﬁc ﬂow generated at source
router S is transmitted to destination router D via intermediate router I in a two-
hop transmission manner. A number of mesh routers with dashed line are deployed
around routers S, I and D. We assume each router is able to overhear its one-hop
neighbors’ transmission. The overheard packet is temporally stored at the router till
the next overhead transmission comes. In case any of transmission fails in one of
the two links, i.e., the S-I link or the I-D link, other routers within the coverage area
could help forward the packet. Each router may join several cooperation groups
depending on its position, capability and willingness to cooperate [5].
IV. THE PROPOSED COOPERATIVE MAC SCHEME
A. Time Slot Structure
The system time is broken down into time slots of constant duration, which
are allocated to each router in a distributed manner. In order to avoid packet col-
lision and increase resource utilization, the one-hop and two-hop neighbors of a
router are allocated to different time slots. It implies that the same slot could be
allocated to routers which do not interfere with each other. As shown in Fig. 2,
in the proposed cooperative MAC scheme one time slot consists of three portions,
as control part, data part and acknowledgement part respectively. The control part
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Figure D.1: An example of wireless mesh backbone.
is used to exchange resource request among one-hop and two-hop neighbors and
allocate resources based on speciﬁc strategies. In addition to a small portion of
the slot time, the control part is further partitioned into several small parts, called
mini-slots, indexed sequentially with numbers 1, 2, 3, ..., m, 0, where m is the to-
tal number of routers in a two-hop neighborhood. The data part is dedicated for
data packet transmission and dynamically distributed among routers according to
the packet transmission allocation assigned by the control part. The Call For Coop-
eration (CFC) segment is used to send out the cooperation request, if necessary, and
it is executed only if the direct transmission fails. We assume that the transmission
of CFC packet is error-free.
In the wireless mesh backbone, mini-slots are assigned to each router with a
mini-slot index in a cluster to allocate channel resource. In this study a cluster in-
dicates the routers within the two-hop neighborhood of a router. Additionally, we
use one bit as the status value of each mini-slot to indicate whether the channel is
occupied or not, as shown in Fig. 2, where ”0” means that the channel is idle while
”1” indicates that the channel is occupied. The mini-slot index indicates the channel
is occupied by which router1 , and mini-slot 0 is reserved for cooperative commu-
nication. Within one slot, at most one mini-slot is allowed to have its status as ”1”.
All mini-slots are emptied with ”0” if CFC is received in the previous slot.
B. Mini-slot Allocation
The mini-slot allocation has the following requirement: 1) Any two routers
1The mini-slot status is set by a busy tone signal. It is sent out by the router with a low data rate
in order to cover two-hop neighbors.
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Figure D.2: Time-slot and mini-slot structures.
which are within the two-hop neighborhood of each other will not be assigned the
same mini-slot; 2) The number of mini-slots should be minimum as a constraint
for requirement 1) [24]. These two requirements can be implemented by graph
coloring. From the graph theory a graph G = (V,E) is deﬁned with a set of ver-
tices V and a set of edges of E connecting the vertices in a way that loops and
multiple edges between vertices are forbidden. A vertex coloring for the graph G is
a map s : V (G) → F , where F is a set of colors. The coloring is permissible only
if s(Vi) = s(Vj) for all Vi and Vj that are two-hop away from each other. For the
optimal coloring, the size of the color set should be minimum.
The mini-slot allocation can be mapped to graph coloring. If we want to opti-
mally assign mini-slots to a set of routers {Vi}, an interference graph G = (V,E)
can be considered. The vertex set V is mapped to the set of routers {Vi}. The set
of edges E consists of the vertices {Vk, Vl}, corresponding to the routers Vk and Vl
that will interfere with each other within a two-hop neighborhood, should be as-
signed with different mini-slots. Eventually, the set of colors, F , corresponds to
the collection of mini-slots for the routers. The mini-slot allocation task is resolved
by coloring of G with the color set F . More details of the algorithm can be found
in [18].
Considering that the routers in a wireless mesh network have no mobility and
form a static topology, the mini-slot allocation algorithm is able to be performed by
each router at the initialization phase of the network. Therefore, all the mini-slot
allocations are pre-deﬁned and known to all the routers.
C. The Cooperative MAC Scheme
In our scheme, cooperation is employed only if it is needed. Since cooperative relay-
ing needs channel reservation for source, destination, and relay, it is often combined
with medium access protocols. The proposed MAC scheme efﬁciently allocates all
required channel resources by answering the following questions:
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• How does a router reserve the channel and which router will reserve the chan-
nel ﬁrst?
• When a router is allocated to a time slot, how to prevent other routers from
using this slot?
• How to carry out cooperative transmission when the direct transmission fails?
• Which router would be selected to forward the packet if there are multiple
relay nodes available?
• How does routers’ transmission order rotate in the mini-slots after each trans-
mission?
To better explain the proposed MAC scheme, a simple example is introduced to
illustrate the operation procedure. As shown in Fig. D.3-(a), a two-hop network
composed of routers S, I, and D is considered, and for simplicity there exists an-
other router between each pair, which could be the potential relay. i.e., H1, H2.
Assume that there is a ﬂow transmitted from S to D, and relay H1 helps to forward
the packets in the ﬁrst hop if the direct transmission from S to I fails. After that,
each router will follow the same principle to forward the packets to the ﬁnal desti-
nation.
A basic rule for the MAC scheme is that a router can transmit in a time slot
when all the mini-slots prior to its own mini-slot are idle. For instance, when a
router (e.g. router S assigned with mini-slot i) starts a communication attempt, it
ﬁrstly monitors all the mini-slot status from 1 to i−1. If ”1” is detected at any mini-
slot, the router will defer its transmission at the current slot. Otherwise, it means
that all other routers within two hops from S which have been assigned mini-slots 1
to i−1 have no packet to transmit. Router S will then set its status value as ”1” to
reserve the channel and correspondingly transmit the packet at the data part of the
same slot.
In the initialization phase, all the status of mini-slots is set to ”0”. Then the
router with the smallest index of the mini-slot will reserve the channel ﬁrst. The
mini-slot allocation is shown in Fig. D.3-(b), where router S is assigned to mini-
slot 1, router I is assigned to mini-slot 2, and so on. After the initialization of the
mini-slot allocation, router S will set the mini-slot value as ”1” at mini-slot 1 be-
cause it has the smallest index and therefore will get priority to reserve the channel.
As a consequence, routers I, D, H1 and H2 will detect ”1” at mini-slot 1, indicating
that the channel is occupied at mini-slot 1. Then they will defer their transmissions
at slot 0. Consequently, router S sends its packets at the data part of the same slot
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Figure D.3: An example to illustrate the operation procedure of the proposed MAC
scheme.
without collision.
When router I receives the data packet, it will check if the packet can be de-
coded correctly or not. If the router fails to decode the packet, CFC will be sent out
immediately at the CFC part of the current slot. The direct transmission is regarded
as successful if no CFC packet is sensed. The CFC packet not only indicates that
the received data packet is corrupted but also informs relays to initiate cooperative
communication. Meanwhile, the mini-slot scheduled in the next time slot will be
frozen (i.e., the mini-slot status is reset as ”0”) by the CFC packet because it is sent
as a broadcast message. The transmission priority is given to the relay node rather
than the node in the original schedule.
Next, we discuss how to do cooperation by the optimal relay node without in-
terfering with other existing transmissions. Mini-slots reserve the medium for all
the transmissions including both direct transmission and cooperative transmission,
where mini-slot 0 is reserved for cooperation. As shown in Fig. D.3-(b) in the ex-
ample, since the neighbors have already received and stored the overheard packets
at slot 0, they will attempt to forward the packets to the intended router at slot 1 after
sensing the CFC packet. The optimal relay will acquire the channel by means of a
timer-based optimal relay selection algorithm which is implemented in a distributed
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manner at each node. The details of the optimal relay selection algorithm will be
presented in the following section.
Since the router with small mini-slot index will always have priority to trans-
mit packets, the router with largest index may starve. In order to allocate channel
resource to each router in a fair manner, the transmission order of each router will
rotate after each transmission. More speciﬁcally, the second mini-slot in the current
slot will become the ﬁrst one in the next slot, and the ﬁrst mini-slot in the current
slot will become the last one in the next slot, and so on. For instance, originally,
router S gets the opportunity to transmit at slot 0 according to the rotation. After
that, router I would seize slot 1 to transmit packet. However, since priority has been
given to cooperative transmission, slot 1 will be allocated by relay H1. The orig-
inal mini-slot schedule is frozen by sensing the CFC packet, i.e., only mini-slot 0
is active and the associated router could transmit while other routers should give
up their transmissions. The schedule will be activated after the cooperative trans-
mission ﬁnishes. As shown in Fig. D.3-(b), at slot 2, router I catches the smallest
mini-slot index, mini-slot 1, and it will transmit its packet at this slot. In case there
is no packet to transmit at a router, e.g., H1 in slot 3, it will keep silent and leave the
transmission chance to the next router. Thus, the data parts of all the time slots are
fully utilized as long as at least one router has packet to transmit. As a consequence,
fair access and efﬁcient channel occupation among all routers can be achieved.
V. RELAY SELECTION SCHEME
A. Optimal Relay Selection
In the section above we mentioned that the optimal relay is determined by a
timer-based relay selection algorithm. In case there exist more than one relay nodes
around each transmitter-receiver pair (i.e., the S-I link and the I-D link), the packets
sent out from these relay nodes may corrupt each other if they transmit in the same
time interval. In order to avoid packet collision, we select only one optimal relay in
our cooperation scheme.
For cooperative transmission, each relay is connected with two channels, i.e., the
channel from the source node to the relay node and the channel from the relay node
to the destination node. In general, the cooperative beneﬁts from relay nodes depend
on both channels. If one of the channels corrupts, the relay cannot successfully
forward the packet. Therefore, we apply the following criterion to select the relay:
among all these relay nodes, the optimal one is selected according to the relay whose
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worse channel has the best link quality.
SNRopt ⇔ max{SNRi}, i ∈ [1,n]⇔ max{min{SNRsi,SNRid}}, i ∈ [1,n], (1)
where n is the number of relays available for the transmitter-receiver pair; SNRsi
and SNRid are the link conditions in terms of received Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
from source to relay and from relay to destination respectively. The relay i with
maximal SNRi is the optimal one. This scheme is able to balance the signal strength
of these two links. The diversity gain of this scheme is analyzed in [3] based on the
outage probability.
B. Distributed Relay Selection Process
Whether or not the optimal relay could provide maximum beneﬁts depends not
only on the relay selection algorithm but also how it is implemented in the medium
access control scheme. In the TDMA-based MAC scheme, there is neither hand-
shake between each node to collaborate with nor a centralized node to decide which
relay transmits ﬁrst. We consider a timer-based relay selection process because of
its distributed feature and no feedback during the process. Each relay sets its own
timer Ti such that the timer of the node with largest SNRi expires ﬁrst.
Ti =
SNRthreshold
SNRi
mTms, (2)
where SNRthreshold is the SNR threshold to guarantee that the channel is in a good
condition. Only relays with SNRi ≥ SNRthreshold are qualiﬁed as the candidate for
optimal relay. Tms is the time duration of one mini-slot. It means that the timer of the
eligible relay should expire within the time interval of all m number of mini-slots.
Note that mini-slot 0 is not included in this interval. In other words, the optimal
relay should be selected before the data transmission part of the same slot, as shown
in the relay selection process in Fig. D.4, where Tctrl is time duration of the total
number of mini-slots with Tctrl = (m+1)Tms.
In [3], if there is no enough time for the second optimal relay to freeze its trans-
mission when its timer also decreases to 0, it is possible that the packet sent out
from the optimal relay would collide with the packet sent out subsequently by the
second optimal relay. Additionally, potential collision caused by the packet from
a relay which is hidden from the optimal relay may also occur. In our scheme, by
means of the busy tone signal incorporated in the mini-slot design, those potential
collisions could be avoided. More speciﬁcally, after the timer expires, the optimal
relay will send out a busy tone signal to reserve the status of mini-slot 0 as ”1”
instead of sending the data packet immediately. Then the rest of relays will freeze
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Figure D.4: Relay selection process.
their timers after they sense the status of mini-slot 0 as ”1”. Consequently, after
all the mini-slots elapse, the optimal relay could transmit its packet with collision
free. If none of the relay nodes expires within the time interval m · Tms, i.e., no
qualiﬁed relay node is available in the network, the mini-slot 0 will keep status as
”0”. Then the source node will try to retransmit the packet. On the other hand,
if the packet transmitted by the optimal relay is not successfully decoded at the
destination, another CFC packet will then be sent out to initiate another round of
cooperative transmission till the packet is correctly received.
The beneﬁts of the proposed scheme is not only that the collision could be efﬁ-
ciently avoided but the relay selection time which is generally not negligible could
also be ﬁnished within the inherent time of the system, i.e., control mini-slot time.
Relay selection time in this study is deﬁned as the interval from the time the relay
nodes receive the CFC packet to the instant it starts to send the data packet.
The operations of the cooperative MAC protocol at the source, relay and desti-
nation nodes are illustrated in Fig. D.5-D.7, respectively. Note that all these three
ﬂow charts need to be implemented in any mesh router and the router may execute
one of these procedures according to its role in each transmission, as the source, the
relay, or the destination node.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Since three channels have impact on the system performance, we model each chan-
nel as a two state discrete time Markov process. As system throughput is contributed
by both direct transmission and cooperative transmission, we derive transmission
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Figure D.5: Flow chart at source node.
efﬁciency of the proposed protocol based on another Markov model.
A. Channel Model
The transmitted signal is sampled once in each packet transmission, and it is
assumed that the channel does not signiﬁcantly change in this period. In fact, the
channel characteristics used to compute the performance of the protocol at higher
layer should reﬂect the physical layer characteristics to make these results meaning-
ful. In this study, a two-state discrete time Markov process is considered to illustrate
the sampled process of packet transmission over wireless channels, as shown in Fig.
D.8. If the received signal is above certain threshold ? during the transmission time,
the channel is regarded as in an ”on” state. Otherwise, it is categorized as in an
”off” state. The packet is assumed to be decoded correctly by the receiving router
in the ”on” state, but not in the ”off” state.
In [6, 27], it has been observed that for a Rayleigh fading channel, the transition
probability of the two state Markov chain can be expressed as
y =
Q(θ ,ρθ)−Q(ρθ ,θ)
eΔ−1 , x =
1− e−Δ
e−Δ
y, (3)
where Q(·, ·) is the Marcum Q function, θ =
√
2Δ
1−ρ2 , ρ = J0(2π fmTf ), and J0(·) is
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Figure D.7: Flow chart at destination node.
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Figure D.8: Markov model for transmission process over wireless fading channels.
the zero order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. In addition, the packet error rate in
the direct link is deﬁned by the ratio between the sum of dropped packets and the
total number of packets transmitted. According to the channel properties, it is pos-
sible to ﬁnd the probability that a packet is in error during the direct transmission,
given by
ε =
x
x+ y
. (4)
Intuitively, we could obtain the probability of the packet transmission being suc-
cessful as 1− ε , which is deﬁned as throughput efﬁciency.
B. Transmission Model
Since in each time slot of the proposed MAC protocol, either direct transmission
or cooperative transmission is executed, it is possible to model this process by using
another two-state Markov chain as shown in Fig. D.9. The parameters of this
Markov model are deﬁned as
p P{M(k) =C|M(k−1) = D}, q P{M(k) = D|M(k−1) =C} (5)
where M(k) denotes the transmission mode of the protocol, either direction trans-
mission (D) or cooperative transmission (C). M(k) will transit between the two
states according to the transmission logic2 of the protocol described in Table D.1,
with the corresponding state transition probability matrix V(16× 16). We assume
that there always exist relay nodes in the network to prepare for cooperation. As
mentioned in the above section, if the packet transmitted by the relay node is not
successfully received at the destination node, another cooperation will start. The
next transmission mode of the system depends on both the states of three current
channels and the current transmission mode. For example, when the current trans-
mission mode is D, the transmission mode in the next state is only inﬂuenced by
the direct channel in the current state other than the relay channels. As shown in
the Table, from the row S8 to S11, M(k) becomes C because the direct channel is
2This logic (or transmission order) in M(k) is the cooperative transmission policy designed in
our protocol which takes the status of all three channels in two consecutive slots into account.
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”off”. Then the direct transmission will fail and cooperative transmission would be
initiated in the next state. Similarly, when the current transmission mode is C, the
next transmission mode relays on both the current direct channel and relay channels.
Either direct channel or both two relay channels are ”on” the transmission could be
successful. On the contrary, when the direct channel is ”off”, that one of the relay
channels is ”off” would lead to transmission failure. The cases like in the row S0,
S1, and S2.
D C
p
q
1-q1-p
Figure D.9: Markov model for time slot.
Table D.1: State transition logic for time slot allocation
{M(k−1),ChSD(k−1),ChSH(k−1),ChHD(k−1)} M(k)
S0 : {C,o f f ,o f f ,o f f} C
S1 : {C,o f f ,o f f ,on} C
S2 : {C,o f f ,on,o f f} C
S3 : {C,o f f ,on,on} D
S4 : {C,on,o f f ,o f f} D
S5 : {C,on,o f f ,on} D
S6 : {C,on,on,o f f} D
S7 : {C,on,on,on} D
S8 : {D,o f f ,o f f ,o f f} C
S9 : {D,o f f ,o f f ,on} C
S10 : {D,o f f ,on,o f f} C
S11 : {D,o f f ,on,on} C
S12 : {D,on,o f f ,o f f} D
S13 : {D,on,o f f ,on} D
S14 : {D,on,on,o f f} D
S15 : {D,on,on,on} D
Knowing the transition probabilities, we can calculate the steady state probabil-
ity. The vector is expressed as S = [S0, ...,S15], where Si is the steady state probabil-
ity of each state in Table D.1. The vector can be obtained by solving the equations
given by
S = V ·S, (6)
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and the sum of all the probabilities would follow
S0 + ...+S15 = 1. (7)
By solving Eqs. (6) and (7), we can get all state probability Si, for i = 0, ...,15.
Then the parameters of the two-state Markov model for the transmission mode can
be obtained by
p =
S8 +S9 +S10 +S11
15
∑
i=8
Si
, q =
S3 +S4 +S5 +S6 +S7
7
∑
i=0
Si
. (8)
Therefore, the throughput efﬁciency of the cooperative scheme can be obtained
as
α =
q
p+q
. (9)
C. System Throughput
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed cooperative MAC pro-
tocol in terms of system throughput. The normalized system throughput, denoted
as η , is deﬁned as successfully transmitted payload bits per time unit.
η =
E[G]
Tf rame
, (10)
where E[G] is the number of payload information bits successfully transmitted in
the time interval, and Tf rame is the expected time interval which is known as the
frame duration in the proposed TDMA system. In this study, E[G] is contributed by
two kinds of transmissions, i.e., direct transmission and cooperative transmission,
respectively. Therefore, E[G] can be expressed as
E[G] = uL(1−PDe )+uLPDe (1−
w
∏
j=1
PC, je ) w≥ 1, (11)
PC, je = 1− (1−Psie )(1−Pide ), (12)
where L is the packet length; PDe is the Packet Error Rate (PER) of direct link; P
C, j
e
is the PER of the cooperative transmission at the j attempt, and w is the cooperative
transmission attempts; Psie and P
id
e are the PER of the link from the source to the
optimal relay and the link from the optimal relay to the destination, which could be
obtained from the physical layer modulation scheme [10, 11]. Note that for each
cooperation round, the optimal relay might be different; u is the number of packets
transmitted in the direct link during the frame time. Note that among u number of
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packets, u∗PDe out of u direct packet transmissions failed. Thus, these packets need
to be retransmitted in the cooperative link. However, the total transmission time of
these data packets should be smaller or equal to the frame duration. It is clear that
u satisﬁes the following function, and we select the largest integer value of u for
throughput calculation.
Tf rame · Tslot −TctrlTslot ≥⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
u L
RD
+uPDe TC,1, w = 1
u L
RD
+uPDe (TC,1 +
w
∑
j=2
TC, jPC, j−1e ), w≥ 2,
(13)
TC, j =
L
RC, j
+TCFC +SIFS, (14)
where · is the ceiling function, Tslot is the slot time duration; TCFC is the transmis-
sion time of CFC, SIFS is the duration of SIFS silence period, RD is the effective
payload transmission rate for direct transmission, and RC, j is the transmission rate
for cooperative transmission at the j attempt.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our proposed cooperative MAC protocol, we have
developed a network simulating program by using Matlab. We deﬁne a communi-
cation area (500m× 500m) and three nodes are set along the center of the area in
a two-hop route with an equal distance d between each node as illustrated in Fig.
D.3. In every transmission, potential relay nodes are randomly generated to con-
nect each source and destination pair. The channels among each node are modeled
as i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel. In general, with the same transmit power, the
better the channel condition, the higher the received power. The received power Prx
when the pass loss coefﬁcient between the two communication nodes is three and
the reference distance do=1 meter is shown in the following equation.
Prx = Ptx +20log10(
λ
4πdo
)+30log10
do
d
, (15)
where Ptx is the transmit power. In this paper, we consider four modulation schemes
as BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM in terms of 802.11a speciﬁcation. The mod-
ulation is adaptively changed according to the received SNR at the receiver, and the
corresponding data rates are 6, 12, 36 and 54 Mbps. The threshold of modulation is
calculated by satisfying that the BER is 10−5. The threshold is given by Table D.2.
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The noise level is assumed to be −95 dBm. The other conﬁguration parameters of
the proposed protocol are summarized in Table E.1.
Table D.2: Threshold for adaptive modulation
Modulation Threshold SNR
BPSK 6.8 dB
BPSK-QPSK 9.8 dB
QPSK-16QAM 16.5 dB
16QAM-64QAM 22.4 dB
Table D.3: Conﬁguration parameters
Parameter Value
Mini-slot duration 9 μs
Slot duration 1.6 ms
Frame duration 16 ms
SIFS 16 μs
DIFS 34 μs
CFC 14 bytes
Two scenarios are considered in the simulation. Firstly, we focus the scenario
on one-hop transmission. Then, the beneﬁt of ﬂexible extension to a multi-hop
transmission by the proposed protocol is illustrated by obtaining the end-to-end
throughput gain in a two-hop transmission manner. For presenting our simulations
we refer to our mini-slot based cooperative TDMA scheme as MS-C-TDMA in all
these ﬁgures. In comparison, we illustrate the performance of the CSMA/CA, orig-
inal TDMA and CoopMAC [14] schemes, together with ours.
A. Throughput Efﬁciency
To observe the impact of the channel condition on the transmission performance,
throughput efﬁciency with different signal thresholds of the direct channel is in-
vestigated in Fig. D.10 by plotting Eqs. (4) and (9), respectively. It reveals that
by decreasing the threshold of signal strength, which means the receiver has much
more powerful signal processing capabilities, the probability of losing a packet de-
creases, leading to higher throughput efﬁciency. As the threshold of the signal to de-
code packets correctly increases, the relative channel condition decreases and more
packets suffer from errors. In this case, cooperative transmissions are required to
help deliver packets to the ﬁnal destination. In other words, throughput derived
from cooperative transmission could compensate the total throughput efﬁciency for
all curves. It is observed that the participation of cooperation could greatly improve
the communication performance in all range of signal thresholds. Particularly, if the
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signal threshold of the relay channels to decode packet successfully is always low
(-4 dB in the ﬁgure), which means the relay channel is always good, the obtained
throughput efﬁciency could be maximized. The beneﬁt is much more evident when
the signal threshold of direct channel is high.
While channel condition has great impact on transmission performance, system
throughput also depends on the overhead of MAC layer and layers above. There-
fore, we further evaluate the performance of the proposed cooperative MAC proto-
col in the next subsection.
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Figure D.10: Throughput efﬁciency vs. different signal threshold.
B. System Throughput
In Fig. D.11, we compare the throughput performance of these four schemes against
link error rate of the direct channel. It is observed that as long as the direct link suf-
fers from errors, MS-C-TDMA could provide higher throughput than that of CSMA,
TDMA and CoopMAC schemes. The higher the error rate, the better the through-
put improvement. This is because that the proposed scheme could provide priority
access to cooperative transmission, ensuring channel access to the router which has
better channel condition. In case there is slow fading in the direct transmission
channel, the channel might remain in deep fading for long time with channel cor-
relation (several data packets transmission time), hence retransmission from source
router may not help in this case. As excepted, cooperative transmission from the
optimal relay could most potentially help eliminate this problem.
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Meanwhile, compared with CoopMAC, the throughput improvement of MS-C-
TDMA is not only from the cooperative transmission but also due to that it is able
to efﬁciently schedule the nodes to utilize the channel resource. Moreover, it can
avoid packet collision, which is a main reason for system performance degradation
of contention-based MAC schemes, such as the IEEE 802.11. Since the overhead
caused by control mini-slots is much smaller than that caused by the backoff and
RTS/CTS control messages, signiﬁcant control overhead reduction in the proposed
scheme is achieved.
Additionally, in a traditional TDMA system, channel reservation for all trans-
missions may lead to a situation of over-reservation. If a router does not have a
packet to transmit during the time slot, this slot remains idle, i.e., the slot becomes
wasted. However, in our proposed scheme the mini-slot design could efﬁciently
schedule each transmission to guarantee the channel is fully utilized at the cost of
only a small portion of the total slot time. If the current router with mini-slot status
as ”1” has no packet to transmit, the router corresponding to the next mini-slot will
quickly initiate a new transmission. Therefore, the control mini-slot based scheme
could improve channel utilization, and this beneﬁt can be translated into throughput
improvement.
C. Transmit Power
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Figure D.11: System throughput vs. direct channel error rate.
Fig. D.12 shows the system throughput performance of the four schemes with the
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transmit power from -10 dB to 15 dB. As shown in the ﬁgure, the MS-C-TDMA
scheme consistently outperforms the other two conventional schemes, and the gap
becomes more signiﬁcant when the transmit power is low (from -10 dBm to 5 dBm).
This is due to the fact that lower transmit power will lead to less reliable transmis-
sion and cooperative diversity is fully exploited by cooperative transmission in this
case. In this range the selected relay could provide better channel quality compared
with the direct link. For instance, with the transmit power of -5 dBm MS-C-TDMA
could obtain throughput of 26 Mbps, while the CSMA and TDMA schemes get
merely 12 Mbps and 17.6 Mbps respectively.
In addition, MS-C-TDMA enhances the throughput more signiﬁcantly than that
of CoopMAC. That is because the elaborate design of the proposed MAC protocol
could greatly reduce the MAC layer overhead. Each node could transmit the packet
in its own time slot without packet corruption. Besides, with the contribution of co-
operative transmission by the optimal relay node, system throughput could always
be enhanced signiﬁcantly when the direct link suffers from channel fading. More-
over, the relay selection time could be regarded as negligible as protocol overhead.
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Figure D.12: System throughput vs. different transmit power.
D. The effect of payload Length
As known, payload length has major impact on the efﬁciency of a MAC protocol.
To illustrate the advantage of the proposed scheme we exhibit the impact of packet
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length on system throughput. It is observed in Fig. D.13 that compared with other
schemes, the proposed scheme performs more stable as the packet length varies.
It is clear that the throughput of CSMA scheme increases as the packet length
grows. The reason behind this is that as the packet length increases the portion of
data packet in the total transmission increases correspondingly, resulting in higher
transmission efﬁciency. CoopMAC also agrees with the similar observation. In
the TDMA-based scheme, a ﬁxed number of data packets are transmitted for given
packet length and transmission rate during the frame time duration. When the data
rate is ﬁxed in one frame, the larger the packet length, the smaller the number of
packets. However, without heavy control overhead, like RTS/CTS, TDMA could
obtain almost stable throughput when the payload length varies. Note that as the
packet length becomes larger, the probability that packet transmission suffers from
fading also increases, resulting in more transmission failures. That is why the curve
of TDMA throughput decreases slightly when the payload length becomes larger.
However, the proposed MS-C-TDMA scheme could efﬁciently alleviate this prob-
lem because of cooperative transmission. Therefore, MS-C-TDMA could achieve
more stable throughput.
E. Throughput Gain versus Per-hop Distance
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Figure D.13: Throughput vs. packet length.
In this subsection, we evaluate the system performance of the protocol where the
per-hop distance d between the source node and the destination node varies from
30 m to 130 m. Fig. D.14 shows the throughput gain of the proposed MS-C-TDMA
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protocol over the original CSMA scheme. It is observed that as the per-hop distance
increases, the throughput gain of cooperative schemes increases while conventional
TDMA scheme keeps almost stable throughput gain. More specially, MS-C-TDMA
outperforms CoopMAC in all ranges of distance. The increment of the throughput
gain by MS-C-TDMA is larger than that of CoopMAC.
The reason is due to the fact that as the transmission distance is increased the
throughput of the non-cooperative schemes is decreased correspondingly, while
the performance of cooperative schemes is only degraded slightly. More speciﬁ-
cally, with a short distance, the CSMA scheme could maintain stable delivery ratio.
Therefore, cooperative transmission may not help a lot in this case. However, as
d increases, the link is not robust that the frame error rate rises correspondingly.
Then the beneﬁt of cooperative transmission becomes convincing. Compared with
one-hop transmission with low data rate, two-hop transmissions with high data rate
by the cooperative transmission provide signiﬁcant throughput gains. Note that
nodes have to compete to access the channel at each hop when the contention-based
scheme is applied. Therefore, with collision free in the two-hop cooperative trans-
mission by MS-C-TDMA, the achieved increment of throughput gain is higher than
that of CoopMAC. For instance, when the distance is equal to 50 m, the original
scheme could obtain throughput of 17.4 Mbps. And CoopMAC could achieve 21.3
Mbps while MS-C-TDMA is able to attain 34.3 Mbps. Therefore, the throughput
gain by MS-C-TDMA is 1.97, which is larger than 1.22, obtained by CoopMAC.
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Figure D.14: Throughput gain vs. per-hop distance.
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F. End-to-End Throughput Gain versus Network Density
Another advantage of the proposed scheme comes that it could feasibly extend the
transmission from one-hop to multi-hop scenarios. In this subsection, we evaluate
the performance of the proposed MS-C-TDMA in a two-hop transmission manner.
Fig. D.15 illustrates the end-to-end throughput gain against CSMA scheme as net-
work density rises.
Since the proposed scheme combats against packet collision and poor efﬁciency
of the spatial reuse, the obtained end-to-end throughput gain by our proposed scheme
is larger than 1. In addition, the curves depict that signiﬁcant improvement is
achieved by MS-C-TDMA as network density increase from 0.1 to 0.45. This
feature is attributed to the fact that as the number of nodes increases in the com-
munication area, the probability of successful cooperative transmission increases.
However, further increasing networking density does not help for achieving higher
throughput gain. In fact, a ﬂat throughput gain curve is observed when network den-
sity is around 0.5. This can be explained as in a high dense network, large number
of two hop neighbors corresponding to the same number of mini-slots will bring
non-ignorable overhead. In that case, our solution may not be able to give such
signiﬁcant improvement.
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Figure D.15: End-to-end throughput gain vs. network density.
V. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, we have presented a novel TDMA based multiple access scheme
to facilitate cooperation in wireless mesh networks. With the help of mini-slots,
channel resources are efﬁciently allocated to mesh routers in a distributed manner
and higher priority has been given to cooperative transmission which is performed
through an optimal relay. The optimal relay node is selected based on the com-
bined instantaneous relay channel conditions. The effectiveness and the efﬁciency
of this novel MAC scheme have been demonstrated with respect to system through-
put, throughput gain in one-hop and two-hop scenarios respectively by considering
several factors such as signal threshold, channel error rate, transmission power, hop
distances, and network density. The obtained numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed scheme is able to improve system performance signiﬁcantly. This study
could provide helpful insight to the development and deployment of cooperative
communications for future broadband wireless mesh networks.
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Abstract — To reduce energy consumption in wireless sensor networks, the
concept of duty cycle is used in many MAC protocols. Although these pro-
tocols provide efﬁcient energy-conservation solutions, they cannot resolve the
energy hole problem in a multi-hop network, where a few nodes near the sink
must relay the packets from the rest of the network, and consequently exhaust
their batteries earlier. The previously proposed REACT forwarding protocol
triggers the cooperation of several nodes to extend transmission range and hop
over the highly burdened node, thereby allowing it to save its energy and ex-
tend the lifetime of the network. However, the previous work lacked a MAC
protocol with a duty cycle. In this paper, we propose a novel cooperative duty
cycle MAC (CDC-MAC) protocol, by employing a wake-up rendezvous selec-
tion scheme for multiple sensor nodes to exchange messages and a cooperator
recruiting mechanism that favors nodes with more residual energy than the
highly burdened node. Simulation results demonstrate that CDC-MAC can
prolong the entire network longevity efﬁciently in comparison with another
duty cycle MAC protocol, OC-MAC.
I. INTRODUCTION
In multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSNs), energy consumption is one of the
most critical concerns, since recharging or replacing the exhausted batteries of sen-
sor nodes is usually costly. Therefore, a primary design principle is not only to
reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes but also to avoid the exhaustion of
a single node in order to prolong the entire network lifetime. Here, network lifetime
is deﬁned as the time when the ﬁrst sensor has depleted its energy.
Duty cycle medium access control (MAC) has been proposed as an effective
mechanism to extend the lifetime of WSNs, in which sensor nodes turn their radio
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on and off periodically to save energy. Duty cycle MAC protocols mainly fall into
two categories: synchronous and asynchronous protocols. Synchronous approaches
such as S-MAC [12] and DW-MAC [8], typically make sensor nodes wake up at
the same time for data exchange. However, these types of protocols require precise
synchronization, which causes more control overhead. On the other hand, in asyn-
chronous duty cycle MAC protocols, such as RI-MAC [9], each node falls asleep
and wakes up following its own schedule independently. Although such protocols
reduce energy consumption, they may introduce signiﬁcant latency in packet de-
livery, since a node with a packet to transmit must keep awake until its targeted
receiver becomes active. Generally speaking, which protocol is more appropriate
mainly depends on the network and application requirements.
However, these approaches in the current literature are still not sufﬁcient to deal
with the energy hole problem in multi-hop WSNs, in which the nodes around the
sink are more heavily burdened than the others because they must relay packets to
and from the rest of the network. These heavily burdened nodes consume energy
at a high rate and deplete early since the data collected from the sensors is usually
gathered at the sink. To cope with this problem, cooperative transmission (CT) with
the beneﬁt of range extension has been proposed to avoid the energy hole [5]. CT
provides the spatial diversity beneﬁts of an array transmitter, enabling a signiﬁcant
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advantage in a multi-path fading environment [6]. The
Residual Energy Activated Cooperative Transmission (REACT) forwarding proto-
col in [5] triggers a CT when a node on a primary route to the sink determines
through control packet exchange that it has higher residual energy than the next-
hop node on the route. The node then recruits cooperators to transmit copies of the
packet through independently fading channels, to extend the range and therefore
hop over and protect the heavily burdened node. While [5] demonstrated that this
approach shows signiﬁcant promise, it assumed a highly idealized MAC protocol
and it did not consider duty cycling. The objective of this paper is therefore to
propose a realistic synchronous duty cycling MAC to support the CT operation in
REACT. To our knowledge, there is no previous work about duty cycling in net-
works that also do CT.
Cooperative transmission works only when there are multiple active neighbor-
ing senders. Successful transmission of the necessary control messages and copies
of the data is extremely challenging when the duty cycles are asynchronous. OC-
MAC [11] is an asynchronous duty cycle MAC considering a different kind of coop-
eration between active senders. However, this cooperation scheme focuses merely
on how nodes can help each other to relay packets rather than addressing cooper-
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ative diversity. In this paper, we propose a multiple wake-up provisioning coop-
erative duty cycle MAC protocol (CDC-MAC), which aims to balance the energy
consumption of distributed nodes from the entire network point of view by exploit-
ing cooperative diversity gain. CDC-MAC employs a receiver-initiated approach
to establish wake-up rendezvous between sender, receiver and cooperator(s). More
speciﬁcally, when the residual energy difference is detected, neighboring nodes are
allowed to exchange data and do cooperative transmission directly towards a two-
hop-away receiver. In this way, the energy-bottleneck node could avoid depleting
its battery early, resulting in prolonged network lifetime, since energy consumption
is evenly balanced across the network. The performance of CDC-MAC is evaluated
by simulations.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. The network model and
protocol design consideration are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we present CDC-
MAC design in details. Then the system performance is evaluated and compared
with other duty cycle MAC protocols in Sec. IV. Finally the paper is concluded in
Sec. V.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROTOCOL DESIGN CONSIDERATION
In a typical WSN, multiple data ﬂows converge towards a single point or sink, con-
structing a tree topology. Correspondingly, routing protocols in WSNs normally
form a collection tree. For instance, the default routing protocol in TinyOS 2.x is
the collection tree protocol, in which one or more nodes in the network declare
themselves as the sink node(s) and all other nodes in the network recursively form
a routing tree [2]. As shown in Fig. E.1, a number of sending nodes, like C, D, E
etc, will transmit packets to Node A via Node B. Since Node B needs to help other
sensors to forward packets, it would consume more energy. When the consumed
energy at Node B exceeds certain threshold, an energy hole is formed. No matter
how much residual energy is left in the rest of the network, it becomes disconnected
due to this energy hole.
To keep the network alive, one solution is to perform transmission with longer
distance which could jump over the heavily burdened node and reach the two-hop
away node directly. Transmission range extension can be achieved through cooper-
ative transmission by forming a virtual multiple-input-single-output (MISO) trans-
mission [3, 6], which was demonstrated experimentally in [4]. However, to perform
CT in a duty cycle WSN, it is necessary to ensure that the corresponding nodes are
active at the same time interval for data transmission. In this case, synchronous duty
cycle protocol is a better option since nodes can be synchronized to wake up at the
same time period.
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Figure E.1: Network model for CT to overcome energy hole.
III. CDC-MAC DESIGN
In this section, we describe the basic principle of CDC-MAC. We also discuss the
main goals and challenges of integrating cooperative transmission into a duty cycle
MAC protocol.
A. Rendezvous Selection for Data Transmission
Similar to DW-MAC [8], CDC-MAC is a synchronized duty cycle MAC proto-
col, which assumes that the network synchronization is implemented by a separate
mechanism during the Sync period. The basic idea of CDC-MAC is to schedule the
involved sensors, including the sender, the receiver and the cooperator(s), to wake
up at the same period when there are packets to transmit. It employs a receiver-
initiated procedure with multiple wake-ups in a cycle to establish rendezvous for
exchanging data among them.
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CDC-MAC utilizes a Sync packet initiated by the receiving node, e.g., Node
B in Fig. E.1, to schedule and synchronize the other nodes in its vicinity. More
speciﬁcally, CDC-MAC works in two phases as described below.
Phase I) Network initialization and rendezvous: before initialization, each node
has its own wake-up pattern. To initiate synchronization with other nodes, Receiver
B wakes up at its scheduled time sending a Sync message to potential senders as
a beacon, as shown in the upper part of Fig. E.2. Other senders, e.g., C or D in
the same ﬁgure, follow their original wake-up patterns during a cycle. Once waked
up, a node scans the network and remains active until a Sync message is received.
When Sync is captured, it sends an ACK to B, acknowledging the reception of the
Sync message. When this procedure is completed, a sender is locked to a speciﬁc
wake-up interval for its data transmission in Phase II. For example, wB,1 is locked as
the transmission rendezvous for Node C to communicate with B. Note that a sender
may keep awake for almost one wake-up interval of B (e.g., 14 of Tcycle for Node D
in Fig. E.2) in order to receive Sync, but when the transmitting and receiving nodes
are synchronized, the active window size of the transmitter will be decreased sig-
niﬁcantly. For next cycle, each node follows the new wake-up and sleep schedules.
For example, Node B establishes the transmitting rendezvous at A’s wake-up period
wA,1 with Receiver A, and at its own wake-ups wB,0 and wB,1 with Nodes C and D
respectively, as shown in Fig. E.3(a).
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Figure E.2: Phase I: Network initialization.
Phase II) Data transmission: For data transmission, two requirements are con-
sidered: 1) to ensure that the corresponding nodes in the CT group store their se-
lected rendezvous and wake up at the same rendezvous in the duty cycle; and 2) to
minimize energy consumption and transmission delay. When a regular or non-CT
transmission is performed, as shown in Fig. E.3(b), Nodes C and D will adhere
their transmissions to B during the same wake-up period which was originally as-
signed to C (how this is performed will be explained in the next subsection) as the
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ﬁrst hop transmission. B will then forward these packets to A at A’s immediate
wake-up period wA,1 as the second hop transmission. Otherwise, the second hop
transmission has to be performed in the next cycle, incurring long delay. When co-
operation transmission is needed, B, C and D will utilize B’s wake-up period wB,0
for cooperation handshake represented by the triangles under wB,0 (more details in
the next subsection). Then C and D will perform CT directly towards A over one
hop represented by the rectangles under wA,1 in Fig. E.3(c). In the same manner,
nodes on different hops adaptively build up an almost synchronized data forwarding
structure.
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Figure E.3: (a) Synchronized multiple nodes in a duty cycle. (b) Non-cooperative
transmission in a duty cycle with two hops, C/D→B at WB,0, and B→A at WA,1
respectively. (c) CT in a duty cycle with one hop, C/D→A at WA,1.
B. Energy-Balance-Oriented Scheduling
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In a single-channel WSN, packet collision may happen when multiple nodes
try to access the shared medium at the same time. In this study, based on differ-
ent considerations on node selection, we develop two variations of CDC-MAC, as
CDC-MAC-I and CDC-MAC-II respectively. While nodes with pending DATA to
send will apply random backoff scheme for channel access in CDC-MAC-I, CDC-
MAC-II utilizes a distributed timer-based node selection scheme to select the CT
initiator and cooperator(s) considering both individual node residual energy and
load balancing among nodes.
Examples corresponding to the Data transmission phase in CDC-MAC includ-
ing both regular two-hop transmission and direct cooperative transmission are illus-
trated in Fig. E.4 and Fig. E.5 respectively. These two ﬁgures provide zoomed-in
details about the procedures that happen within the large rectangle or the triangle
shown in Fig. E.3 (b) and E.3 (c) respectively. In the beginning of each triangle
period, Node B sends a ready to receive (RTR) message to the sending nodes to
initiate DATA communication, if the medium is sensed as idle. In addition to re-
questing for data transmission, the RTR message contains also its residual energy
and distance information. Upon receiving RTR, the sending node, e.g., C, obtains
the distance information between Node B and Node A, and between Node B and
itself. It also derives the residual energy of the receiver. Comparing with its own
residual energy, the sending node decides whether to do CT or not [4].
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Figure E.4: Regular transmission within the same wake-up period.
CDC-MAC-I: As shown in Fig. E.4, Nodes C and D are both sending nodes.
Each of them waits for a SIFS period after receiving the RTR message and then con-
tends for channel access using a random backoff scheme. The dashed line packet
indicates the node, e.g., D in Fig. E.4, that lost the competition. The node that
captures the channel will send DATA to receiver B directly if its residual energy is
lower than B’s. Node B replies with DATA-ACK (DACK) when it receives DATA.
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Figure E.5: CT within the same wake-up period.
In the meantime, other nodes which lose the previous contention will freeze their
backoff counters. They resume counting to send DATA when the medium is sensed
free again. On the other hand, if the sending node which captures the channel has
higher energy than the receiving node, it will initiate CT by sending out a call for
cooperation (CFC) message piggybacked with DATA. Assume it is Node C that
ﬁrst accesses the channel as illustrated in Fig. E.5. CFC is sent by C to recruit other
nodes to initiate cooperative transmission. Additionally, it also contains residual
energy information of Node B which is derived from the RTR message received by
Node C. Meanwhile, the CFC message stores the information on how many coop-
erators are required for CT (how this number is determined is explained in the next
subsection). Upon overhearing the CFC packet, the energy-bottleneck Node B will
go to sleep and other node will compare its own residual energy with the received
residual energy of Node B. Consequently, the nodes with their remaining energy
above Node B’s become cooperator candidates and they will store the overheard
DATA message. After a SIFS, the cooperator candidate acknowledges Node C with
cooperative ACK (CACK). Note that collision may happen if multiple candidates
try to send CACK to the common Node C at the same time. Thus, another backoff
scheme is required to avoid potential collision of CACKs.
In CDC-MAC-I, we still utilize the random backoff scheme to avoid CACK
collision. When Node C receives enough number of CACKs as required in the
CFC packet, it will prepare for CT. Nodes that are not participating in CT should
update their network allocation vectors (NAVs) to reﬂect that the channel is busy
for the duration speciﬁed in the message. Since CACK transmission with low data
rate covers larger distance than the DATA transmission, we assume each candidate
could overhear the CACK transmission of other cooperative candidates. When the
required number of CACKs has been sensed, the candidate that has not sent its
CACK yet will terminate its transmission. CT by Node C and the selected coop-
erators will then be concurrently performed [1] after another SIFS interval from
the time that the last required CACK has been received. Once Node A receives
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the DATA packet sent through CT, it will respond with DACK to Node C over two
hops, from A to B and then from B to C. Since DACK for CT will be sent back
to Node C via Node B in the current cycle, Node B has to wake up again before
the arrival of the DACK packet. Even though this procedure consumes energy to
reactivate Node B, we can still conserve energy instead of keeping Node B always
awake. In order to capture DACK sent from A, Node B needs to wake up at the
instant (2∗DATA+CACK+DACK+3∗SIFS) seconds after it goes to sleep, given
the number of cooperators is 3. If CT fails by the default number of cooperators,
retransmission of CT (reCT) will be initiated as described in the next subsection.
CDC-MAC-II: Although being able to avoid collision by random backoff, CDC-
MAC-I does not consider the residual energy in the contention phase of sending
nodes. Therefore, a timer-based sender selection scheme which relies on the resid-
ual energy of nodes is proposed as CDC-MAC-II. This scheme ensures that the
most preferred node transmits ﬁrst for both CT candidate selection and CACK col-
lision avoidance. For regular transmission, it is not critical on which candidate node
should access the channel ﬁrst. However, if the node with highest energy acts as the
ﬁrst sending node, CT will occur more frequently, consuming potentially extra en-
ergy of other nodes in the network. This may happen if a random node is selected,
e.g. as a result of the backoff scheme used in CDC-MAC-I. Considering that the
node with least energy may concentrate on its own packet transmission rather than
cooperation, it is preferred that this node accesses the channel ﬁrst. Based on this
observation, the node with least energy is considered as the most appropriate ini-
tiator for CT in CDC-MAC-II and will capture the channel ﬁrst according to the
following timer:
Ti = 
 ViVmaxΔ, (1)
where Vi represents the residual energy of node i, Vmax is a constant, and 
· is
the ﬂoor function. It is shown that nodes will transmit only at ﬁnite discrete time
instants. The granularity of Ti could be conﬁgured ﬂexibly. However, if the Ti values
are too close to each other, the DATA message may also collide. On the other hand,
if the Ti values are far away from each other, it will result in longer delay. Hence,
we determine the granularity of Ti based on Δ, depending on an acceptable value of
the collision probability [10].
Furthermore, when CT is initiated, another cooperator selection scheme needs
to be performed in order to avoid potential collision of the CACK packets from
cooperator candidates. To keep energy consumption balanced, selecting the node
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with higher energy as the cooperator could better balance the energy distribution
in the network. Thus in CDC-MAC-II, the nodes with higher residual energy will
be the preferred cooperators according to the following timer-based node selection
scheme,
T ′i = 
(1−
V ′i
V ′max
)Δ′. (2)
As a result, the node whose timer ﬁrst elapses to 0, will send CACK ﬁrst. Con-
sequently, the information on residual energy in the CFC packet is not necessary
when CDC-MAC-II is employed. This decreases the complexity of the protocol.
C. Cooperator Recruiting Algorithm
Cooperative transmission in our MAC protocol forms a virtual MISO transmis-
sion, which has been demonstrated to be able to extend the transmission range [4].
In MISO techniques, range extension mainly depends on the number of coopera-
tors, Nc, which determines the diversity gain. As concluded in [3], the cooperative
diversity gain is monotonically increasing with Nc. However, if Nc is too large, the
total energy consumption for performing CT would be noticeably high. Therefore,
it is necessary to obtain an approximation of the number of cooperators on the basis
of range extension factor. The range extension factor, β , is deﬁned as the ratio be-
tween the cooperative transmission distance, dct , and the single-input-single-output
(SISO) link distance, dnon−ct , i.e., β = dct/dnon−ct . For Rayleigh fading, β is given
as [3],
β = 10(10log10Nc+G(Nc))/10α , (3)
where Nc is the number of cooperators, G(Nc) is the cooperative diversity gain by
Nc number of cooperators, α is the path-loss exponent, which is typically between
2 and 4. In the proposed algorithm, given the extension factor β we could obtain
the approximation of Nc. Table I provides a few examples of Nc and β at a target
Bit Error Rate (BER) of 10−3 [3, 5]. In order to avoid a complex calculation of
Table E.1: Diversity Gain and Range Extension (BPSK. BER=10−3).
Nc 2 3 4 5 10
G(Nc)(dB) 10 13.5 14 14.5 15.9
β (α = 3) 2.71 4.07 4.65 5.2 7.3
the optimal number of cooperators using Eq. (3), which may also give extra burden
on node energy consumption, each node could store this relationship or a similar
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one as a lookup table. For example, if the required dct satisﬁes dnon−ct < dct <
2.71dnon−ct , we set the optimal number of cooperators, Noptc , as 2, and Noptc = 3
given 2.71dnon−ct ≤ dct < 4.07dnon−ct , and so on. In general, in order to further
guarantee that the selected cooperators could help the sending node jump over the
energy-bottleneck node, a cooperator candidate that has shorter distance to the two
hop away receiver, i.e., A, in Fig. E.1, is preferred in CDC-MAC. However, adding
more constraints on the selection criterion could induce a new problem that there
are not enough candidates for CT. This tradeoff could be determined based on node
density in a network.
Furthermore, cooperative transmission may not always succeed due to for in-
stance the selected cooperators failed to provide the required range extension. If
this happens, the sending node sets Nc as Nc + 1 and initiates reCT. Note that the
goal of CDC-MAC is to protect the energy-bottleneck node so that it does not die
earlier than the other nodes. Thus, a bound on the number of retransmissions would
decrease the incidence of exhausting all participating nodes which in turn reduces
the energy consumption in comparison with the traditional point-to-point MAC pro-
tocols. Therefore, if the number of reCTs exceeds a predeﬁned limit, regular hop-
by-hop transmission will be revitalized again.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To show the effectiveness of the proposed protocol, the simulation results for CDC-
MAC and another point-to-point MAC protocol, OC-MAC, obtained by using a
custom-built MATLAB simulator are illustrated in this section. The simulation
topology is similar as shown in Fig. E.1. We assume that a number of sensor
nodes are randomly deployed in a 500 m × 250 m area. Node B is deployed at
the center of the area while a sink node is randomly deployed in the upper part of
the rectangle area. Other nodes are uniformly deployed in the lower part of the
rectangle area. All sensor nodes except the sink independently generate packets
and send them to the sink in a multi-hop manner. The channels between nodes
are modeled as i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. In order to measure the energy
consumption of the protocol, the transmission power of the nodes is set to be the
same. We measure the amount of time the radio of each node has spent in different
modes: sleep, idle, transmission, and reception. The energy consumption ratios
for sleep:idle:reception:transmission are set as 0:1:1.05:1.4 [7]. The retransmission
limit of CT is set as 3.
A. Lifetime Comparison of Different Protocols
Fig. E.6 depicts the lifetime comparison of these two protocols. We could ob-
serve that the lifetime of OC-MAC decreases linearly when the residual energy of
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node reduces. For the CDC-MAC protocols, when the residual energy is high, CDC-
MAC-I demonstrates advantage with respect to lifetime. This is attributed to coop-
erative transmission that protects the energy constraint node. On the other hand, it is
shown that CDC-MAC-II consumes energy at a higher rate when the residual energy
of node is high. This is because that CT in CDC-MAC-II is usually performed when
the energy-bottleneck node has lower energy, whereas hop-by-hop transmission is
dominated at high residual energy range. Besides, in comparison with OC-MAC,
extra synchronization in CDC-MAC needs to consume energy. However, from the
network lifetime point of view (the ﬁrst node depletes in the network), CDC-MAC-
II has achieved maximum lifetime. The reason is as follows. When an energy hole
is formed, CT in CDC-MAC-II is continually applied, which signiﬁcantly extends
the lifetime of the bottleneck node. In addition, selecting node with high energy as
the cooperator balances the energy distribution in the network. However, protecting
the energy constraint node by CT is achieved at the cost of consuming more energy
on other nodes. Hence, overuse of CT may result in limited cooperator candidates
later on, which in turn leading to limited lifetime extension, like CDC-MAC-I.
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Figure E.6: Lifetime comparison of different protocols.
B. Balanced Network Lifetime
In order to further illustrate the merit of the proposed CDC-MAC protocols,
we look at network lifetime from another angle by redeﬁning network lifetime as
the time that the last node drains its energy. In Fig. E.7, we ﬁnd that Node B
depletes much earlier than other nodes when OC-MAC is used. It results in network
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exhaustion in a realistic scenario wherein the other nodes that still have lots of
residual energy would be wasted. This is because in OC-MAC there is no such CT
mechanism that could help save energy of the energy bottleneck node. Node B is
overused in OC-MAC even though it has pretty low residual energy. This situation
could be changed by means of CT in the proposed CDC-MAC protocols. Since
CDC-MAC-II exhibits advantage on network lifetime over CDC-MAC-I, we focus
only on CDC-MAC-II, as shown in Fig. E.8. It is found that almost all nodes run
out of energy at the same time. Therefore, in CDC-MAC-II, the energy of nodes
could be fully and evenly utilized.
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Figure E.7: Lifetime of each node in OC-MAC.
C. Cooperative Retransmission Probability
Since reCT consumes more energy, which may compromise the beneﬁt of CT,
we investigate the reCT probability of CDC-MAC. If CT is successful, for each
successful CT the sum of probabilities of CT and reCT would be equal to 1. That
is,
n
∑
i=0
P(Success/(Nc+ i)nodes) = 1, (4)
where P(Success) denotes the probability of the event that the transmission suc-
ceeds, P(Success/(Nc+ i)) is the conditional probability of successful transmission
given retransmission by (Nc + i) nodes, and n is the number of retransmissions. In
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Figure E.8: Lifetime of each node in CDC-MAC-II.
Fig. E.9, reCT-i (i ∈ [1,2,3]) indicates retransmission times of CT. We could ob-
serve that CDC-MAC-II has higher successful cooperative transmission probability
than CDC-MAC-I does, while CDC-MAC-I has higher reCT-3 than CDC-MAC-II.
The main reason behind reCT is that the selected cooperator cannot provide enough
diversity gain to transmit packet directly to the two-hop away receiver. For CDC-
MAC-I, the situation is even worse. Random selection of sending node will result in
a situation that this sending node may have higher energy than other sibling nodes.
During CT initiated by this sending node, even though only the candidate that has
higher residual energy than the energy-bottleneck node could be selected as the co-
operator, it is still possible that there exist some nodes with lower residual energy
than the energy-bottleneck node, leading to a limited number of qualiﬁed candi-
dates. In CDC-MAC-II, as long as the neighbor nodes could hear the CFC packet,
it is possible to be selected as the cooperator.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a cooperative duty cycle MAC protocol CDC-MAC has been proposed
to extend the network lifetime of WSNs. By exploiting the physical layer property
that an increased transmission range can be achieved thanks to diversity gain, CDC-
MAC schedules when necessary cooperative transmissions to protect the energy-
constrained node. In this protocol, both distance information and residual energy
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Figure E.9: Cooperative retransmission probability of CDC-MAC protocols.
information are taken into consideration to select the CT initiator and its poten-
tial cooperator(s). The simulation results demonstrate that the energy consumption
levels of sensor nodes are evenly distributed in the network by using CDC-MAC,
resulting in more balanced node transmission and energy resource utilization. As
a consequence, CDC-MAC could provide signiﬁcant network lifetime extension in
comparison with traditional point-to-point duty cycle MAC protocols.
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